Pl?/A/C/PAL CONTEPJTS
An E..ectric Coil Winder
A t2 -watt Amplifier

Aerial Coupling Circuits
Building a Television Receiver

A "Local-distant" T.R.F. Receiver
Simple Inductance Tenzer
Television Indoor Aer1 s
Programme Pointers
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PITMAN -'S
for R_1DIO BOOKS
Thermionic Valve Circuits
Emrys Williams. A complete and up -todate guide to theory and application. NATURE
says : " A very good survey of all the main
types
of valve circuits.'
ELECTRICAL
REVIEW says : " In a class by itself." Second
Edition. 1216 net.
By

Radio Receiver
Maintenance

G. Lewis. Gives reliable technical
for radio dealers and service
engineers, and includes a handy fault- finding
summary. Fourth Edition. 816 net.

information

All " Varley " products are manufactured
from the highest quality materials.
Transformers, etc., are individually wound
and have interleaved windings with ample insulation, ensuring freedom from breakdown.
The comprehensive range of Shielded and

Cathode -Ray Oscillographs
.1. H. Reyner, B.Sc.Hons.,
etc. " Anyone
desiring an understanding of the cathode -ray
oscillograph cannot do better than purchase
this book. " -ELECTRICAL TIMES.
Third
Edition. 816 net.

By

meets

Mede by

SIR ISAAC PITMAN dc SONS, LTD.,
Parker Street, Kingsway, `London, W.C.2.

OLIVER PELL CONTROL LTD
CAMBRIDGE ROW
Tg/ephone

S E18

WOOLWICH
WOOLWICH

and

By E. J.

TRANSFORMERS &CHOKES

Open type Transformers available
the requirements of every circuit.
Write for list, etc.

Servicing

1422

QUALIFY FOR

A BETTER POST
HIGH Q. T.R.F.
COILS TYPE 34/5
medium

long
200,550,
1,000/2,000 metres.
The choice of coils decides
of -a
the performance
T.R.F. Receiver. Users of
these R.M. Coils acclaim
them as the finest available.
For

wavebands,

and

Try them yourself.

,15/PER PAIR

-BY POST

Let the most progressive, most succep(ul College in the
world coach you by correspondence. Choose your career
or be advised by us. We take a personal interest in all our
students and provide the friendly indisidual training that
quickly leads to success. Make the first move NOW- strite
for free particulars.

CHOOSE YOUR CAREER NOW

Blue Prints.
Book -keeping, Accountancy
and Modern Business
Methods.
Building, Architecture and
Clerk of Works.
Cambridge Senior School

Certificate.
Carpentry and Joinery.
Civil Engineering.
All Commercial subjects.
Television.
Shorthand (Pitman's).
Telecommunications (City
and Guilds).
If you do not see your own
to us on any subject.

Direct Mail to
Send for circuit diagram Qf Receiver (AC ;
AC /DC; or Battery) incorporating these coils.

R. M.

ELECTRIC LTD.

TEAM VALLEY, GATESHEAD,

Draughtsmanship, all

Branches.
Heating and Ventilating.
Radio Service Engineering,
Languages.
;Mathematics.

Matriculation.

Municipal

Dept. 104

SHEFFIELD

www.americanradiohistory.com

County

Full particulars free.

Biii1t Colle

11

Sc.

Engineers.
Plastics.
Wireless Telegraph; and
Telephony
Structural Engincering.
Surveying.
Teachers of Handicrafts.
requirement. above, write

e
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For the utmost realism from

MATT fpedat Off045

records and radio

ALL NEWAND GUARANTEED
ItOLA P.M. SPEAKERS, 81n. LIT, 16.6.
TRUVOX P.M. SPEAKERS, Bin. w/Trans., 18'6: 81n. less Trans.,,
14/6 ; 5fn. L /Trans., 12/6: Trans. to match, 4/8. each.
LINE CORD, 2 -way, 1/6 per yd.. 3 -way, 2/- per yd., 60 ohms per ft,

TUNING CONDENSERS, Midg., .0005 wiTrims. and S /motion
drive, 11'- each.
TUNING CONDENSERS, Ultra Midg., .0005, 2 -gang, 10/6 each.
VOL. CONTROLS CENTRALAB. -All values wls., 4.,9 each
Lls., 3/8 each.
CONDENSERS, CANNED TYPES, 8 mfd. 450v.. 3/- each 16 mfd,
350 v.. 2/9 each ; 25 mfd. 25 v., 1/9 each 16 mfd. (Hunts), 50 v.. 7,6;
32 mfd. 275 v., 3/9 each ; 16 ±8, etc.. etc.
MULTI RADIO TRANS., 12 ratio, 7/6 each.
MAINS TRANS., 6 v. and 4 v., 26/6 each (Shrouded).
HEADPHONES, ex- Govt., W/Jack Plug, 3/11 per pair.
RESISTANCES, " ERIE," Types i w., 4d. each 1 w., 8d. each,
PICK -UPS, B.T.H. Magnetic type, 40/- each. " DE LUXE "
Rothermal Crystal, 65/- each, including purchase tax.
COLLARD, A.C. Gram. Motors, w /pick -up complete, £5'14'8 each.
COLLARD, A.C. /D.C. Gram. Motors, witurn-table. only £9.3:8 each
COLLARO, A.C. Gram. Motors, auto changers complete, £14'6/8
each.
" WEARITE " " P " COILS. All types, 3/- each.
;

;

;

:

All Orders under

The K.I.
Amplifier
This
valve
fier,

seven

ampliespeci-

ally designed
for the lightweight high fidelity type piclk-up, is
proving the real answer for the music lover who seeks
a high standard of reproduction at a moderate cost.
Independent bass and treble controls permit compensation for recording losses and reduce needle scratch.
Tetrodes with negative feedback ensure' negligible
distortion and the high performance is backed by a two
years' guarantee. Price complete 17 Gns., or in kit
form 13 Gns. The blueprint is available separately, 2/6d.
Deferred terms available.

Let us have all your Radio requirements.

Largest Stock of B.V.A. and American Valves in Surrey.

MATT

RADIO SERVICE

KINGSTON 8353
29 Castle St. Kingston -on- Thames. Surrey.

:

;

;

:

:

;

;

;

'phone: WEStern 3350.

TELEKIT OF
PARTS. -A new
complete Kit of
Parts for the building of a high definition. vision and
DENCO
VISION

.

:

:

:

;

:

:

:

:

:

Our equ.iprnent

4,i SORE to

et-

54947

it at

TERn

sound Television
Receiver. using a
9113. CRT and with
power supply for
A.C.
200-250 - volt
mains. Employs recently developed
ESTABLISHED 25 YEARS
circuits and components including line fly -back EHTroutput transformer unit
ready assembled. Vision section has 3 R.F. stages, Detector,
Noise Limiter and Video Amplifier. Suitable for use at all
distances within the service area of the station. The new
miniature high slope B7G pentode valves are used in RF and
video stages, etc.. a total of 17 valves. Circuit, layout and
instructional data supplied with each Kit. All valves and CRT,
chassis, etc., are Included. (Loudspeaker and O.P. transformer
excluded.) Price complete. £38. Tax.
Resistances.-Special offer. Parcel containing 100 popular
assorted values. i watt type. 8'6 per 100 I watt type, 11r8
per 100. (Trade enquiries invited.)
METER RECTIFIERS.-Westinghouse 0- m,'a, 4 9 0 -10
mla, 7/6 : 0 -1 m'a. 10'8.
SELENIUM RECTIFIERS. -H. T., h'wave. 250 v. 50 m'a,

:

:

lovers.

in stamps.

UNIVERSITY RECORDING COMPANY
Burleigh Place, Cambridge. Phone; Cambridge

:

;

music

Write enclosing 5d.

IN, PALACE GATE, KENSINGTON, toLONDON, W.8
can also
seen and heard at

:

:

all

LTD

l'IIATTS IIADIO

$

Our illustrated catalogue of amplifiers and
tuning
units will interest

AMPLIFIERS
46,

1070, HARROW ROAD, LLáNDON, N.W.10 (Near Serubbs
elephone
LAD 1734
AMPLIFIERS. College AC10E, 10 watt. 4 valve amplifier.
NFB, A.C., £811818. Model AC15E, 15 watt 6 valve, push pull output, NFB over 2 stages. AC., 813/19/6. Model U10E,
10 watt 6 valve D.C. /A.C. push -pull output. NFB over 2 stages,
£1111;0. All have separate mike stage and separate mike and
gram. inputs with twin faders and tone control. Complete
with case and carrying handle. Outputs match 3, 8, 15 ohm
speakers. Model AC4C, A.C. or Model U4C, A.C. /D,C. 3 valve
record radio amplifiers. NFB, output for 3 ohm speaker, 25/9/6.
RADIO CHASSIS. 2 valve battery S.W. (10 -18b m.) set. Covers
10. 20. 40, 80, 160 amateur bands. Bandspread, complete, ready
for use. £3110/0. 5 valve 3 wavh, L.M.S. A.C. chassis. Superhet
dial. Complete,
gram.
eady fordo e,
0/10 /0. All carriage paid.
TRANSFORMERS. Porthminster. 350 -0 -350 v. 6 v. 3 a.
similar 100 m,a. (also in 4 v. 4 a.. 4 v. 2 a.),
5 v. 2 a. 80 m.a., 23/9
120 m.a., 6 v. 4 a.. 5 v. 3 a.. 35'- : Standard pentode
26/6
&trans., 3'11 5 w. multi- ratio, 75 30 watts, 10 ratio 20 to
to 140/1, 23'9. Ultra midget (for 354, 105, etc.), 4/6. I.F.
- I,
transf'rs. Atkins, 9'8 Philco, 7'6 Wearite, £1 : Wearite M400, 21/- pair. All 465 k,cs.
SPEAKERS. P.M. L.'trans'r. 3lln.. 10/6 : Truvox 5 in., 10;- :
8fn., 148: 101n., 23/9: 12in., 45'Goodmans, 51n., 13/9
10in., 28'6: 121n., 130'Rola, 5in., 11 /6 l0in., 27/ -. With
transir. Rola, 5in.. 135.
COILS. Dual Range with Reaction. 4/6
Wearite P coils,
L.M. wave with reaction, 75 pair. A and H.F.
3/TUNING CONDENSERS. 2 gang 0005 L/TR. 5/8 : 3 gang
ditto, 8/11 (small) : Dielectric .0003 or .0005. 3/6 each. Presets (Ceramic) 50 pf, Bd. 100 pf.. 1'3 .00025, 2/- .0005, 2/3.
CONDENSERS. T.C.C. 25 mid. 25 v., 2 mfd. 350 v., 4 mid. 350 v.
Ali 1.8. Plessey midget metal, 25 mfd. 25 v., 1/- 8 + 16, 450 v.,
16 +16 450 v., 4'6 :
4'-. TMC 8 450 v.. 2,3
16 450 v., 3:11.
8.1. Blocks C'B'D, 8 558. 3/6
8 +8 550. 4.1 '
8 +16 X 450 v..
5/11. 01..05, .1, .0001 to .0005, 8d. each. .5 +350 v., 100.
MISCELLANEOUS. Octal bases, 4)0. each
others 90.
Voltage droppers, .3 a. 720 ohm or .2 a. 000 ohm, with sliders,
Vol. controls, W /SW, 4 6
4'B
L /SW, 2/9. Chokes 60 ma.
70 hy.. 6,8
80 m.a. 10 ht'., 10.9
150 ma. 10 hy., 14'3 ; 250
ln.a. 5 hy. 50 ohm (Varlet'), 18/8.
VALVES. Almost any valve ex stock. C.O.D. or C.W.O.
;postage extra under £1. S.A.E. for list or enquiry.

"LIVING MUSIC"

tait,

postage extra.

£1

:
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The most outstanding value ever offered !

BAFFLE
SPEAKERS

0îI1//1
teìicombination

of
with a unique
features never before possible

In this new range of best- sellers, we have utilised to the full our 25 years'
experience of radio reproduction. After twelve months of intensive
experiment, we proudly present the finest speaker value ever offered
made possible only by the fact that every operation is carried out in the one
organisation. Compare these baffle speakers with any other make on the
market: compare their reproduction -their appearance -their price. There
can be only one verdict, and we are confident of what that verdict will be.

-

These

INCORPORATING REMOTE CONTROL
are identical in appearance, but " Beaufort "

speakers

" Bristol "

and

control, which, in conjunction with
the exclusive Whiteley " Long Arm " enables radio to be switched on or
off from the speaker. All are finished in highly polished walnut veneur.
have push- button remote

lv't'tont

BEAUFORT
104" x 31"

Size 12!." x

Permanent magnet

type speaker (die-cast unit). 6" diameter.
Capacity 3 watts. Constant impedance
volume control.

BRISTOL
IOj"

Size

x

91t"

x

Capacity 3 watts.
volume control.

35 ".

Unit

P.M.

Constant

W

8" x

T

L E Y

H
I

I

E

3 ".
P.M. Unit 5 ". Capacity
Complete with volume control.

E

L

E

C T R

I

Trans-

former

67 6 75/
53,6

59,6

*

39,6

45/6

DEMONSTRATE

6 ".

impedance

BEDFORD
Size 91" x
21 watts.

With

Trans-

former

NO PURCHASE TAX

C A L

R

A D

I

O

CO.

ASK YOUR

LOCAL DEALER TO

L

T D

'

M

A N

S

F

I

E

L

D

'

N O T T

RESERVE THIS
MULLARD

VALVE

200 PAGE
ENCYCLOPÆDIA

NOW !
SOME SPECIAL FEATURËS

Data for various operating conditions.
2. Data for special applications.
3. Circuit diagrams and working constants.
4. Full details of bases and base
connections.
1.

To reserve your copy simply post this coupon
now. SEND NO MONEY.
.1/.-1.VGAL -.11 I IL I RLF;

Mullard

THE MASTER VALVE
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17th YEAR
OF ISSUE

( and PRACTICAL TELEVISION

EVERY MONTH
VOL. )IXV. No. 516
JULY, 1949

&l ail I. J.CAMM

COMMENTS OF THE MONTH

BY THE EDITOR

Good News
are pleased to be able to announce that as
a result of the increase of paper allocation
which operates as from the August issue
readers will now be able to obtain ih freer supply
copies of this journal.
For many years nbw, nearly 10 to be precise,
paper and hence the circulation of this journal
has been severely restricted. We have had a long
waiting list for many years. We know the disappointment many would -be readers have felt
when they have endeavoured to place orders for
the delivery of this journal either through newsagents
or with us, only to be told that the best that could
be done, would be to place their name on a waiting
list
waiting list of many thousands of names.
Elsewhere in this issue you will read an important
announcement concerning the future supply of
this journal. You who are readers of this journal
are among the fortunate, but you will help us and
your friends if you will convey the news to them
that they may now placo orders with their newsagents for the regular delivery of this journal.
WE

.

-a

-

employed by Hitler, and the Russians are exhibiting
tactics which are tendentious and can hardly be
associated with a one -time ally. The proposal to
broadcast from 100 stations should teach the Russians that their methods provide a two -edged sword.
Training Institutes
opening of the Midland Television TransTHEmitter
towards the end of this year will
create a demand for qualified service engineers,
and one well-known manufacturer has undertaken
to provide dealers in the service area with first -hand
technical information. A meeting was recently,
held in Birmingham, by Prof. H. F. Truman, at
which dealers learned something of the special
knowledge and techniques necessary for the
successful installation and'servicing of any type of
television receiver. He gave details of the E.M.I.
Institute's postal course on television servicing.
which has now been extended at a substantially
reduced fee.

Some American Statistics
Radiolympia
DURING 1949 over 1,580,000 television receivers
will be purchased in America. This makes
ballots for stand sites at Radiolympia have
THEbeen held and applications have been received our own
sales seem quite small. It seems deplorfor over 90 per cent. of the available space. This able that the Chancellor Of the Exchequer did
year there will not be any gallery stands and this not see fit, as the Americans have done, to reduce
means that with the reduced t
the tax on television. It is a
number of exhibitors 'the Ground
new industry needing all the
Editorial and Advertisement Offices :
Floor will be well filled. It is
encouragement and the fillip
" Practical Wireless." George Newnes, Ltd.,
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand,
our opinion that this is not, a
which sales can provide. It
W.0 2. 'Phone
Temple Bar 4363.
move in the right direction. The
seems that the industry will
Telegrams : Newaei. Rand, London.
last Radiolympia was uncomhave to wait at least until 1950
Registered at the G.P.O. for transmission by
Canadian Magazine Post.
fortable, and it was impossible
even for a hopo of tax reduction.
The
Editor
will
be pleased to consider
to examine the exhibits with
articles of a practical nature suitable
for publication in " Practical Wireless,"
Our Television Lea I
Care and interest whilst jostling
Such-articles should be written on one
Cheek -by -jowl with a struggling
Ç IR
WILLIAM
HALEY,
side of the paper only, and should conthe name and address of the sender.
crowd.
) tain
Director - General of the
Whilst the Editor does not- hold himself
Demands for demonstration
responsible for manuscripts. every effort
B.B.C., told the Radio Wholesalers
will be made to return them ifa stamped
rooms - have been greater this
at Scarborough that B.B.C.
and addressed envelope is enclosed.
All correspondence intended for the
year and so six more will be
television productions are more
Editor should be addressed : The Editor,
provided. Most of the well ambitious and diversified than_
Practical Wireless," George Newnes,
Southampton
known firms will exhibit, and
those of any other country.
Street, Strand. W.C.2e,
this journal, as in every radio
Owing to the rapid progress in the
We now have new cameras, new
design of wireless apparatus and to our
show, will be there. Further
outside equipment for televising
efforts to keep our ,,readers in touch
with the latest developments, we give
details will appear herein as they
sport, and other public events,
no warranty that apparatus described
are disclosed.
and new radio transmitters. New
in our columns is not the subject of
'letters patent.
tele -cine apparatus is giving
Copyright in all drawings. photo Russian Jamming
improved transmission of news
.graphs and articles published in
Practical
"
Wireless
is
specifically
are glad to know that
reels and other films. For latest
reserved throughout the countries
WE countersignatory to the Berne Convention and
measures are to be
television news and views see
the
U.S.A. Reproductions nr imitations
employed to stop the Russians
the Practical Television Suppleof any of these . are therefore expressly
Practical
Wireless "
forbidden,
jamming our programmes in
ment at the back of each issue
incorporates " Amateur Wireless."
Elglish. These methods were
of this journal.
-

:

.

-

11111.11.111.111.
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This will be in addition to the normal
radio input as received on the Olympia aerial.
At regular intervals throughout each day there
will be piped into the demonstration rooms a
standard high- quality programme on the medium
wave, each programme lasting approximately a
quarter of an hour.
This will make possible at Radiolympia for the
first time a satisfactory practical demonstration
of radio receivers, loudspeakers, radiograms, pickups, tape and disc recorders and reproducers of
all types.
Details are to be announced by the Radio
and the Phonographic Industry Industry Council immediately direct 'to prospective
meeting of the International
exhibitors.

Broadcast Receiving Licences

licences - totalling
receiving
11,753,150 were current in Great Britain and
Northern Ireland at the end of March; 1949 ; this
was an increase of 113,650 over the February.figure.
This figure includes 126,500 television licences-an
increase of 6,400.
It is an offence to instal or use a set without a
licence, and those doing so run the risk of prosecution. During March, 1949, the number of prosecutions authorised reached the record figure of 1,659,
and the fines imposed ranged up to £10.

BROADCAST

Sir Ernest Fisic
a general
AT Federation

Of the Phonographic Industry
recently concluded in Amsterdam, Holland, Sir
Ernest Fisk was unanimously re- elected president
of the Federation. Representatives of 12 different
countries participated in the meetings as members.
In addition to members, the meetings were attended
and addressed by official representatives of
U.N.E.S.C.O., the International Broadcasting
Organisation and the International Federation of
Musicians, also by representatives of the Netherlands Government.

Radio for Drainage Scheme

THE

Opportunities for Radio Retailers

importance of sound basic training for the
service engineer was emphasised by Mr. C. H.
Gardner, of the valve division of Mallard Electronic
Products, Ltd., at the inaugural Meeting of the
Nottingham branch of the Institute of Practical
Radio Engineers. Mr. A. E. Smith, a prominent
Nottingham retailer, was elected chairman, and
Mr. L. B. Taylor, who has for some time been
active in the Institute's interests, was elected
secretary.

Electric Co., Ltd., has been awarded
THEa General
contract to supply V.H.F. radio equipment AMEETING
School of
to the West Middlesex Drainage Department.

The

B.I.R.E.

'

was recently held at the London
Hygiene and :Tropical_ Medicine,
London, when a paper was 'read by W. Wilson,
D.Sc., B.Eng. (Member), on " Electronics in Heavy

The purification plant, operated by the Middlesex
County Council, is-- the largest in the world, with
the exception of one in the U.S.A., and it is believed Industry."
that radio will be of considerable use in maintaining
contact between headquarters and mobile maintenance parties.

'

Sound Equipment for Churches
AE use of electrical sound reproducing equipment
in churches is a branch of electro- acoustics to

which the General Electric Company, Ltd., -has
given special attention, and two interesting installations from those entrusted to the company are those
at St. Paul's Church, Portman Square, London, and
the Baptist Church at Muswell Rill, London.
The equipment at ,the Baptist Church, Muswell
Hill, centres around a 60 -watt amplifier and
record -player which can be used to provide music
for loudspeakers in the belfry, church or church
hall, or the amplifier can be connected to a microphone suspended near a rack of tubular bells on
which peals and hymn tunes can be played and
amplified and arranged to amplify them for
broadcasting from loudspeakers on the roof of the
tower. The beautiful tone of these bells has been
widely commented ors in the district.
-

High -quality Sound Demonstrations

FOR the first time at Radiolympia special
arrangements are to be made for the demon stration of high-grìality sound reception and
reproduction in the demonstration rooms which. as
already announced, are to be provided for the
demonstration of television.

A loudspeaker on Muswell Hill Baptist Chur ck
which relays Tubular Bells in place of normal peals

www.americanradiohistory.com
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The paper considered a large variety of applica,
tions of electronics to industry, including reetification, oscillation, amplification, cathode -ray
applications and motor control. A section was
devoted to electronic instruments used in industry.

insulated and electrically screened. The .external
surfaces of the cabin walls will be galvanised and
the windows. in them will be of the ships side -light
type.

Important Home and Overseas Contracts
200ft. Tower at G.E.C.
T«-O orders of particular interest are amongst the
many public address installations recently
DIE research laboratories of The General Electric
Co., Ltd., are actively engaged on research undertaken by the Sound Amplification Division
and development in c5nnection with long -distance of E.M.I. Sales & Service: Ltd.
At home, the Rugby Football Union ground at
point -to -point communications on very short radio
Twickenham, Middlesex, is to be fully equipped with
waves.
..
A tower, 200ft. high, is being erected at Wembley P.A. gear including 53 loudspeakers and amplifying
which will he suitable as the Wembley terminal of equipment giving an undistorted output of 400
experimental rádio links, enabling a large amount watts. Microphone and twin turntable gramophone
inputs will enable
of apparatus. there to
n o un e e m é n t s
an
form an essential part of A,_
IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT i general
interest or for
such schemes. It will also
be
be suitable for work on i Copies of " PRACTICAL WIRELESS " for ! crowd control
made or musical items
many other projects at
everyone commencing with the August issue.
very short radio wave- I At last Welcome news for all those who have been waiting 1 played as desired.
lengths.
The Madura Mill Co..
g
to obtain their own copies of PRACTICAL WIRELESS The tower is being 1 every month. Paper Supplies have improved and there will I Ltd., Madura. Southern

-of

-O

-to

!

"

-

-

be copies for everyone commencing with next month's issue
India, have placed an
designed and installed
published on Thursday, July 7th.
I order
through their
by Pirelli- General Cable ! Tell
all your friends that from next month they, too, will be j
Works, Ltd to the i able roll
PRACTICAL WIRELESS without difficulty. ! London agents for a
place regular orders now. i complete P.A. installarequirements of the re- i New readers, however, should
will help newsagents (who naturally wish to avoid being
tion for their mills.
search laboratories. It
left with unsold copies) to assess more accurately the extra
is a lattice steel tower
quantities required for their customers.
i Over 55 cases full of
equipment have just
standing on a base 45ft.
been sent from Hayes
square, each corner..leg
being set in a reinforced concrete foundation loft. and. are being shipped from Tilbury Docks
another vital contribution from E.M.I. to the
square and lift. deep.
A passenger lift will give access to two cabins export drive.
situated one above the other at the top of the tower.
Each cabin will be octagonal, about l lft. wide, and
Hòspitals Install Radio for Patients
will have an external balcony on which the very THE Sound Amplification Division of E.M.I.
directional short -wave aerials will be mounted.
Sales & Service, Ltd., have jutt secured a
The cavity walls of the cabins will be thermally contract for equipping the Elizabeth Garratt
Anderson Group of hospitals at Euston, Hampstead
and Barnet with double -channel radio systems for
disseminating radio programmes by both loudspeaker and headphones. Also to be supplied by
the same division is a radio installation at Cardiff
Royal Infirmary for paging by microphone and
distribution of radio programmes.

,

ii

4.,

.

:

-

Ekco- Ensign

Electric, Ltd.

KCO- ENSIGN ELECTRIC, LTD., announce
LR the conclusion of an important agreement

The tubular bells and microphone used at

Muswell Hill.

with African Incandescent Lamps (Pty.), Ltd., of
Johannesburg, which is designed to strengthen still
further the company's position in the South African
market.
The agreement provides for E. K. Cole, Ltd..
to become a substantial shareholder in the South
African company, and Ekco- Ensign Electric, Ltd.,
will contribute plant and technical information
required for the manufacture of tungsten and
fluorescent lamps, fittings and control gear.
A new factory has 'recently been acquired at
Industria, on the outskirts of Johannesburg, and is
already in production.
The.agreement became operative from April 1st,
1949, following a recent visit to the Union by
Mr. D. W. Pritchard, cómmercial director of
E. K. Cole, Ltd.. and vice- chairman of EkcoEnsign Electric, Ltd.
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A 12 -watt Amplifier -2
Concluding Details of an A.C. Unit with Built -in Meter, and Bass Compensation for Records.
By

J.

A.L000K

For a' given power the output voltage will depend
HE meter resistances are actually the anode
stoppers R37 and R38. These should be upon the -load, since W= E3. Since we have to
mounted as close. as possible to the tat ori
the valveholder and should not, be wirewound. . feed -back a certain voltage at a certain -power
Similarly with the grid stoppers R30 and R31.
Compartment No. 5. houses condensers C24 and
C25 should be a paper condenser
C25 and V,.
rated at least 600 volts. The writer used a paper
condenser also for C24.

R

-

-

Fig. 5. -The meter before conversion (left) -and after
conversioni (right).

the feedback resistor, R19, will depend upon the
speech coil impedance of the loudspeaker used.
In this amplifier, £he value of the resistor is given
by the formula
R = 170 V Speech coil impedance Suitable resistance values for the usual impedances
are
Feedback Resistor (ohms)
Impedance (ohms)

-

:

2

240

3

295
340'
380

4
5

7.5
Above chassis are the valves themselves.
The mains transformer and chokes 1 and 2
are over compartment No. 5. The windings on these
should be in different planes from each other.
Above compartment 7 is the output transformèr,
its windings in the same plane as those of Choke 2,
-since the field of this choke is weaker than that
of Choke 1 or the mains transformer.
The output transformer must be a good quality
job, or trouble wilL be encountered due to excessive
phase shift at high and /or .low frequencies turning
the negative feedback into positive feedback. The
resulting noise is hardly " high -fidelity "
One end of the secondary is earthed and feedback is taken from the other end. There is a right and a
wrong way of making these connections and the
only way of finding the right way is to try it. If
it is the wrong way, positive feedback will result.
The output "transformer used had a tapped
secondary, and a 2 -pole Yaxley switch at the back,
near the loudspeaker socket, was used to connect
the appropriate tapping to the loudspeaker socket
and also to select the correct- feedback resistor.
'

!

.
.

4712.

-

660
930

15

30

Cover

The framework of the
cover was built of brass
curtain strip drilled and
tapped 4 BA. Front,
top and back were made
from one piece of perforated zinc of the meat The ends
safe type.
were of 20 s.w.g. aluminium. A strengthening,
internal,
aluminium
panel about half way
between the two ends is
arranged to separate
chokes 1 and 2 and the
mains transformer from
the -rest of the amplifier.
The whole affair gives

F/ash /amp Battery

+

adequate protection Fig.
with good ventilation.
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described, and should be suitably modified if a
The meter used was converted from an R.F. meter:having a different full -scale deflection is used.
There seems no shortage of this particular meter.
thermocouple milliammeter, bought new and boxed
for 2s. 6d. ex -W.D.
When converted, the meter is calibrated in mA
of anode current, but is actually used as a voltmeter.
If 50 mA is passing through V5, this current
flows through the anode stopper, R37. By Ohm's
Law, Current x Resistance = Volts. Since R37 is
100 ohms the voltage across it will be 5 volts. If
thë Current drops to 40 mA the voltage will be
4 volts. The meter is converted to a voltmeter,
with a full-scale deflection of 10 volts, and can be
Meter
bonneted across either anode stopper to measure
OI
the voltage across it, which is read off the scale
directly in terms of mA of anode current.
In the case of V3 and V4, the currents are much
H.T.
lower-in fact, just over 1 /10 of V5 and Vg. The
End
meter' resistances are therefore multiplied by 10,
to 1,000 ohms, so that 5 mA gives a volts drop of
5 volts (I X R =E). Unfortunately, when we switch
Vour meter across 1,000 ohms, the effect of the
V.a
400G
resïstánce of the meter in parallel is to reduce the
V3
effective resistance to below 1,000 ohms and so
give us a false reading. To allow for this, the meter
off
resistances are increased to 1,330 ohms each. A
8.Details
of
switching.
Fig.
meter
4,000 -ohm meter across this makes the effective
resistance 1,000 ohms, which is what we want.
1,330 ohms can be made up of 1,000 ohms and It has a tin. dial, and the scale reads from 0 to 350
330 ohms in series, or,'2,200 ohms and 3,300 ohms mA. Markings are as follows
in parallel, all standard values.
Top
Sangamo Weston, Ltd., Enfield, Middx.,
4,000 ohms has little shunting, effect across the
Eng.
100 -ohm resistances R37 and R38.
AMMETER H.F.
Scale is marked at 100, 200, 300 and 350.
A 10 -volt meter with a resistance of 4,000 ohms
Below Scale
350 mA No. 1.
is obviously 400 ohms per volt. This means a
F.G.
basic movement of. 2.5 mA F.S.D. These figures,
Thermo Couple
Resist 1.6 ohms.
therefore, apply only to the meter about to be
Meter

:-

.

._.,11141.10.11111111141.10
j
i

LIST OF COMPONENTS
R 1-22kfä.
kw.
R 2-22k.0.
}w.
R 3-22k9.
1w.
R 4-100k0.
1w,
R 5-250k0.
R 6-100kla. (see text) 4w.
1w.
R 7-1.5k0.
1w.
R 8-150k0.
1w.
R 9-6.8k0.

1w.
R10-150k9.
R11-100k!4 (var.) Iw.
4w.
R12-33k0.
4w.
R13-33k0.
lw.
R14-100k0.
4w.
R15-250k9.
1w.
R16-1.5k0.
ohms.
Iw.
R17-10
}w.
R18-500k0.
R19-170 JSpeech coil impedance

R20 -500 ohms. 1w.

(see text).

R21- 500k0.
R22 -1,330 ohms. (see text)
R23 -1,330 ohms.))
4 w.
R24- 100k0.
4w.
R25- 100k!ä.
R26- 250k0 var. 1w.
1 w.
R27-22k9.
R28 -25k1. (wire -wound).
R29 -22k0.
1w.

4w.
4w.

R30- 4.7k0.
Iw.
R31- 4.7k0.
44w.
R32-250k0.
$w.
R33- 250k0.
R34 -200 ohms. var. (w-w).
R35 -100 ohms 4w.
R36 -100 ohms. 4w.
R37 -100 ohms. $w.
R38 -100 ohms. 4w.
R39 -200 ohms. 3w.

C13 -8µF.
C14-8í4F
1w.

R40 -200 ohms. var. (w -w). 3w.
R41 -350 ohms. 5w.
R42 -lmn var. i)w.
SW1- .-Single pole ; -4 way.
SW2- Single pole ; 2 way.
SW3- Double pole ; Single way.
SW4- Double pole ; 5 way.

1-321äF. 350v.
350v.
C 2 -32µF.
C 3- 8 u F.
250v.
250v.
C 4- 0.11íF.
C 5- .0008µF.
C 6- .002µF.
(see text).
C 7- .005µF. )
12v.
C 8- 25,1íF.
250v.

C16 -25µ1tF.
C17 -0.1 pF.
C18 -81íF.
C 19- 0.1µF.
C20- 0.11íF.
C21 -0.11íF.
C22- .O1pF;
C24-8p F.
C25 -4µF.
C26 -50µF.

CHI -20H
CH2 -20H

CH3 -40H

C

9- 0.1µF.

C10- 0.1µF.
C11- .01µF.
C12 -8µF.

250v.
250v.
500v.

I50mA.

C'.
4i)
.Cr

T1- 350 -0-350

«,

50 mA.
10 mA.
150mA.

4v. 3a. C.T.
4v. 2a. C.T.
4v. 4a. C.T. (min .).

C

}

350v.
250v.
250v.
12v.
250v.
500v.
250v.
250v.
250v.
500v.
500v.
600v. (paper).
50v.

C15-0.1 p F.

(If tuner operated from amp.
power pack, this last should be
4v. 6A.)
T2 -15-watt

output transformer,
6,0000 A-A C.T.
T3-Pick -up transformer (see text).
V3 and V4=
;
MHIA ; V5 and V6 =PX4 ;
V7 =FW4 /500.

VI and V2 =SP41
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R30

/

-

200 n
lw.

X

j -

x

Wirewound

i

\

200

!

Calibration
The first thing to do is to determine the polarity
of the meter. A 3 -volt cell and a resistance of
about 50,000 ohms should be momentarily connected
in series across the instrument and, if necessary,'
changed over so that the flick of the needle is
up- scale." The terminal connected to the
positive pole (brass stud) on the battery should be
marked with a red cross or similar mark.
Next, the circuit shown in Fig. 7 should be
hooked up. Adjustment of the variable resistance
will control the current flowing through the circuit
and the meter. can be calibrated as follows :

Secondary

Windings On

Mains
Transformer

`

45012
6w.

II;

11

w.

Wire wound

¡

ct

The rhkiest job of all is now to oonn
sttib C
to clipper strip at Aand stub D to strip B by shout
lengths of 'tinned copper wire. This calls -for'
-tweezers, a soldering iron which is -not too .large,
and a lot of patience and care See Fig. 6(c).
Then glue white paper over the calibrations- on
the dial.
Now replace the dial, but not the case.

The disposition -of- these markings sometimes varies
slightly. The' main- points are a F.S.D. of 350-mA
and a resistance of 1.6 ohms. There are no
screw terminals on the back, plugs -being found in
their place.
Inside the case a short length -of- fine resistance
A current
wire is connected across the plugs.
through this wire causes it to get het, the temperature

?

July,: 1949.
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X

C26

Fig.

9.-tAn alternative. bias arrangement for

V5

and V6.

depending on the current. The " hot junction "
of a thermocouple touches this wire.
If two lengths of dissimilar metals are connected
at both their ends, and a difference in temperature
exists between these ends, a minute current flows
which is proportional to the temperature difference.
Some combinations of metals ekhibit this property
more strongly than others, a common combination
being iron and copper.
The two ends of the thermocouple in this
instrument are (i) at the resistance wire (" hot
junction ") and (ii) connected to the meter movement which thus registers the current flowing in
the thermocouple, this being dependent upon the
temperature of the resistance wire. This, in turn,
depends upon the current flowing through the
resistance wire.
Conversion consists of removing the resistance
wire and thermocouple, and connecting the movement direct to the terminal plugs. (Fig. 5.)
First remove seals from the three screws round
the side and take these screws out. Hold the plugs
in on& hand and 'pull the sides with the other to
take off the case. The meter is now unprotected
and care should be exercised. The two screws on
the front of the dial are taken out and the dial can
be removed by sliding it upwards, care being taken
not to bend the pointer.
Stubs C and D Fig. 6(a) are each connected to the
terminal plugs and the fine resistance wire can be
seen between them. A and B are crimped copper
strips connected to the movement and the thermocouple goes from A to B, touching the fine resistance
wire halfway across.
Using tweezers, remove both resistance wire and
thermocouple so that the meter looks as in Fig. 6(b).

Fig.

-

io.-Circuit

of

power pack.

Milliammeter reading

Meter scale marked

o
0.25 mA

10

0.5 mA

-20

0

0.75'mA

.30

40
mA
50
mA
60
mA
70
mA
80
2.0 mA
90
2.25 mA
100
2.5 mA
Replace case.
Meter and switch panel can be then installed as in
Fig. 8. Switch positions for V8 and VQ should bé
marked " X 10 " since a current of 6 mA through
the valve will be read on the meter as 60 mA.
1.0
1.25
1.5
1.75

-

-

Leads from the 'switch can be plugged into the
appropriate sockets, " Positive " leads -going to
H.T. end and " Negative " leads to anode end.
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because the 450 ohm resistor is common to both
Final Adjustments
Check resistance between H.T. and chassis. valves, but it does not need agextra heater winding.
The resistor 126 is the load resistance for the
Owing to the small leak of each electrolytic condenser, this will not be infinity, but should be at pick -up transformer. IOOKQ is the value for the
least + megohm after the condensers have Wilkins and Wright. transformer. Values of R6
for other pick -ups are:
charged up.
Connect speaker, etc.
Switch meter to V5 and'ewitch on power supply.
As the valves warm up, the anode current will rise
to 55 -60 mA., drop back to 30 -40 mA. as the condensers charge up, and then settle to some reading
around 50 mA. Switch to V5 and adjust R34
until both valves are passing an equal current ;
switching from one to another to cheek this. Then
adjust R40 until each valve is passing 50 mA.
Then switch to V3 and V4, and adjust R28 for
balance on these valves. This will be at 5 -6 mA. each.
Finally, plug in high- resistance 'phones at the
'phone jack, and, with a signal into the amplifier,
adjust R26 so that the signal heard in the 'phones
is at a minimum.
If the amplifier " howls " as it warms up, reverse
The completed amplifier with cover removed.
the connections to the output transformer secondary
(see notes on negative feedback).
Lexington moving coil ..
I megohm.
The PX4s will remain. balanced for periods of
Brierley ribbon ..
.. 15 KQ.
months. If, occasionally, on switching on, they
Decca moving iron
.. 250 KQ (C8 omitted).
appear to be a few mAs unbalanced, the amplifier
" Connoisseur " (no transshould be allowed to run for 10 -15 minutes when the
former)
.. 100 KQ (CS omitted).
valves will usually level up.
Values of load resistance for pick -ups not menThe balancing circuit shown is, in the writer's tioned here can be obtained from the pick -up manuopinion, the best one, since only one heater winding facturers. A peak input of more than 150 mV.
is needed for the output valves and R40 can will overload V1 owing to the presence of, RS. R9,
be adjusted for slight variations in Supply voltage. RIO, C9, CIO and Cll. If CS is omitted, up to
However, if separate bias control is desired for ,j volt -can be applied to V,, however. This is
each PX4, the circuit shown in Fig. 9 can be used. because current negative feedback is applied via
This does not give completely independent control, R7 when it is not by- passed.

Aerial' Coupling Circuits -3
Concluding the Theory of the Coupled Circuit
By " EXPERIMENTER "

The performance of an R.F. transformer with

inductance primary and the difficulty' in measuring
or calculating M this type of aerial-coupling circuit
is not so suitable for use by amateur constructors
of the voltage gain and selectivity factors. They also as some of the others described in this article.
indicate that gain is low and selectivity high, a
feature which makes this circuit particularly suit- 3. Series-capacitance Aerial Coupling
This is a simple form of aerial coupling in which
able for use in communications receivers, where
constant gain and good image suppression are the aerial is connected to the high-potential end of
essential. Roughly the voltage gain is given by
Frequency (kce) -sMQ /LI where Q is the factor for L2 ; for average
values of M, Q and L1 the gain is unlikely to exceed
600
800
/000 1200 /400
o
about 5.
For this type of coupling the reflected capacitance
is negative, is roughly directly proportional to the
L
tuning capacitance and, for M =112 µH, varies
20
from -5 pF at 1,500 kc /s to -37 pF at 550 kc /s,
-5
v
in
as shown Fig. S. Because of this great variation
in reflected capacitance ganging 'cannot be so
d -40
accurate as with the two previous types of coupling
circuit and because the capacitance changes are
a
most rapid at the low frequency end of the band
- 60
the aerial trimmer should be adjusted at the highfrequency end to minimise the average ganging Fig. 8.- Variation with frequency of reflected
error over the band.
capacitance for R.F. transformer with highBecause of the labour of winding a highinductance primary winding.
L1 =2mH and M =112 pH is shown by the curves in
Fig. 7, which illustrate the extreme constancy

-

'

çü

'
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the tuned circuit via a fixed capacitor (Fig. 9) and,
provided the limitations mentioned later are
observed, this coupling circuit is suitable for use by
amateur constructors.
An advantage possessed only by this coupling
circuit is that the reflected. capacitance (which is
positive) is independent of frequency. Unfortunately, unless the coupling capacitance is very small
(about 10 pF) the value of the reflected capacitance
varies with change in the aerial -earth constants
and reganging is necessary every time a different
aerial is used.
Fig. 10 illustrates the variation with frequency
of the voltage gain and selectivity factors for a series

1949

The coupling capacitor must not be lesys than
about .002 ,uF in value (with a tuning capacitance
of 500 pF maximum), otherwise it is,impossible to
tune to the low- frequency end of the waveband ;
fact, even with this value of coupling capacitance
a 40 pF trimmer must be connected across the
tuning coil to maintain full coverage of the waveband. On the other hantl, the coupling capacitance
must not be too large, otherwise the voltage gain is
too small. Fig. 12 illustrates the variation with
frequency of the voltage gain and selectivity factors
for a shunt capacitance of .005 F. The curves
show that voltage gain is low, selectivity high, and
that both gare remarkably constant.
/00
80
60
I

40
4

20
0

9.-

Series -capaciFig.
tance aerial coupling.

ii.-Shunt -capacitance aerial coupling.

Fig.

capacitance of 50 pF and it shows that the performance is very similar to that of the tapped -coil
or small- primary R.F. transformer.

600

800

1000

Frequency (kc

.

-

000

/s.)j/

1400

io.-

Fig.
Variation with frequency of voltage gain
and selectivity factors for series -capacitance aerial
coupling.

The voltage gain is given approximately by :
Q(of L2) X aerial capacitance
coupling capacitance
= 200 pF, coupling capacicapacitance
aerial
When
R.F. transformer but, unlike it, is very convenient tance = .005 ,uF and Q =100, the voltage gain is
for use by amateur constructors. As shown in 4 and the voltage gain factor 8. Slightly lower
Fig. 11, the aerial connection is made to the lower values are obtained in practice, as shown in Fig. 12.
*end of the tuning coil, and this point is earthed
vm/IIIMINORIma,
via a fixed capacitor which is thus common to and
/00
Selectivity
provides -coupling between aerial and tuning
To maintain D.C. continuity between
circuits.
earth and the grid of the valve following the tuned
80
circuit, a high value resistor should be connected
across the coupling capacitance as shown in
dotted lines in Fig. 11.
60
Shunt -capacitance Aerial Coupling
This type of aerial- coupling circuit has a performance very similar to that of the high -inductance
4.

Frequency (kc /s.)

600

800

1000

1

-

/200

/400

20

20
á

Voltage
0

,,

600

800

/000

Frequency (kc/s)

`t -60
Fig. 53.- Variation with frequency of reflected
capacitance for shunt-capacitance aerial coupling.

/200

-

/400

Fig. zz:- Variation with frequency of voltage gain
and selectivity factors for shunt- capacitance aerial
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American Service Racketeers
TH11 Americans, like ourselves, have taken up
arms against the service racketeer who preys

Su

259

modern use these substances are combined with
small amounts of boron and tin.
Whereas silicon when suitably treated was the
best for centimetre -wave detection, germanium is,
no doubt, the most interesting of all semi-conductors,
its high resistance to voltage breakdown making it
an attractive valve substitute in mani applications.
Although our knowledge of semi -conductors is
still incomplete, considerable progress has been
made empirically, and this has led to the discovery
of the crystal triode.
The crystal triode may be of commercial value
if it can be reproduced on a commercial scale. I
like the description of it as an electrical Siamese
twin with two cats' whiskers spaced literally a
hairsbreadth apart on the surface of a germanium
crystal.

upon the ignorance of the public and either
charges for work which is not done, overcharges for
work which he has dune, or fits new parts which
are not really required.
The campaign opened in Pittsburgh --after a
report by an investigating bureau which stated
that two out of three shops swindled their customers
by making and charging for unnecessary repairs.
Sixty-eight firms selected at random in all sections
of the district were included in the investigation.
Of course, there is the type of customer who always
thinks he is being swindled, even when reasonable
charges are made, for repairs efficiently carried out.
The moral seems to be That the public should
study radio and learn to carry out, as readers of An Evening with the " Long Range Express Three "
this journal do, their own repairs.
rrHE first constructional article to appear in this
journal was that which described the building
The Cat's Whisker Again
Mr. F. J. Camm's famous " Long Range Express
interest has been aroused in radio and of
:" This article appeared in the very first issue
GREAT
electronic circles by the recent announce- Three
this journal, and a blueprint was presented with
ment from America of the production of the of
I built one
Transitor, a three -electrode crystal which amplifies that issue ; that was over 15 years ago.request,
of these to test it out at the Editor's
and
and oscillates like a valve.
other day I rescued it from the loft where I store
In a recent B.B.C. " Science Survey " talk, the
receivers which have given place to new ones. After
Mr. T. H. Kinman, head of the H.F. Department a little dusting I connected it up, and I was amazed
of 'B.T.H., Rugby, described the development of at the quality even compared with modern standards.
the modern crystal rectifier which lad to the disThe " Fury Four " was another remarkable
covery of this new device, which is called in this
receiver described in those days and, of course, it is a
.
country the crystal triode.
real ether searcher. Many tens of thousands of
We are all aware of the unstable type of crystal
receivers have been built, and I still receive
detector used in the early days of broadcasting. these
The point contact rectifier was inherently more letters from readers who continue to operate it.
At that time the home constructor was catered
efficient than the valve as a detector of short
for by many weekly and monthly journals. This
centimetre waves as used for radar.
was the last -in the field, and it has witnessed the
Some of the better -known semi -conductors are : obituaries of all. of its competitors. This, I think,
galena, carborundum, silicon, and the new material, is the only example
of a new journal ousting all of
germanium, which has many unique electrical its competitors. Thera is still a steady demand for
characteristics.
the blueprints of the two versions of the " Fury
A semi -conductor has characteristics which can Four
battery and mains models. I am glad to
be better understood by comparing it with a know that components for these receivers may still
conductor and insulator in relation to voltage and be obtained. -I do not know how long it will be
current. The similarity, as a rectifier, of the crystal before component supplies are as plentiful as they
to the diode valve can be seen by comparing the were before the war. One of the difficulties enfunction of the barrier layer between the crystal countered by the constructor to -day is in collecting
face and the cat's-whisker point, with the empty the componente. Whilst manufacturers are comspace between the valve electrodes.
pelled to export a high percentage of their,producThe need of a stable and reproducible detector tion I suppose the situation will remain as it is.:
for radar work early in the war led to the production Perhaps there will be a change in the eve -of- election
of a modern version called the crystal valve. It Budget next year.
resembled a small cartridge fuse about /in. long
and tin. in diameter. It was permanently adjusted Radio Control of Models
and more robust than the valve. Many hundreds of
my paragraph one this subject in a
thousands were made during the war, and this APROPOS
recent issue, I see that our companion journal,
Americans.
copied
by
the
British design was
Practical Mechanics, this month publishes the first
The characteristics of the two modern crystals. of a series of articles on the construction of a
silicon and germanium, are now well known. In radio -controlled model tank.
.

"-
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Building a Television Receiver -6
Notes on Final Layout, Alignment and Testing
By S.

A. KNIGHT

is receiver that has been the subject
of the past five articles in this series has
now been described in full from the constructional point of view, and all that remains is to
carry out the unit interwiring, and alignment of
the vision and sound chassis.
For trial purposes a long clear bench is requited
and a suitable layout flan the various units is shown
in Fig. 1. The power unit is placed on the extreme
left -hand end of the bench, the tube unit follewsspaced a few inches to avoid any excessive interaction from the mains equipthent, then time -base,
vision and sound chassis follow in that orden There
is no treed for great spacing between these latter
units, a couple or so inches or enough to allow
manipulation of side mounted controls beii g sufficient. It should be emphasised that the whole henclt
should be cleaned down thoroughly before this
trial layout is attempted ;
there is nothing worse than
trying to work on a *glob that
is elbow deep,in nuts and bolts,
tools, pats of glue, flux and

THE vH

terminal on the power chassis to the tube anode via
the small insulator mounted on the tube unit.
finally the coaxial lead fregi the sound receiver is
plugged into the requisite socket on the vision
receiver and a suitable loudspeaker is connected to
the sound output transformer.
The variable controls, brightness, focus, line -hold,
frame -hold aro best mounted on four component,
brackets screwed to the bench for this trial layout
leads from them are wired to the appropriate points
in the circuit,
Everything is now ready for test and alignmentexcept of course, for the aerial input which is
connected later on.
;

preliminary Checks
it is assumed that all wiring on the individual
chassis has been thareughly checked before the

so on.
Z \Then the-chassis are set

gut
the interwiring must be done ;
the ten -way lead from t he power
unit is soldered to the ten -way
tag strip (if not already clone)
at the rear of the tube unit,
great care being taken to ensure
that the lettered coding used
for H.T. and L.T. wiring
throughout this series is
followed. The order along the
strip dips not particularly
matter but the right connections do !. The H.T. and L.T.
leads from the time -base unit
are then wired to the tag strip,
Frame
Focus
Brightness
Line
Ho /e
followed by the H.T. and L.T.
Nell
leads from the vision and sound
_Layout
for the preliminary tests.
various
Fig.
s.
of
the
units
chassis as Fig. 1 shows. The
outputs of line and frame
pulses from the time-base plug into the Octal socket interwiring just described is undertaken and that
on the tube unit and the main interconnections aro the two small errors which crept into the circuit
then complete. The earth lead, which is common, diagram and parts list of the tine -base unit have
must be carried out in really heavy wire ; a good been' rectified (see April issue). If the interwiring
plan is to bond chassis to chassis with heavy bonding has now also been double -checked there is nothing
weave from any- convenient points. In all leads, to prevent the complete receiver from being con fairly short connections should be aimed at., par- nected to the mains and tried out. Turn the following
contrast, sound volume,
ticularly in the heater wires carrying heavy currents. controls to minimum
Having completed this wiring there is the tube brightness ; set the following about half -way along
E.H.T. and grid input, synch input and sound input their travel line- and frame,-hold, focus, linearity ;
to deal with. A lead is taken from the cathode of set the following near maximum : width and height.
V10 on the vision unit to the grid of the tube ; this The mains may now be connected.
Watch all units carefully while the receiver is
lead is not screened in any way and its length is in
no way critical, but the shorter the better. Another warming up and listen carefully for any untoward
lead, also unscreened but of minimum possible length, " noises " that might indicate trouble; After a
is taken from 0S3 in the vision unit to Ro on the minute or so a very high -pitched whistle should be
time -base chassis, this carries the synch pulses to heard coming from the time -base unit ; now tuns
the latter unit. A heavily insulated lead (ignition up the Brightness control carefully and a raster of
cable is best) is then taken from the + E.H.T. sorts should appear on the screen. This raster will
:

:
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almost certainly be out of focus and will also completely cover thè screen, but this is of no importance
just yet. Focus the raster as well as you can with
the Focus control and try adjusting the Line -and
Frame -hold controls. These will have the effect of
changing the raster frequency in both directions and
a point will be found where the lines are stationary
(in the vertical direction), though this condition may
not hold for long. Check the focusing of the lines
again ; they should be quite distinct and evenly
spaced-the exact spacing does not matter for the
moment. There will probably be slight defocusing
at the edges of the screen: Keep the Brightness as
low as possible and try not to work under a strong
light. At this stage a. bright line may be seen running
down the raster or a fold-over appearance may be
evident as shown exaggerated in Fig. 2 (a) and (b).
If so, adjust the Linearity control (don't touch the
F.H.T. lead !) and the line or fold -over should shift
to one side and disappear. Choose the position where
it is least in evidence for the present, even if it will
not vanish completely. If the Linearity control is
turned fully out without the line or fold -over vanishing, remove the series fixed resistor and set the
variable control again.
Now turn up the vision contrast to maximum.
The raster should brighten up (reduce this with
the Brightness control) and the vision receiver
valve noise will begin to modulate the trace, i.e..
the clear raster will become " mottled " somewhat.
If the raster " flares " violently beyond a certain
setting of Contrast, then the vision receiver is
unstable and the wiring must be checked particularly with regard to feed -through resistors (see
Article 1). Normally, if the receiver has been copied
carefully from the instructions it will be absolutely
stable, and so no trouble of this kind should appear,
and the raster will simply mottle up to maximum
contrast.
It may happen, by sheer chance, that the sound
receiver frequency -changer is oscillating at this
stage at or near to 45 Mc /s and the I.F. line-up
in the vision receiver is near enough tuned to the
correct yision LF. to receive it through the vision
frequency- changer. In this case the raster will be
violently striped with diagonal and zig-zag patterns,
but these may be cleared by simply turning the
oscillator tuning in the sound receiver a few

degrees.
The preliminary check is now complete and if by
now there is no smell of burning or other drastic
indication of Éonlething wrong, the general wiring
may be regarded as O.K. Voltage checks may be
taken at this stage if desired, and. for this purpose
the following table is drawn up ; this gives the
voltages to be expected at the main points, after
which the individual valve voltages (assuming no
faulty parts)' should receive their correct values.
The readings shown, taken from the writer's
receiver will no doubt differ slightly from others,
but they show the general voltages one may
expect-serious differences should be investigated
before pro6eeding further.
Alignment

If it is at all possible to beg or borrow a reliable
signal generator for alignment purposes of the
receiver, this should be done.
Ave, Taylor or
B.P.L. instruments are all suitable types, railing
which a good home- constructed unit (properly

1V-61

Unit

Test point

+ve

Vision

A

fil

+B

Sound

H1

Time -base

..

-I- C

+D
H=

H3

Tube Unit ..

ube Heater

Voltage
230-250 D.C.
6 to 6.3 A.C.
230 -260 D.C.
As above

310-320 D.C.
300 D.C.
6 to 6.3 A.C.
4 to 4.1 A.C.
.2 to 2.1 A.C.

calibrated) may be used. The set can be made Loo
line up excellently using no instruments apart
from a voltmeter (the writer did it this way as
an experiment), but a signal generator does lessen
the work. The vision receiver is aligned first.
Remove V3 ; set the generator to 15 Me /s and
connect it between chassis and the 'grid of V,the output being suitably terminated. Then

(a)
Fig.

(h)

2.- Typical

oscillograms which
obtained during tests.

may

be

adjust L7 for maximum output. This output is
best measured on a 0-1 mA. meter connected in
series with Rao and chassis with short leads and
by -passed with a 0.002 pF mica condenser; alternately, a 0 -50 voltmeter may be connected across
R85. The tuning will be fairly flat and the input
will be fairly large to 'obtain an output reading.
Now transfer the generator to the grid of V5, tune
it to 11 Me /s and adjust L6 for maximum output.
Transfer the generator to the grid of V4, set it
12 Mc/s and adjust L5 for maximum output.
Now replace V3 but short out Lo with a short
piece of wire. Transfer the generator to the grid
of 173, set it to 13 Mc/s and adjust L4 for maximum
output. The generator output will have to be
progressively reduced as this procedure works
along from V6 to Va and it should not be greater
at any time than is necessary to give a clearly
marked swing on the output meter. Have the
Contrast control near maximum. Remove the
shorting wire from Lo, transfei the generator to
the grid of V2, set it to 45 Mc /s and adjust VC1
for maximum output. This control uusx be tuned
with a non -metallic tool and turned very slowly;
the spindle is at R.F. as well as H.T. potential,
When a reading is obtained adjust L3 in conjunction to give maximum output. Transfer the
generator to the grid of V1, set to 43 Mc /s. and
adjust L3 for maximum output. Finally transfer
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the generator to the serial input socket, set it to and I.F. cores to give the best picture, adjust VC1
43.5 Mc /s and adjust Ll for maximum output. very slightly and then go over the I.F. Cores again.
If the generator does not cover the 45 Me /s hand, It is a long process requiring much patience, but
leave the R.F. tuning for alignment on an actual it can be done and it will lead to excellent results.
signal, but try to set the I.F. stages up carefully. You may not, of course. be lucky enough to find a
The sound receiver is aligned next. Transfer picture first time you adjust VC,. In this case give
the generator to the grid of V19, set it to 3 Mc/s L4 and L7 a couple of turns inwards and try again.
and adjust L5 and L6 for maximum output (on If. again there is no result, give L5 and L9 a couple
the speaker if the signal is 400 cycle modulated, of turns inwards and repeat. It is a job requiring
or on an A.C. voltmeter across the speech coil). patience but with care, assuming there is no fault
Short out the oscillator coil L9 (sound chassis) in the receiver, a picture of sorts can be found withwith a piece of wire, transfer the generator to the in 10 minutes, after which it is a matter of holding
grid of V18, and adjust L3 and L4 for maximum on to it while final trimming is carried out as above ;'
output. Remove the shorting wire from L9, for people living more than 60 miles from London
transfer the generator to the top end of L1, set it (as the writer does), do not despair if nothing turns
to 41.5 Mc /s and adjust VC1 for maximum output. up at the first trial -long distance reception has
As for the vision receiver, this control must be " bad " days when the signal is almost nonadjusted with an insulated) tool and set carefully, existent and this may be one of them. No amount
though it is not so critical as the vision tuning. of preamplification can then do any goad. Once
Now adjust L5 in conjunction for maximum the picture has been obtained the sound receiver
output. It is essential to set the oscillator tuning can be adjusted separately, though the 3 Me¡s
on VC, (sound chassis) to 41.5 -3 =38.5 Mc/s I.F. here should almost certainly be set up on a
and not 41.4+3 =44.5 Mc/s, therefore check for, signal generator even if it is not a really accurate
tiro peaking positions on VC, and use the one that one. Then the sound VC1 can be slowly tuned until
comes up with the moving vanes most engaged, a signal is heard, after which the sound Ll and L2
i.e., highest capacity position. With the sound coils can be peaked for maximum. Two positions
receiver coaxial cable plugged into the vision of VC1 will give a signal ; choose the one with
receiver, transfer the generator to the vision aerial most capacity. On the vision receiver Ll must be
input socket and swing the generator through the set for best compromise between sound and vision
range 40 to 45 Me /s. The sound maximum indication once both .channels are going individually. Even
should come through at about 43 Mc /s and will those who have aligned the set by signal generator
be very flat. This completes the alignment might experiment by carefully adjusting the various
cores and oscillator condensers when receiving aprocedure.
signal
the VC1s on both chassis are critical and
Checking on Vision Signals
a slight readjustment of them on actual signal might
Connect the aerial input lead, advance contrast be worth while.
There is one point the writer would like to raise
to maximum or very near maximum,_ turn up the
Brightness` uhtil the raster is fairly bright but With regard to the sound coupling coil loop on L,
not glaring, and focus carefully. Be sure that the in the vision chassis. If a single loop of 34 s.w.g.
time is such that signals are being radiated, if wire is wound on the former space tin. from the
possible during the morning test card transmissions. earthy end o' the main winding much better sound
Adjust the frame -hold control until the raster results can be obtained than if the self- supporting
becomes stationary in the vertical direction, then loop previously described is used ; this particularly
adjust the line-hold carefully when the picture applies to long -distance viewers, and the results
-frame should lock in steadily. A vertical black are well worth the slight modification work involved.
When the picture is steadily received the
bar, which is usually unsteady, will indicate that
the line -hold is almost in position, this bar being Linearity control should be finally set to give'
the synch pulses when running just off of correct a`kinkless horizontal trace ; then Height and Width
hold. Final settings of: Contrast, Focus and Bright- controls should be set to give the. correct 5 : -1
picture size ratio. These controls will interact
ness can then be carried out.
For those who must align the receiver without somewhat with the Hold controls and the latter
should
be will have to be reset as the former are adjusted. If
a signal generator the following method
adopted. With the aerial connected, set all iron the raster will not centre accurately check that the
cores flush with the hase of the coil formers. (vision scan coils are right forward. on the tube neck,
only). With contrast at maximum and brightness and adjust the focus coil by slight tilting to move
set as above adjust VC1 oh the vision chassis with an the raster bodily on the screen. If the picture
insulated tool very slowly. At one point a pattern is -reversed left to .right and /or upside down just
may suddenly appear on the tube, a brightening reverso the line and /or frame coil connections.
of the raster accompanied with streaks of moduQuite apart from luck, the secret of alignment
lation. If so, adjust line -and frame -hold and try without instruments lies wholly in the constructor's
to resolve the pattern into an intelligible picture. knowledge of television and his familiarity with
You may be lucky in this way and find the signal the functions of all the parts of the receiver he has
first time. If so, leave VC1 and adjust the R.F. built. He must not turn blindly from point to
cores for maximum picture. Then adjust the I.F. point, :screwing here and poking there ; he must
cores to give (a) best signal,- (b) best definition. reason out his moves and exercise his patience
The I.F. cores will, if peaked and not staggered, give until he is rewarded.. The writer fully realises
a " soot and whitewash " picture with all inter- the great difficulty of covering such alignment
mediate shades missing. For this reason the test procedure in a short article, and Much must be
card transmissions are best as the definition can left, therefore, to the coimnonsense of the conbe set to give the`best results. After setting R.F. structor.
;

-
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An Electric Coi1winding

Machine -2

Further Constructional

Notes and Some Practical

Details on Coil Winding

By S. BRASIER

ENT is effected by means of a small
rod passing into the flanged piece
and controlled by a little wheel fitted
to a small bracket soldered to the lower plate
(see Fig. 1). This provides for a minute adjustment
of the angle of the two plates and therefore the
pressu%e applied to the flanges of the wire -reel.
The photograph of the underside of the base plate
shows the position of the motor and variable
resistor. The tapped dropping resistor shown
below the motor is necessary in the writer's case
as the motor used was a 110v. type. There
are, many ex- Government 230v. motors on' the
market which are suitable for driving this machine.
One of approximately 1 /20th h.p. or more should be
suitable and in the interests of smooth running
and quietness it should be mounted on rubber
bushes. A very small pulley is fitted to the motor
and a belt, from this connects to the largest pulley
of the main pulley bank vitt the rectangular slot
in the base plate. This arrangement reduces
the speed at the main shaft -for the motor speed,
assuming a high revving type, would be too fastand at the same time imparts the utmost power
to the machine. As will be seen, the whole base
plate is surrounded with thick felt to ensure a
smooth- running machine. The underside of the
box, too, is fitted with rubber corners. A condenser of 0.01 ¡iF may be 'required across the
brushes of the motor if interference is caused.
In order to control the speed of the motor a
variable resistor is connected in series with it.
This component must be capable of carrying the
current of the motor and upon this figure will
depend the value of resistor required. Another
factor bearing on this point is the amount that
the voltage has to be dropped before the motor
ceases to work. So the best plan to adopt is to
connect in series with the motor a 0.3 amp. tapped
dropping resistor as used in A.C. /D.C. sets. One
of these is usually available, and motors of the
type required ' seldom take more than 0.3 amp.
Then, with the motor on load; i.e., working the
machine, adjust the tapping so that the winder is.
working as slowly as possible. Measure off this
resistance and obtain a variable type of similar
value. The one shown is of robust construction
on ceramic former and has a value of 500 ohms.
This heavy type of potentiometer or variable
resistor is available from many advertisers.
The wave -winding attachment is worked by
bevel gears driven by the main shaft (see Fig. 1).
These were taken from ex- Government gear but
if the reader finds them difficult to procure, such
gears are often available in constructional toy
spares. Alternatively, two small fibre pulleys,
one running edge -wise on the flat periphery of the
other, would undoubtedly work, as the power
required is extremely small. The ratio, however,
MOVEMMOVEMENT

should be 1 to 1. The disc which provides the
piston action is 11 /16ín. in dia. and has a 6 B.A.
bolt soldered to the outer edge- radius 7 /16ín.
A link rod loosely connected from this bolt is
joined to a similar bolt soldered to the metal
strip 3jin. x tin., which provides the necessary
movement for this type of winding. The bolt
is soldered 15,E 16in. from the top. The arm is
swivel- connected to a small bracket bolted to the
base plate. These bolts should be tapped into
the base plate so that the wave- winding attachment may easily be fitted or removed. As mentioned before, a large pulley of 3 1in. dia. is fitted
to the bobbin shaft for wave -winding so that an
even pattern is obtained. The belt from this
,pulley is joined to the 1 13 /16in. dia. pulley, on the
main shaft. When winding, the wire is passed
through a small hole at the top of the strip and
through the tube soldered to it.
Moving clutch
plate
Drive p /ate
Reverse
Forward
Nut locking
pulley
pu/ley
ou/ley shaft to
threaded rod

Drive date

Nut

threaded rod
Bearing plate
Bracket B

Main shaft

Bracket A

Bearing for
beve/ gear
attachment

Reversing
stop

Main clutch

Pulley
Clutch
rod

Second toggle

First toggle

Fig. 7. -The complete clutch mechanism.
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The turns counter employed is a <t,w lard,
cyclometer driven by the bobbiá shaft via a collar
into which a pin fin.-long is soldered (Fig. 1). This
pin engages the wheel on the cyclometer and, since
it is not a direct drive, runs without vibration. The
Pu /ley hearing

recessed to
admit spring.
Reverse drive

Plate fixed
to spindle

Moving clutch plate
2f4 dram approx

free running on spindle
Forward drive
'

Plate'fixed
to spindle

Catch pin

24 °%ng

tubing to

take 48.A
rod
Cahrh pin

Light spring

_
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be.made to run slower iri relation to the wire guide
thät a smaller number of turns can be aéconunedated in the same length of winding. In effect
therefore, we have a variable speed traverse of the
wire guide. After a little experience one soon gets
to know the best pulleys to use and in any case the
wire is to a large extent self accommodating because,
due to the steady tention, each turn lays itself
snugly against the previous one, and so on.
- It is essential that the guide is brought as' close
to the bobbin as possible. That is the reason for the
extension rod on the wire guide and it should under
no circumstances be omitted.
One or two adjustments -may be necesñary to
the clutch Mechanism before it works smoothly.
The toggles should work nicely if the specification
is followed. The springs should be strong enough to
produce a nice snap action but nob so strong that
undue pressure is required to work the toggles.
The light springs fitted between the forward and
reverse clutch pulleys and their associated drive
plates should be strong enough to move the pulley
away from' the plate when the opposite pulley is
so

engaged.
The springs, when compressed, i.e..
pulley engaged, should fit within the recessed
portion of the pulley (see Fig. 7). Another point
to watch in order that a smooth clutch action is
Fig. 8. Detailed layout of. part of the clutch
ensured is to see that both toggles are lined up
mechanism. (Parts are spaced for clarity.)
accurately when held in their dead centre positions.
cyclometer needs a "slight alteration before it can be The angle of the fork at the end of the first toggle
used. Unscrew the end plate and this will reveal the may need some adjustment so that the arms pull
tenths ring geared `to the centre spindle. This over the second toggle when the first is just past
gearing should he removed (leaving the tenths dead centre.
The rubber bands on the clutch pulleys must be.
ring in position) and direct drive substituted.
This was accomplished by the writer in the manner taut enough to prevent slip, but. if too tight will
shown in Fig. 10.- Q small brass plate A, with a prevent the pulley' from being pushed against its
hole in the centre.as serrated at its outer edges so drive plate by the moving clutch plate.
The link between the clutch actuating rod and
that it engages the inner aspect of the tenths ring.
The cyclometer spindle fits through the hole in the
plate and is soldered to it. All that remains is to
snake a bracket so that the counter lines up with the
bobbin shaft.
Reverse pulley

free running

Forward pe / /ey

1Ta diem
tree running on spindle

<

.

Winding Back

If it is required to wind back from the bobbin 'on
to the reel, a longer reel shaft should be kept Bandy
with a pulley of any reasonable ize attached. A
twisted belt will give the desirecF esult.
When using the machine for layer winding the
procedure is to mount the bobbin to .be wound
centrally bn the bobbin spindle and grip the bobbin
holders firmly while tightening up. Sviitch on and
give the wire guide a trial run and adjust reversing
stops so that the wire guide reverses its direction
when it is in line with the ends of the bobbin." Fix
the wire spool and feed the wire over the guide and
secure the end, to the bobbin. The purpose. of the
3 bank pulley on the main shaft and the 2 bank
pulley on the bobbin shaft is so that different ratios
may be obtained between the traverse speed of the
wire guide and the speed of the bobbin shaft. The
wire guide travels at a constant speed, i.e., the
speed óf the main shaft, but, by means of the
variable ratio pulleys, the bobbin shaft may be run
at various speeds in relation to it. Therefore, if
fine wire is being used a large number of turns would
be required to fillthe bobbin length. By using the
large pulley on the main shaft and the small one on
the bobbin shaft, the bobbin revolves at high speed.
Alternatively, with thickish wire the bobbin can
.

Frg. 9. -View of underside of baseplate showing felt
surrounding motor, and speed control.

the first toggle must have a free action where ib
joins the toggle.
In conclusion, it can be stated that praeticall,3r,
any coil, choke or transformer may be perfectly
wound on this machine. As regards layer winding,.
mains transformers, of course, have to be inter -:
leaved, so that the machine has to be stopped,
(continued on page 207)
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MARCONIPHONE
The greatest name in radio

Now offer a superb
Radiogram For only

plus £21.4.8 Purchase Tax

-

In Model ARG 14A high -quality record
reproduction is combined with 3 -waveband radio reception. The automatic
record changer handles up to ten 10" or 12"
records at one loading. The set is housed
in a fine cabinet of sàpele mahogany.
Ask your dealer for a demonstration.

II

The Mnreoniphone Company Limited Hayes, Middlesex

OSMOR
SMALLEST

"Q"
-

BEST

M 126A

COILPACKS
-

INEXPENSIVE

ARMSTRONG

MAKERS

OF FINE

RADIO CHASSIS FOR

16 YEARS
To the many readers of " Practical Wireless " who purchased our
Radio Chassis before the war, we can confidently recommend the
new range as representing the best value ever.
The chassis briefly described hereunder are typical examples of
Armstrong chassis, giving high performance with good quality

reproduction.

Model EXP83.
8-VALVE ALL-

WAVE RADIO
CHASSIS

in-

corporating

waveband
expansion. Large-

glass scale.
Treble boost

Only
5 Connections

One ho'e

fixing

control.

High
push pull output gives
10 watts audio.
For 200 -250 v.
A.C.
mains.
Price
£15.8.8

quality

2)" x I)
terrific performance that cannot

SIZE 3k" x

A midget coilpack with a
,fail to please ! S'HET (465 kcls.). LMS 331 -: M.S,S., L.M.
Shipping and Battery Model, 351 -, T.R.F. (L. & M.W.),301 -,
All packs employ separate high -gain coils with variable ilfondust cores. Full receiver circuits and instructions supplied.

Now available-H.F. STAGE to add to standard coilpack
type.L.M.S., price 151 -.

Plus Tax.

Model R.F.103 (Type 2). 10-VALVE ALL -WAVE RADIO
CHASSIS incorporating R.F. pre -amplifier, waveband expansion,
two stages of I.F. amplification with variable selectivity, cathode-ray
tuning ind;cator and 10 watts push -pull output. Price 19 Gns.,
Plus Tax.

Attractive GLASS DIAL

ASSEMB- LY in 3 colours, for L.M.S.
and L.M. Shipping, size 7" x 7 ". Fits in any position at any

Model EXPI25.

14 -VALVE

ALL-WAVE RADIO CHASSIS

INDIVIDUAL COILS, midget, with variable iron -dust cores,
for S'Hec and T.R.F., 31- each.

giving continuous waveband coverage from 11.9 m. upwards,
waveband expansion. R.F. pre -amplifier. Two 1.F. stages with
variable selectivity. Electronic bass and treble lift controls.
15 watt push -pull output.
For 200 -250 v. A.C. mains. Price
32 Gns., Plus Tax,

Matched RADIO COMPONEN- TS at attractive prices.
Send for Particulars and our latest "Bargain Bulletin."
(Trade enquiries invited.)

ARMSTRONG

angle.

Price complete (less bulbs), 2216.

OSM OR RADIO PRODUCTS LTD., Bridge ViewWorks,
Borough Mill, Croydon, Surrey. Telephone Croydon 1220

Kindly write for Illustrated Catalogue.
Demonstrations at our Showrooms.

WARLTERS

ROAD,

:
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TELEVISION

HOLLOWAY,

'Phone: NORth 3213

CO. LTD.

LONDON,

N.7
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MIDGET OUTPUT TRANSFORMER.-Ideal for personal
receivers, matches 354 valve to 2/3 ohm speaker, 5/- post free.
RED SIGNAL LAMPS.-Panel mounting. Complete with
cowl and S.B.C. lampholder, 1i9 post free.
MINIATURE SCREENING CANS. -21ín. high by lin, by lin.
with mounting foot. Ideal for midget coils and ` button
base " valves. 6d. each, post free.
POLYSTYRENE SOLUT ION.- Deneo. Ideal for repairing coil
formers, etc. Low loss -Ideal for S.W. work. 2 oz. bottles.
2/8 post free.
MIDGET SMOOTHING CHOKES. 1.50 ohm 60 ma., &post free.
HEATER AUTO TRANSFORMER.-0- 2.5- 4.0-5.0-6.3 volts.
Enables any combination of valves to be used in your receiver.
9/- post free.
TUNING CONDENSERS. -Twin gang 500 p.f., less trimmers,
8/6 post free.
BAKELITE SHEET.Ideal for panels, etc.
61n. x bin. y lin., 2 3.
BROWN. 61n. x 4in. x lin., 118.
81n. x 61n. x ì1n., 2/10.
10in. x gin. x din.. 4.3.
Brin, x 5(10. x tin, 1I1.
lain. x Bim x lin., 5/1.

9in. x bin. x 1 /16ín., 1
10in. x bin. x lin 8 /5.
121n. x 61n. x
BLACK. 9in. x 61n. x lin., 2/3.
ENAMELLED COPPER. WIRE, 11h. REELS.
18 S.W.G., 1/6 1lb.
16 S.W.G., 1/6 ilb. 17 S.W.G., 1/6 ilb.
21 S.W.G., 1/9 11b.
19 S.W.G., 1/6 ilb. 20 S.W.G., 1/6 ilb.
24 S.W.G., 2/- lib.
22 S.W.G., 1,9 lib. 23 S.W.G., 21- lib.
27 S.W.G., 213 lib.
25 S.W.G., 212 lib. 26 S.W.G., 2/2 ilb.
}Ib.
30 S.W.G., 2/4 lib.
28 S.W.G., 2/3 lib. 29 S.W.G., 2/4
34 S.W.G., 2/9 lib.
S.W.G., 2/6 ilb. 33 S.W.G., 2/9 }Ib.
35 S.W.G., 2/10 ilb. 38 S.W.G., 3/- lib . 37 S.W.G., 3/2 )lb.
_40 S.W.G., 319 lib.
38 S.W.G., 314 lib. 39 S.W.G., 3/6 lib.
SILK COVERED COPPER WIRE, boz. REELS.
26 S.W.G., 1/8.
32 S.W.G., 2/4.
36 S.W.G., 2/10.

24 S.W.G.. 1 /6.
39 S.W.G.. 21.

28
34

E

=
=

=

2.

Fri

E

S.W.G., 1,10.
S.W.G., 2;8.

VALLANCE'S

TO

FREE
This

Davison Ltd.,

Briggate, Leeds,

176 -page

Boois

Dept. P.W.
'Phone: 29428/9

I.

E-

AMBITIOUS
ENGINEERS!

is a highly informative
guide to the Hest -paid

Engineering posts. It
tells you how you can
quickly prepare at home
}' on " NO PASS -NO
FEE " terms for a
recognised engineering
qualification, outlines the
widest range of modern
Home -Study Courses in
all branches of Engineering and explains the
benefits of our Employment Dept. If you're
earning less than £10 a
week you cannot afford
to miss reading this
/
unique book. Send for
your copy
today
FREE.

-

.. FREE COUPON
Please send me your FREE 176-page

OPPORTUNITIES"

WHICH

?

IS

YOUR PET
SUBJECT
Mechanical

?

Eng.

Electrical Eng.
Civil Engineering
Radio Engineering
Automobile Eng.
Aeronautical Eng.
Production Eng.

Building, Plastics,
Draughtsmanship
Tele,Gsion, etc.

GET SOME
LETTERS
AFTER YOUR

NAME!
A . M . I.Mech.E.,

A.M.I,E,E.,
A.M.I.C.E.,
A.M.I.P.E.,
A.M.I. M.I.,

L.I.O.B.,
A.F.R.Ac.S.,
B.Sc.,
A. M. Brit. I.R. E.,

NAME
ADDRESS

CITY & GUILDS,
MATRICULA-

Subject or Exam.
that interests me
British Institute of Engineering Technology
409B, Shakespeare House,
171(9, Stratford

-

TO CALLERS ONLY
R1224A BATTERY SUPERHET RECEIVERS
Brand New complete 5 -valve receivers covering 30300 metres. Valve line up 2 VP23, t FC2R, i HL2,
t LP2, in transit case. Batteries required, H.T. Ito v.,

G.B.9v., L.T., z V.
Only £4 19 6 (carriage and packing 7/6)
EKCO WAVEFORM GENERATORS
A compact brand new 5 -valve chassis. Complete with
Full
5 new valves: EB34, z of SP6t, 6V6G, V872.
of useful components.
Only 25 /- post -free.
10 -VALVE RADAR IFF UNITS
Complete valves and motor generator. Types R3cc2
and R3003. TO CALLERS ONLY, 17/6

THE MAIL ORDER

M.O.S.
Telephone

33,
:

SUPPLY CO.,

Tottenham -Ct.
London, W.I.

Rd.

Place, London, W.I

TION, etc.

BIET

BE

MUSeum 6667/819

-fflIIIl1III II II1111111111IINU1111111I I1111II1111111IIi111111I11111iNi111I

Have you sent for your copy
"ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES "

"ENGINEERING

suggested modification instructions.
Only £6 15 0 (carriage and packing 35( -)

Terms : - Cash with order.'
M.O.S. Newsletter.- Packed with useful " Gen."
Send
6d.
for
F.
specimen copy or 51- for year's subscription.

sufficient extra for postage and packing.

&

HOME TELEVISION

A pair of units for conversion to TV. comprising
the RECEIVER R3o84A and U.S.A. Indicator equiyalent to type 6. Both in brand new condition with

TRANSMITTER TUNING UNITS, U.S.A. made
TU8B 6.2 -7.7 mks.
All models
TU9B 7.7-IO m /cs.
5/- less outer
TUtoB 10-12.5 In/CS.
case (or with
TU26B 20-500 k/cs.
case 7/6)

SPEEDY POSTAL SERVICE C.W.O. or C.O.D.
When ordering copper wire or bakelite sheet, please include

Valiance

'

Gear you can afford

,
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H.A.C.

Short-Wave Equipment
Noted for over 15 years for .
Short -Wave Receivers and Kits of- quality
One Valve Kit,- .Model "C"
, .
Price 20/.

E

Two

43/
These kits are complete with all components,
accessories, and full instructions.
Before ordering send stamped, addressed envelope
for descriptive catalogue.
Note new sole address
" H.A.C." SHORT-WAVE PRODUCTS
(Dept. TH) 66 New Bond Street, London, W.I

:-

TELEVISION

Midland Area Constructors are advised to be ready. For only
7/6d. we can supply a 26 -page publication on how to build a
Television and Sound Receiver from ex -Govt. Radar Gear.
which we can supply. Thousands of completed sets are giving
perfect service in the South, and as soon as test transmissions
start in the late summer from Sutton Coldileld,
details of the
coils required will be published. In the meantime, however,
construction can go ahead. Send for the Data NOW.
RADAR INDICATOR 62A. -The cheapest way of buying a
VCR97 Tube and EF50 valves. Besides the tube the unit contains 12 valvegEF50, 2 EB34, 4 SP81, and 3 EA50. Only 88161.
(carriage 10/- plus 10/- deposit on transit case),
EN-1t.A.F. R.1224A BATTERY RECEIVER. -These superb
5 -valve superhet communications receivers are known to be
supreme in their class. They cover 1.0 -10.0 m/es. in- three
switched bands, and the circuit employs an RF stage. A Muir head precision slow- motion dial is fitted, and other rednernents
include an aerial trimmer, sensitivity control, reaction control,
etc., etc. Operating voltages are 120v. H.T., 9v. G:B., 2v. L.T.
All complete with valves and BRAND NEW IN MAKERS'
PACKING. ONLY 99 /6d. (carriage 7/60.).
C.W.O. Please.
S.A.E. for lists.

U.E.I. CORP, The Radio Corner. 188, Grays lna- Road,
London, {V.C.1.
(Phone : TERminus 7937)
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.. (continued from page-264)
every two or three layers. There are many cases
however; L.F: chokes, output transformers, etc.,
where the winder may be left to do its work unaided.
.

Practical Details
Fora medium- and long -wave coil it is best to
.start with the long -wave winding, so it is necessary
to fix the honeycomb attachment to the
machine -not forgetting the large bobbin
shaft pulley -and disconnect the main
clutch pulley.
The width of the honeycomb coil procfucetl
by the machine is about iin., although the
t lin w of the arm is much greater. So, having
selected a suitable paxolin former, mount
it on the bobbin spindle so that the winding
arm. when perpgndicnlar, is in. line with
The centre of the space allocated for the
long -wave coil. With regard to the guide
tube through which' the wire passes, it is
essential that the inner aspect of each end
-is countersunk and perfectly smooth so
that chafing of the wire is obviated.
Frown coil data tables wind on the required
number of turns. It should be remembered
that with a honeycomb pattern a turn is
Fig.
slightly longer than a straight pile wound
turn, so that if a. slightly larger frequency
coverage. is undesirable, the number of turns may
be reduced.
The turns counter,
an exact indication.
It reads to 9999 and fifth figure shows tenths of
a turn. sci that there is. plenty of scope for accuracy.
Having completed the long-wave winding, a
coupling coil may be wound in the same manner
if desired. Then remove the wave-winding attachment and its pulley. :Tighten the screw in the main
clutch pulley and this will put the traverse wire
guide into action. The winder is switched on
'

Geared edge

of

irotAs r,ng

(Al Brass pl.te
shaped thus

To

engage geared

ring

soldered
to spindle at

rentre point'

Fig. to. -The modifications to the turns counter.

temporarily so that the wire guide may be brought
to a position where it is in line with the start of the
medium -wave winding. Then the wire is fed over
the guile to the former and this winding may be
completed.
I.F. Transformers
Intermediate- frequency transformers are easily
made by adopting long -wave coil technique as
outlined above.
At Fig. 12 will be seen a greatly enlarged sectioh
of a honeycomb coil showing the pattern produced.
,Fig. 11 shows a group of various coils produced on
the machine.
With the automatic reversing clutch in use for
layer winding, a minimum winding length of about
-

-

fin. is available which is handy for air -cored chokes
as used in filter circuits, etc. High- frequency
chokes may be wound in sections by moving the
bobbin along the shaft after each section has been
wound. If it is desired tò pile wind into a narrow
slot, this may be achieved by disregarding the wire
guide. Before leaving the subject of honeycomb
coils it may be mentioned that this ty li' of coil
.

1

i r.

A group of typical

coils wound on the machine.

may, with advantage, be coated with thin shellac
varnish or dipped in wax and allowed to drain.
Transformers and Chokes
For such items as field coils, output transformers
and L.F. chokes, the winder may be left unattended
after completing the preliminary adjustments.
These consist of setting the reversing stops for the
length of winding required, using the approximately
correct pulley ratio for the gauge of wire in use
and roughly adjusting the wire tensioning device.
Final adjustment of this latter feature is carried out
during the early stages of winding. With regard
to the pulley ratios, it will be found useful to keep
a little reference data chart showing pulley ratios
used for certain wire gauges.
When winding mains transformers it is unfortunate that full advantage may not be taken
of the automatic feature because the machine has
to he stopped to incorporate paper interleaving
between windings. As is commonly known.
commercial transformers are usually interleaved at
every layer to ensure the utmost efficiency and
service. After some years of transformer winding,
however, it is the opinion of the writer that to
interleave at two to three layers on the primary is
sufficient. Using this procedure, only one .failure
has occurred -this on a transformer after eight years
of service. The method seems to be justified as a
time- saving factor when dealing with normal voltage
transformers.
Concerning secondary windings, it is most
advisable to interleave at every layer because the
wire is usually fairly thick and this causes greater
pressure of one layer upon the other, with the
consequent risk of chafing insulation.
Interleaving usually avoids this entirely. It should be
mentioned that when using the winding machine
any interleaving can, of course, be carried out in

situ and further winding proceeded with.
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If correct, interleaving paper is not available
tissue paper may -be used successfully, but on no
account should gummed paper be used.
It will, no doubt, be realised that there is a
limit to the thickness of wire that can be wound
on the machine. For- example. it would be
unreasonable to expect to wind 18 or 16 gauge
.

.
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'

thick it will now be temporarily self-retentive.
Clean off the insulation at the angle anll with a
large pair of pliers press a flat into the wire. Clean
off the free end of the, wire on the reel and squeeze
flat. Then bend a small hook to engage the angle ;
see Fig. 13. The joint is soldered and will he very
little thicker than the thickness of the wire. The
joint should be insulated before proceeding. If
it cannot be avoided to bring a tapping lead
over previously wound turns, the wire must be
extremely well insulated.
The design of a transformer is really quite
simple providing certain laws are followed, and
having constructed it according to plan and with
normal care one can be certain that it will perform correctly. Various data is necessary so that
one can assess the core sizes, current carrying'
capacity of vire, etc., and in this respect one
cannot do better than procure the 'PRACTICAL
WIRELESS publication " Oils, Chokes and Transformers." In this book will be found all the
information required for designing any transformer, together with the necessary data sheets
concerning wire and stalloy stampings.
is

-

Tapping

Fig. I2. -An enlarged view of the wave -wound coils.
which is commonly used for 4 -volt windings requiring
a current of 3 to 5 amps. Fortunately, however,
the number of turns is usually small and hand
winding is not difficult. For this purpose the
machine is still valuable, for after the primary has
been completed and insulated (the same set -up
being retained) the secondary may be proceeded
with by turning the bobbin with the, left hand and
guiding the wire with the right. And one still
has the advantages of a stable bobbin and a stable
reel of wire, together with the fact that the turns
counter is still functioning.
Before starting to wind a transformer the bobbin
checks should be drilled with a sufficient number of

holes to avoid having to make them during winding
distinctly awkward procedure. It is not
difficult to visualise the approximate position of
these holes, and in any case a few extra ones will
be an advantage. Both ends of the bobbin should
be used in an endeavour to even up the winding and
to avoid lumpiness of the wound bobbin. During
winding, a little judicious thought with regard to
tappings will be useful. For instance, it is obviously
better for a tapping to be taken from a turn lying
near the end cheeks. This may often be easily
arranged by spacing the turns so that the required
turn comes in that position or by leaving the winding
of that layer a little short. Incidentally, when
dealing with thick wire carrying a heavy current,
spacing of the turns is definitely an advantage.

Right Angle
Bend in Wire
transformer Bobbin

Hook to Engage
Angle Bend
(Afterwards Soldered)

Wire Reel

-a

Tapping Points

With regard to making the actual tappings, the
following method may be adopted when using thick
wire. Having reached the point where the wire is
to be tapped, leave about fu i, beyond this and then
snip off. At the exact point where it will pass
through the end cheek bend the wire to a right -angle
and pass the free end through. Because tile wire

I
r

Fig.

i"i,

.

I

I'r_,Is

'r
r.

11111111111111

13.- Method of making

a tapp'ng when using

heavy gauge wire.
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Practical Hints
.14

A.V.C. Schème

HMO.

and dental plaster of paris. The
THAT DODGE OF YOURS
guns and plaster of paris is
Every Reader of "PRACTICAL WIRE difficulty of providing A.V.C.
mixed into a stiff paste and
LESS" mast have originated some little
dodge which would interest other readers.
in conjunction with an "infinite
pushed between the valve base
Why not pass it on to us
We pay Sali -aimpedance " detector, the circuit
guinea for every hint published on this
and the glass of the valve body.
page.
Turn that -idea of yours to account
shown was adopted in a
This cernot has been used
by sending it in to us addressed to the
Editor, "PRACTICAL WIRELESS." George
superhet, receiver designed for
successfully To cement a C.R.
r Smiles, Ltd., Tower House, Southampton
fairly high- quality reproduction.
tube base which had come loose.
'Street, Strand, W.C.2.
Pat your name
and address on every item.
Please note
The first section of.a medium
Grid caps on screen grid valves
i that
every notion sent in mast be original.
mu double triode is used as a
Mark envelopes "Practical Hints."
have also been successfully
normal " infinite impedance "
repaired using this cement. The
detector, feeding via an (optionSPECIAL NOTICE
gum used is that which comes
al) R.F. filter to the audio
All hints most he accompanied by the
in a pyramid -shaped glass bottle
coupon cut from page in of cover.
stases. The grid and anode of
with a rubb4r stopper. It is
,1111..,a,4,.M04.10111.,1,111M,11.1.111
the second section are strapped
manufactured by " Le Pages."
to provide the A.V.C. rectifier,
It is essential to
gum and not
the feed being taken from the primary of the final glue as the gum -plaster combinationuseseems
to work
LF. transformer in order that the low loading best and sticks the glass to the valve base
very
characteristic of the detector should not be lost.
successfully.-G. F. MASON (Leighton Buzzard).
In order to provide the usual delay voltage, a
potentiometer across the H.T. supply maintains the Drip Cup for Soldering Iron
TO avoid hot solder dripping down his sleeves
while soldering wire connections overhead.
the writer has found that when the lid of a small
tin can is fastened just below the copper bit (as
shown in the drawing), it will not only stop the
drips but will save the excess solder.
To fasten the lid it will be necesttary to remove
either the copper bit or the handle, whichever seems
easier.
In addition, while in use the hot iron may be
laid anywhere, as the bit will be prevented from
damaging the surface on which it lies. -C. ARADLEY
(«'.C.2).

IX order to overcome the

!

P

-

-

'

A soldering accessory.
Line Cord Substitute

CONSTRUCTORS of midget A.C. /D.C. receivers
find the selection and fitting of a line cord
A.V.C. from a double triode.
somewhat difficult, whilst others object to the hot
lead, as it may mark polished furniture. It is not
cathode of the A.V.C. rectifier at a small positive very well known that the line cord may be dispensed
voltage.
with, and various schemes have been proposed as a
Any double,triode of amplification factor 20 may substitute. One of the most effective, used in a
be used, though equally good results have been continental receiver, is the use of a standard electric
obtained from a valve type 6SL7 (amplification light bulb in series with the heaters. The bulb is
factor 70). -T. N. RICHA.RDSON (Whitley Bay).
fitted into a holder mounted on the cabinet, which
is designed as a bedside receiver, and the wattage
rating required is easily worked out from Ohms
Glass and Metal Cement
EVERY radio experimenter has experienced the Law. -H. HUMBERSTONE (N.5).
annoying difficulty of loose valve bases and,
on attempting a repair, has found that most of the
MINISTRY APPEALS TO HOUSEWIVES
normal cements do not stick successfully to the
Keep Waste Paper separate, dry and clean,
glass valves. A very successful cement for this
for salvage.
purpose can be made up, using a mixture of gum
-

.
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THE " straight " or T.R.F. receiver, though
often scorned by the superhet enthusiast,
is still the type of circuit chosen by the
discerning listener who requires goad quality before
anything else. The T.R.F. receiver can give good
quality because it tunes less sharply than does the
superhet, the full bandwidth of the modulated
signal therefore being used ; but against this
advantage must be set the fact that the T.R.F.
receiver in its altsual form is not suitable for every
reception location. In remote districts the
straight " set is often lacking in sensitivity,
whilst in other areas its response is too broad,
making the receiver liable to interference. The
normal T.R.F. receiver is also unsuited to short-

1_1 /_1l,__11_11/1,0111__ ._,

A °Local -distar.
An All -wave Set for Both
By

E.

VI anode circuit. The coupling is thus very tight
and signal transfer is excellent, whilst at the saine
time the secondary coils on L4, L5 and L6 are left
free for the application of reaction when required.
S2 is the reaction switch; the short -wave coil L4 has
its reaction winding always in. circuit., but L5 and
L6 have their reaction windings grounded via S2.
With S2 open this grounded connection is broken
and no reaction is applied.
V2 has only a low capacitance grid condenser,
C13, and a fairly low grid leak resistance, R4.
The values of 50 pFs. and 470,000 ohms must not
be changed.
R9 works both as a volume and as a reaction
control, whilst the mains on -off switch is ganged
with the potentiometer. R9 varies the screen
potential of V2 and thus the gain of the valve, so

wave reception, so that its applications are limited.
By adding reaction to the detector stage the
sensitivity of the T.R.F. set can be enhanced and
shortwave reception can also be catered for, but
then the set tunes much more sharply and the
original advantage, that of quality reception, is
lost.
The receiver to be described possesses most of
the advantages of all types of T.R.F. receiver in
having optional reaction on the medium and long
wavebands, and a sensitive shortwave tuning range from 16 to 50
metres. It is therefore styled a
" Local- distant " receiver.
For receiving the local medimnand long -wave stations the reaction
is switched off, and good quality
reception can be enjoyed.: If interference is experienced the reaction
control can be switched in and the
tuning of the -receiver thus considerably sharpened up, with reception quality still as good as, or m" IOOpF
better than, that of the normal
C2
superhet. For station " hunting "
6OpF
the reaction is further advanced
S
4
l
to give cover over the usual Slô
S
/
European stations, whilst for shortM
wave listening the reaction is automatically employed as the wave L
change switch is rotated to
2
3
" Short."
The versatility of the receiver
`6
4 L
can therefore be imagined, and the
lpF
circuit should prove ideal for the
constructor who has no signal
generator and who therefore labours
C3
t>.4
under a very considerable difficulty
2 6OpF
3
should he build a superhet. with
Cs.
its attendant complicated lining 0
5001
up " process. The " Local- distant "
O
pF
0
receiver is aligned on stations and,
L3 0
with a little care on the short -wave
C4
range, the set is ready to work a
6OpF
few minutes after first switching on.

o
O

R;

V 07

/OKfl

o

/
8
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/
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The circuit is shown in Fig.

2

R2

680

The Circuit

n

L
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C/2

pF

1.

the aerial
and is coupled into the detector
stage, V2, by having the detector
i grid coils switched directly into the
V1 accepts signals from

6OpF

Nf/F

i
Fig.

t.- Circuit

of the
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MI

constructor who has no means of measuring the
heater current being supplied to the valves ; the
barretter automatically supplies the ,required 0.2
amp. from any 200 -250 volts supply line and
maintains heater current constant despite periodic
and World -wide Reception
mains fluctuations.
ADLEY
Tho mains leads aro filtered for interference by a
double suppressor choke M.S.C. and C22. R13 is a
that a very full eòntrol of volume is obtained. protective resister, not absolutely essential in this o
With 82 closed, R9 then also controls the reaction circuit, but it has seine effect on the heavy surges
over the detector stage, and smooth operation is an of current which flow through the rectifier, V4, and
outstanding feature of this type of circuit. No into the reservoir capacitor C21 on each conducting
1
tuning shift is observable as V2 is brought in and half cycle of V4.
out of reaction on the short waves, a further great
As the set is for A.C. /D.C. operation a separate
advantage which potentiometer reaction control direct earth connection must on no account be
has over capacitance reaction control.
used. If the effect of a short separate earth lead
The audio output of V2 is filtered by R7 -and is found beneficial this must be connected to the 1
C15 so that no R.F. is passed on to the output stage. chassis only through an 0.01 F. 750 v.w. tubular
Further filtering is given as a precautionary measure capacitor, but trials with the original receiver
by the grid stopper R11, and as a result the circuit showed no advantage in such an earth.
The value of Cl is open to experiment ; different
is very stable.
To make the receiver suitable for all conditions values may suit different aerials, thoùgh the 100 pF.
The
of supply an A.C. /D.C. power pack is included, chosen should prove satisfactory in all cases.
the receiver
with 'a barretter in place of a resistance heater aerial must never be connected tocapacitor
must
dropper. This removes all doubt from the directly, however ; some isolating
be used in the Cl position whether
its value be 50 pFs. or 0.005/4F.
A 500 v.w. component should be
L,F,C.
t
R5
chosen.
c2i
Whilst any good make of switch,
r
47Kfl
8/iF
capacitor, resistor, etc., may be
C20,
/6pF
used for the receiver, the valve and
R6
coil specifications mist be observed
220Kf2
ó %
if the circuit is to work correctly.
0
A rather unusual coil line -up is
employed in that a pair of Wearito
0
c/4
i
P03 coils are used for the shorta
soo
C/5
wave tuning. P0-type coils are
SOOpF
actually designed for superhet
7
oscillators, but the range of this
typo was found to bd exactly what
-was required whilst aerial coupling
f
5
-and reaction characteristics were
V4
4
excellent.
Ru
The medium- and long -wave coils
are respectively pairs of PA2 and
S q
2 7
2 7
y
PAl coils. Here again the specifi3
cation is unusual, for. L5 would
2
Ci7
normally be a PHF2 and L6 would
normally be a PHF1 ; constructors
8pF
with these coils to hand may try
them in the circuit, but the PA
tr/0
types rather than tho PHF types
___
are preferred by reason of the
R4
reaction control obtained
470 Kfl
The speaker with its transformer
is mounted separately from the
2°°-2,5"
A,C.O,C,
mil c/6
chassis. This type of construction
19'
^/2
NNF
c22Q
lias been chosen to make the set
25oF
/80
li
suitable for practically any vertical i
fl
or horizontal cabinet the constructor
JFt
oo
may have to hand. In order that I
be accommodated I
á the chassis maytype
M$,C, `
of cabinet the
in ahnost any
chassis size has been kept small and
tho receiver measures Sin. by bin. I
by 21in.
11-distant" T.R.F. Receiver.
IMM,17.01.,=11..1.n.Maosa11111,-n.M.u111,0=0111M11.11104110INIM
NIMINFM11.11NAsIMINI01.041.141114
:v.,,.1=H 1411M111N

T.R.F.

Receiver

.

r

-_

--

-
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Constructing the Receiver
In Fig. 2 are shown the dimensidns and drilling
details, for normal components, of the receiver
chavis.' In the original set a J.B. type E tuning
condenser was used, arranged so that the spindle
fell over the central line of the chassis, with the
vanes opening on tò the right -hand side. This
permits V1 and V2 to be placed close to the tuning
capacitor on the left -hand side, so that the grid
leads can he very short and direct (Fig. 4).
The smoothing choke used was a Partridge
C23 /6Q /VSE but other chokes will fit equally
well into the small space available below the
chassis, provided they are not more than 2in. deep
to give clearance between the choke body and the
holders of V3 and V4 ; perfect insulation here is,
of course, essential.
Note the arrangement of
coils and wave change switch. The leads from tags 1' and 4 of
L1, L2 and L3 are brought through the chassis
to the switch by holes drilled beside the G B.A.
clearance holes drilled to take the coil -retaining
screws ; the leads thus pass down through the
coilformers. The earth lead from tags 2 and 3
of this coil set is connected to the chassis by soldering t to the brass coil mounting -lug on L1, and
-

the

similarly the earth lead from tag 3 of L4, below
the chassis, is soldered to that coil's brass bar.
The brass must be very well cleaned with emery
before the soldered joint is made.
The choice of slow-motion drive and dial is left
to the constructor, but the best which can be
afforded should be employed for ease of tuning on
the short waves. It is a good plan to obtain a
drive and dial- which can be calibrated by the
constructor himself, if calibration facilities are
available ; this really needs a good signal generator,
however.
Note that C17 and C20 -21 are supported below
the chassis by clips which can be purchased or
made from scrap sheet aluminium.
All earth contacts are made to soldering tags
fitted under component fixing bolts.
The arrangement of the grid capacitor and leak
to V2 should be noted from Fig. 4. Connections
to C5 and CS from the wavechange switch are
passed through the chassis to the underside lugs
of the tuner, and connections to the valve grid
caps are made from the top lugs of the tuner.
-

Connecting Tags
On L.F.C.

Mains

Leads

y

Leads
To

Mains

Suppressor
Choke

/

L3

SLabodo\_
M¡
M

S

L3Tag4c
L2 Tag 4
L1

Fig.

Tag 4<

S\ _ /
M

! p
!,

3.- Underside

So

Mo

/

I

L2

Tay ,

L3
3 Ta9 /

Leads are shown straight and angular for clarity.
connections to soldering tags on valveholders.

of chassis.
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This permits the grid loads to be short and unshielded ; short grid leads are essential.
Chassis holes carrying mains and high -tension
leads should be grommeted. '
With the wiring all carefully checked the valves
and aerial plug can be inserted, the loudspeaker
connected and the set switched on for test. First
switch to the long waves and tune in the Light
Programme on 1,500 metres, with C4 and C11
set to midway positions, with' 82 open. Vary
the setting of C4 for best volume, then, if possible,
find a station lower in wavelength and correct 04
if necessary.
Leaving S2 open, switch to the medium waves,
set C3 and CIO to midway positions and tune in a
station at about 250 metres-onc6 again the
261 -metre Light Programme will serve. Again
adjust for maximum volume by adjusting C3,
then close 82 and test the reaction control. Check
the receiver with reaction off and reaction on ;
it should be found that more stations are heard
under the latter conditions, especially after nightfall.
With S2 either open, or closed switch to the
short waves and tune in a atrong station on the
19- metres band, if possible, with 02 and 09 set
to midway positions: Vary C2 for maximum
volume.
Somecare is needed in the trimming, especially
on the short -wave band, and if a signal generator
can be used it will speed up the work. As a guide
it may be said that in the original sot with the

detector trinunnrs half closed the R.F. stage
trimmers needed to be almost to full capacitance,
but this will not always be the case. If the set
is incorrectly triuunod stations will still be tuned.

Earth To Coil (L)
Mounting Bar

Fig. 4. Arrangement of coils (H.F.) wiring to enable
short leads to be employed.
-

.

Drill

Rear Of

but results will he poor, especially on the medium
waves, where stations will constantly interfere
until the set is trimmed up correctly.

If at any time uncontrollable reaction is obtained,
whether 82 is open or closed, this will indicate that'

Grommeted Hole
l"or Mains Lead

Chassis To Suit
L.F.C. Employed

iy4

Fixing Hole

For M.S.C.
516

Dia

Aerial Socket

?

4 Fixing
I
1

Flànge
Drilled As
Required

Required

/2Oia.

I

(his
,

6

Fixing Flange
Drilled As

,

/2

t<
1

I

Fixing

/ 4;Dia,

/3

,L3

B

Fixing Holes

Dia.

For
I

Holes

C5, CB

i"

L

_4

3.4
Ry S3

Velia.

Diá.

ig"Oia.

a"
Fig. 2.-Chassis cutting and drilling details.
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there has been some error in wiring .up the coils,
or the coil wires are too long and too close together.
If there are serious stray couplings caused by
slack or long wiring V1, will oscillate as a T.G.T.P.
stage, and the wiring must be inspected for faults.

July, 1949

lead to instability, however, and for this reason
the layout as shown in the diagrams is recommended.
A differently constructed receiver which suffers
from instability can often be cured by reducing the

LIST OF COMPONENTS
LI, L4, Wearite P03 coils,

16 -50 metres.

L2, L5, Wearite PA2 coils, 200 -500 metres.
L3, L6, Wearite PAl coils, 700 -2,000 metres.
Cl, 100 pFs. Mica, 500 v.w.
C2, C3, C4, C9, C10, Cll -60 pF. maximum
postage stamp trimmers.
C5, C8-500 pF. 2 -gang tuning capacitor.
C6, C7, C12, C16 -0.1 pF. Tubu_ar, 500 v.w.
C13-50 pF. ceramic disc.
C14, C15 -500 pF. mica, 350 v.w.
C17
pF. electrolytic, 350 v.w.
C18 -0.01 pF. tubular, 500 v.w.
C19-25 pF. electrolytic, 12 v.w.
C20, C21 -16 plus 8 pF electrolytic, 450 v.w
C22 -0.001 pF. mica, 750 v.w.
R1- 120,000 ohms, 1 watt.
R2-680 ohms, 1 watt.
R3, R7-10,000 ohms, 1 watt.
R4-470,000 ohms, 1 watt.
R5-47,000 ohms, 1 watt.
R6, R10- 220,000 ohms, $ watt.
R8-1 5 megohms, f- watt.
R9 0.5 megohm variable, with switch. Midget.
R11-22,000 ohms, 1 watt.

-8

-

R12 -180 ohms, 1 watt.
R13-22 ohms, 1 watt.
V
Mullard EF36 or EF37.

1-

V2- Mullard EF39.
V3-Mullard CL33.
V4-Mullard CY31.
V5-Philips C1C Barretter.
4 octal valveholders.

4-pin valveholder.
4-pole 3 -way wavechange switch.
S2-S.P. on -off, rotary.
S3-S.P. on -off, ganged with R9.
Sp. with Tl -bin. or 8in, speaker with output
transformer to match to 4,500 ohms anode
toad.
M.S.C.- Double mains suppressor choke.
L.F.C. -20 henrys, 60 mas- smoothing choke.
See text.
Chassis, cut and bent from sheet aluminium, as
Fig. 2.
2 grid clips, 4 control knobs, aerial socket and
plug.
Slow-motion tuning drive and dial.
1

Si a, b, c,

d-

The lay -out of the set is not rigid, so long as
coil -toswitch wiring is neat, short and direct
(the wiring shown in Fig. 3 is depicted as straight

H.T. voltage. This can be done by including n
resistance in series with the L.F. choke before
C20, but -in a welheonstructed receiver no such
and angular for clarity's sake, and the wiring step should be necessary.
should actually be short and as direct as possible
Never handle the receiver chassis until the
as in any other receiver), and different chassis' sizes mains plug has been' inserted in the position which
and layouts couldbe used. A poor layout will gives least hdun in the speaker.
-

A Simple Inductance Tester
An Arrangement Which Can Easily be Made Up for Coil and Choke Tess
By D. .McDONNELL

THE radio experimenter is very often confeinted with the task of estimating the
inductance of some commercial L.F. choke,

Operation

The switch Si is closed with the inductance under
test, between terminals 1 and 2.
A condenser,
or of winding an inductance to some specified value. larger than the estimated value (obtained by looking
There are, many elaborate methods of doing this,, against the estimated value of inductance), is
but as will be described below it is possible, using
Equal At Maximum Value
only a few components and no costly parts, to
To Meter Resistance
measure the inductance of low- frequency chokes
to within an accuracy of five per cent.
The circuit of the instrument is as shown in Fig. 1.
The switch Si may be of the press- button or toggle
type. The condenser, which is indicated as variable
in the circuit, is shown thus to imply that this is the
variable quantity in the circuit, although it is not
practicable to have a variable capacity of the
required size. Variation in this capacity is carried
out by substitution of fixed condensers until the
required value is found.
Fig. s.- Circuit for the inductance tester.
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and

connected between terminals
supply of 20 or 30 volts (from ,the 50 c/s mains) is
applied to points 5 and 6. This `voltage may be
obtained conveniently by a potentiometer as shown
in Fig. 2. The resistance R1 is set to minimum
resistance : S2 is closed
and R1 adjusted to
R2 = 4000 n
give about half-scale
lsW
2
the
deflection
on
400 n
meter, and the reading
230 V.
6
4w.
noted.
Si is now
SOçps,
Or
opened and the reading again noted. The
R2 = IS watt
capacity is now varied
Lamp
until the reading is the
R3 = /50 watt
same whether Si is
Lamp
open or not, i.e.,
decrease the capacity
Fig.
2.-Obtaining a and note the meter
suitable voltage from an
readings with 81 closed
H.V. supply. '
and open. If the
difference between
them is less than it was at first continue decreasing C until there is no difference.
This value of C. should now be noted and by use
of the graph, Fig. 3, or from the formula 'below,
L can be found :
Formula
L
f2C or for 50 c/s mains.
3

4.

A

Referring to

VR

V,,

V
V

= Voltage across the inductance.
--Voltage across the resistance (resistance
of coil.)
= Applied voltage.
/00 10-

80

8-

70

7-

60

6-

SO

- Sn=

5-

40

4-

=

30

-T-

20

2-

henries.
C 2 where LC isinintile

Vector Diagram Showing Conditions for Balance
Current through L =IL

r0

r

The Same

Curve

Applies To Both
Sets of Values

of

L

&C

-

t

C =Io

/

A

Applied voltage =V
90

IL

Fig. 5. -The voltage vector diagram.

9-

Of

he voltage vector diagraúi below..

V

90

Total current =IT

-

A

,

L
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D

Fig.

2

I

8

3

3

-2

Opacity

3.- Typical graph from

In

5

5

pF

which C or L can be

found.

90°:

_-0

4

4

-

= Current through L and R.
R is the resistance of the choke.
For balance, from Fig. 4 :
I,,

=

But

VwC also Ir

-

Sur ¢

DBO)
I,,

V

PO,

Civiirg VwC=2sino

'But from Fig.

5, Sin

C

Fig. 4.-The current vector diagram.

From the current vector diagram 'above.
For balance Io =IT. Hence if e BDO =90, and
DOB = 0, then < BDO and a BCD= (90-95),
making 4 VOC =0.
Also AB =I, so

DB=

I

that

So thatVwC= 5

0=7.

-

I

V
L

1.

drawn.

L -?WaLC

,

from which the graph was

L =
, the -inductance._ measurement
being independent of the resistance.
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News from the Trade
Ekco Soldering Pencil

overseas representative of that company throughout
Canada and the United States.
He is investigating the potential market for the
Baird 'television set designed specifically for television' reception in those countries. This set is a
transferable table television receiver with a selfcontained' aerial and suitable for A.l'_ or DX.
mains operation. For this reason it is ideally suited
for use in blocks of flats, hospitals. institutions. etc.,
and the U.S.A. and Canadian trade has for some
time shown great interest in the model.
Messrs. Scophony -Baird expect to obtain valuable
orders as a result of Mr. Wiseman's visit.

ALTHOUGH not at the moment available to
the home market, a new soldering pencil
shown by Ekco at the B.I.F. is a most, interesting
product. It is intended primarily for use in the
construction or repair of miniature electronic
equipment and is consequently very Small and
light in weight. The illustration below shows
the pencil in use. It can be used all day without

-

New Mullard Valve Booklet for Service Engineers
ANEW pocket -sized booklet containing a com-

prehensive record of the Mullard range of
valves has been produced specially for service
engineers.
The booklet is the first of its kind to be issued
by Mullard since the end of the war. It has_ fifty'eight pages and can be carried around as a complete
valve reference.. It contains the same information
as the Mullard wall chart which was issued- to
dealers earlier this year.
In addition to prices and purchase tax, information includes. operating data and characterA useful soldering pencil produced by Ehco.
istics, base connections and diagrams.
The booklet carries a complete list of equivalent
overheating, and may be used with mains or types of valves in other
makes, and there are
battery supplies. -The time taken for the bit to rise recommendations for the substitution
of obsolete
to working temperature from cold is only 50 secs. types by modern valves.
Further details will be announced when the device
is made available to the home market.
Goodmans' Loudspeakers
MESSRS. GOODMANS announce a new I2in.
Eddystone Semi-automatic Key
P.M. speaker (rated at 20 watts), available
THE illustration at the foot of this page shows the with two types
of cones :
Eddystone " bug " key with its cover removed.
Cone
"
1205
fundamental resonance 75 c.p.s.
"
This .is a key built somewhat on the lines of the
(designed for, public address use.)
Popular American key, but has a heavy cast base
Cone ° 1206 " fundamental resonance 53 c.p.s.
and cover, finished in black crackle to match the
for bass reproduction.)
remainder of the Eddystone apparatus. The key (designed
This unit initiates a new range of Medium and
is fully.. adjustable and can be used with equal
facility by right- or left- handed operators. The high power repródüeers known as the " Aucliera "
dot -contact and adjustment is so designed that series (regn. pending).
there is no trouble from spurious contacts or
" spluttering, " - as it is sometimes called. Quite
high speeds may be obtained with perfect readability. and the weight, combined with the rubber
feet fitted to the base, will ensure that the key
will remain in position-during long working stretches.
-

.

.

Notice of Change of Address
LEE PRODUCTS
(GREAT BRITAIN), LTD.,
state that their ]read office and main distributing centre is now at 90, Great Eastern Street,
London, E.C.2 (telephone : Bishopsgate 3093),
where adequate stocks and a competent staff are
available.
Scophony-Baird, Ltd.
MR. DENNIS E. WISEMAN; who was until
recently production and sales director of
Messrs. Scophony- Baird, Ltd., is now travelling as

-

High speed semi -automatic key by Eddystone
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Now is the time

h h+¡

ELECTRADIX BARGAINS
D.C. DYNAMO BARGAIN. Dynamos
for Windmill work, C.A.V. 12 v. 10 amp,
60011,000 r.p.m. shunt, totally enclosed,
shaft at both ends for prop. ; new condition, 501-. Carriage 51- extra. Crypto shunt
35 volts, 35 amps., 2,000 r.p.m., £15110!-,
Crypto 27132 v., 9 amps., 2,500 r.p.m.,
£10. G.E.C. Compound, 50168 volts, 1018
amps.. 1,000 r.p.m., £151101-, Mawdsley
240 v. 2 -amp shunt 2,500 r.p.m., £41101 -.
Leese Neville shunt, 30 volts, 5 amp..
2,000 r.p.m., £21151-, 24 -volt 30-amp.
shunt, 2,000 r.p.m., 40! -. 12 -golt, 30 -amp.,
2,000 r.p.m., 251 -, Carriage extra.
D.C. MOTORS, 1120 h.p., 110 v., 1,400
r.p.m., 251- each. Mawdsley
110-volt
.I -h.p., 4,00016,000 r.p.m., £31101-.
Metvick
I10 -volt
h.p., 3,000 r.p.m., £41101-.
MOTOR PUMPS, 12 volts D.C., for
caravan or boat
lift 3ft., throw loft..
handle 100 g.p.h., £51151-. Stuart Turner
230 v. A.C., for garden fountains, etc.,

The

The Gramophone

£61101-.

MOTOR

'

BLOWERS. 24 volt D.C.,
Keith Blackman, Sin. inlet and outlet,
} h.p. motor, £31101 -. Carriage 51- extra.
MAGNETS.. New alloy perm. magnets
by Swift Levick, instrument type, machined
and drilled, useful for polarised Relays,
Mirror Galvos., M.C. Meters, electric
guitar construction and many other
purposes. Circular Horsehoe type. I;in.
dia.,,lin. thick, lin. polar gap, drilled poles,
weight 2 ozs., lift 3 lbs., 316 each, or four
for 101-,
TERMINAL BOXES.- Bakelite power
terminal boxes 34in. x 21in. x 22in. highly
polished black with lin.
centre fillet and screwed
cover 2 -pole 5116in. connection \ studs and nuts.
Admirable terminal or
branch top on
large
transformer, 2-pole
lights, power or charging
circuits 10150 amps., Wall or ceiling fixing,
-

216 each, 201-

per dozen.

SWITCHES.-Dewir

Key panel type
7-way C.O. with top plate, flush fitting.
SI- or 501- per dozen. Yaxley switches, 3 -pole
3 -way,
216.
I -pole
8 -way, 216. Toggle
switches 250 v. I amp. S.P.C.O., If -,
D.P.C.O., 31 -, Panel Push Switch, make and
break, 216.
HEADPHONES.
Double headphones
with headband and cord for crystal reception. Bakelite case
and caps, SI -. Single
low resistance headphones
with double
headband and cord, as
new, for circuit testing,
etc., 21 -. Moving coil
single headphones, 45
ohms resistance,
in.
coil. Alni disc magnet
in bakelite case, SI-

-

1.

each, highly sensitive
suitable for miniature speakers or
mikes with matching transformer.
TELEPHONES. House and office. Constructors', parts for your own set up.
Ex-G.P.O. wall type comprising, bracket
mike, transformer and condenser,. magneto
bell, in walnut case Bin. x bin. x
fitted terminals and connections switch
hook and contacts, hand magneto generators and single receivers, 351- per pair,
with wiring diagram ; carriage and packing
51- extra.
PARCELS. I01b. useful --oddments for
the junk box. All clean,' dismantled from
Government and other surplus apparatus,
716 post free.
(Not for Overseas buyers.)
Please include postage for mail orders

and

ELECTRADIX
214,

..

Enthusiast

;

:

Quins" at

Work

Come on, m'lads ! On your toes !
This aerial's fixed. Up she goes!
Thank FLUXITE, old clown,
It'll never fall down,"
Bawled 01:
shall! On my nose!"

"I

e

will always find something of

interest at WEBB'S.
If you " roll your own"

we

of " hi-fi"
amplifiers and associated items.
If you want completed apparatus
we have probably the most varied
stock' in the U.K.
PICK-UPS
£ s. "d.
DECCA Model " D "
.. 6 4 4
B.T.H. Magnetic
2 0 0
WILKINS & WRIGHT "Coil" 7 lo 7
CONNOISSEUR Lightweight 4 10 6
BRIERLEY " Ribbon "
.. ro 14 9
MARCONI " 14 "
4 16 8
MOTORS
have all components

.

COLLARO AC47
..
..
COLLARO AC37
COLLARO RP49, fitted with
.

..
..

Pick -up, complete

CONNOISSEUR

..

5 19
7 6

5 14
8
18 19 10

AMPLIFIERS
CHARLES " Concerto "
.. 27 IO
CHARLES " K.L" ..
.. 17 17 o
LEAK" Point-One " ..
.. 32 Io
.. 30 0
ACOUSTICAL QA /12P
SOUND SALES ' SS6 " .. 13 15 o
NEEDLES
" MINISTYLE " Miniature
steel, per container of 20
6 6
" CONNOISSEUR " Miniature
steel, per packet of 2o
..
2 I0
15 2
" SAPPHOX " Sapphire
..
13 6
" STARR " Sapphire
..
ACCESSORIES
" ECLIPSE " Magnet, useful
for pick -up design

Pick -up transformers in variety

from
SOUND
..

Magnetic

..

SALES
" NonTurntables
..

"

2

2

0

15

o

t1

4

WEBB'S BONA FIDE
HIRE PURCHASE
for any radio or gram
equipment, providing the total cash price
exceeds £15,
Your enquiries are cordially
invited.
Terms arranged

-

-

workshop

wherever

speedy soldering is needed.
Used for over 40 years in
government works and by
the leading engineers and

manufacturers.

Of

all

ironmongers -in tins,
10d.,

116

and 3l -.

For stronger
CYCLISTS:
wheels that will remain round
and true, there's a time tested
tip. Tie the spokes where they
cross with fine wire and SOLDER.
with FLUXITE
It's simple
but IMPORTANT.
To

'

-

SOHO ST., OXFORD ST.,

LONDON, W.I.

Note our SHOP HOURS : 9 a.m. to 5.30 p.m.
Sots., 9 o.m. to I p.m.
Telephone : GERrard 2089

RADIOS

-

puts
GUN
FLUXITE
The
FLUXITE where you want it
by a simple
pressure. Price
216,
316.

or filled,

ALL MECHANICS W/[L''HAVI

LUXITE

.

WEBB'S RADIO

14,

that FLUXITE is always
by you-in the house-garage

See

2
2

IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING

"

"

Write for Book on the ART OF SOFT
- SOLDERING and for leaflets on CASEHARDENING STEEL and TEMPERING
WIPED
TOOLS with FLUXITE, also on

"

OINTS."

¡

Price Id. EACH.

FLUXITE LTD. (DEPT. W.P.),
BERMONDSEY ST., ' S.E.I.

Queenstown Road, London, S.W.B
Telephone

" Fluxite

"

MACaulav 2159
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STOCKTAKING CLEARANCE

SPARKS'

OFFER FOR

DATA SHEETS

BRITISH,

SUMMER RADIO

During the Summer months, when
your thoughts turn to Hiking. Cycling,
Camping. Boating, Motoring and
Picnics, take along one of the following All -Dry Battery Sets which have
been designed for such. purposes.
THE " CRUISER." A tine 3 -valve
T.R.F. set. Safe in any area when
used with a short aerial. Speaker

results on M./L. Waves, 2!6.
THE " PORTABLE FOUR." No.
LO /18. An efficient 4 -valve T.R.F.
self-contained portable. Medium- waves.
Good range on speaker. 2/6.
PORTTHREE -VALVE
THE
ABLE," A very popular model. M. /L.
waves. Speaker results. Size 9x6x4ins,
No aerial needed. 2/8.
Self- contained.
THE " TINY TWO'." A very compact
Individual Listening "
little set for
to the " Local " stations on self -contained 211n. speaker. Med. waves only.
Size 51x51 x5llns. No aerial fequired, 2/6.
THE ." POCKET PAK." A singlevalve portable to pop in your pocket.
Self- contained. Med. waves. An ideal
companion for hiking, etc., 2/6.
ORDER NOW. ALL COMPONENTS
AVAILABLE.
The above are only a few of the many
designs available in Sparks' Da'a Sheet
form. Send stamp with order or for
Latest List.
YOU ARE SURE OF A SQUARE
DEAL FROM SPARKS"
L. ORMOND SPARKS (P),
9, Phoebeth Road,
,Itrockley,
Lee Green

INDUSTRIAL

0220.)-

FINISHING

CRACKLE
STOVE ENAMEL ALL COLOURS
Stoving ovens and spray service at
your disposal. Prompt return after
final inspection.
Panels,
Chassis,
Cabinets, Photographic equipment, etc.
Black 11-. .Colours 113 per sq. ft.
(Flat surfaces -one side.)
Carriage
Special quantity quotations.
extra.
We make anything in metal to your
requirements.
Full particulars on request.
Manufacturers
Pucclench Radio
6 Wheatfield St., Edinburgh, II
'Grams
"Therm." 'Phone 64596

TELEVISION
CONSTRUCTORS
Hazelhurst R.F. High Voltage Power

Units now available from stock,
5.5 k.V. Output.
Compact and Light. Only 4 1in. x
4 1in. x 3 ¡in. overall. Weight Ilb.
Input : 320 v. D.C. 30 mA. and
6.3 v. 0.45 A.
Output : 5,500 v. D.C. well
smoothed at 250 microamps.
Offered from stock at £3.15.0 each.
Send stomp for new lists.

A. McMILLAN,
S,

Oakfield Road, BRISTOL

BATTERY,

A.C.
UNIVERSAL

Butt

BRITISH

&

TYPES.

SONS

l

'. I ) AMERICAN VALVES
IN
STUCK, from 5 10.
10.000
Order C.O.D. any type you require
we may have it, or an equivalent, even
if it's rare and difficult.
EQUIVALENTS CHART with quick
Reference Index. 1.' 8.
Lists sent FREE on request.
We particularly wish to inform all
readers of PRACTICAL WIRELESS
that we hold stock of HIVAC, /GI and
American IT4 Valves (and Holders)
as used in the PERSONAL PORTABLE
described in the April issue of this
paper. 21ín. CELESTION L.S. also

available.
SERVICE SHEETS, our best selection,
10 /8 per doz. We shall endeavour to
include one sheet .of your own choice
with every dozen, if available- -FREE.
SPEAKERS.-3 in. P.M.. 12 : 5in.,
Rin..16/6 : loin., 30'- 12in., 45. -.
METERS. -Plfco All In One Radiometer, A.C..and D.C., 25'
Avo Minor
Universal, £8 8s.
Avo 7, 119 10e.
Avo 40, £17 10e. Taylor Valve Tester,
£22 and the whole range ON EASY
TERMS. 120A Junior Universal Meter,
70A,.75A. 65B. Catalogues on application
TRIPLETT American Multimeter,
£12 12s. Ask for lists.
VARIABLE CONDENSER. .0005.
Midget two -gang fitted with trimmers
and complete with perspex dust cover.
These condensers made by " Plessey "
are of the type used for tuning personal
receivers. Price 7/2 each.
AUTO -TRANSFORMER. -Bryce 100
watt 2301n. 110 volt out. Price 17'6.
MAINS TRANSFORMER.-350-0 -350
at 80 mA., 4 v. 4 amp. and 4 v. 2 amp.
Price 20/3. plus 1!- ,stage. Mains
Transformer, 260 -0 -1 at 70 mA.,
6.3 v. at 3 amp.. 5 v. at 2 amp: Price
17/3, plus 1; -. Ask for lists.
ELECTROLYTIC.-8 mid. a 16 mid. x
500 v. B.E.C. can. 3/9. 16 mfd. x 16 mfd. x
450 v. T.M.C. cardboard, 4'6. 25 mfd. x
25 mfd. x 200 v. B.I. block, 5'3. Metal
cased paper condenser. .01 -1,000 v.
working. Price 5 3 Per doz.
TRIMMER TOGS. KIT. -New Improved Master Kit comprising 10 well
made tools to wallet. 30
SPEAKERS. -The well known Reece -Mace, complete with
volume control. 3 ohm speech coil.
walnut finish. reduced- from -£3 3s. to
39/6: tin. Extension. 15'
SHEFI Special Ruby -Tipped Gramophone Needles for extra long life, 10'10.
GARD Lightning Arrester, protection
for all aerials. 3 /6. Ask for lists.
MUM Noise Suppressor. 4'6. Gard and
Mum are made by Graham Farish.
THERMETTE by Smiths, Dial thermometers. 4/6. Ask for lists.
ENGRAVERS.- -Vibro -Arc metal engraving pen, 15' -. Vibro -tool, heavier
model and operating off mains. 52/8.
ELECTRICAL Experimental Outfit
for boys, with instruction book. 14/7,
plus 1!- postage. Ask for lists..
MIXERS and Whisks for all cooking
liquids with 3 attachments. battery
driven, 30/10, plus 1/- postage.
BOOKS. -Special new lilt ready,
particularly recommended, " Radio.
Television and Electrical Repairs,"
448 pages, 400 illustrations, 10/6.
STOP PRES.S4" x 4" x 3i' CABINETS.
:

;

,

:

1

;

-

,

Please mark envelope P.W.

oBULs

RADIO
8.
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SI51-

Two -gang

end

J.

MONTH ONLY

1

Single 50 mmfd. small tuning condenser (gangable)
6 for
Single 30 mmfd. small tuning condenser
..
. 6for

American

Provide detailed Instructions with
Clear. Full -size Assembly Plans of
TESTED AND GUARANTEED
DESIGNS.

'Phone

1949

50 mmfd. small tuning
condenser
..
.
6 for
716
Two -gang 75 mmfd. small tuning
condenser
..
.
6for 716
Metal Rectifier 250v. at 40 mA. 4 for
612 }in. Fluted knob black, tin. spindle 6 for
51Large brass terminals
216
per doz.
Medium size plated brass terminals
per doz. 316
Insulated terminals, Black and Red
per doz. 31Bulgin Pilot lamp indicators D9.
Green and Red
516 for
Slow- motion drives with scale for
self-calibration
..
.. each 316
Ceramic stand -off insulators, ribbed,
less screw tin.
..
perdoz. SICeramic stand -off insulators, ribbed.
with screw lin.
..
per doz. 616
Ceramic stand -off insulators, ribbed,
less screw ï in.
...
per doz. 51Clarostat mains dropping resistance
plug in 445 ohms
...
... each
51Resistances ; -, -and -watt type, useful values
'...(our choice) per 100 IS'Condensers, assorted mica, ceramic and
paper tubular.
-

1

1

YOUR CHOICE

:

.001 mica, .001 ceramic, 10 pfd. mica,
10 pfd. ceramic, .01 mica, .01 tubular,

.005 tubular, .0005 mica, .002 mica.

75 pfd. mica, etc. per assorted doz.
Test prods with leads ...
per pair

Shakeproof washers 4Ba
assorted
...
...

and

per gross

TELE -RADIO
177,

SI216

6Ba.
21-

(LTD

Edgware Road, London, W.2.

Telephone

:

PAD. 6116,'5606

AMB. 5393.

NEW VALVES
All brand new and in original manu-

facturer's cartons.
6V6G

EF50
5Z4

..

eial)

U4G

... 7.8
... 7 8
$!-

SMOOTHING CHOKES
All are tropicalised and have soldering tags
on paxolin panels.
10H. 80 m /a, 100 ohms, 2x21x31
5'6
10H, 120 m'a, 100 ohms, 3x2lx21...
... 6'9
10H, 300 m/a, 100 ohms, 3ix3x3l
.
12 6
250
m'a,
140
ohms
3!.x4%
15H,
(C.T.).
x61
15'8
5H, 200 m /a, 100 ohms, 21x2ix3'...
... 8.6
All goods fully guaranteed. Add 8d. for

post. Mail order only. 2ld. for List.

DUNK & HEALEY,
67. OSNABURGH ST., LONDON,

ÖUBLE or QUITS'

can't loe either way if you use our
aligned and matched components when
constructing a receiver
We would particularly mention the
MODEL 30 TUNLNG UNIT. Price 48'6.
which consists of a model 30 3- waveband
superhet coil pack aligned and sealed. a
pair of aligned and sealed 465 kc /s I.F.
transformers, a matched 2 -gang condenser
and attractive dial. The use of this unit
guarantees that you cannot fail to successfully construct a superb superhet receiver
with outstanding performance. THE
ALIGNMENT IS ALREADY DONE
The MODEL 40 TUNING UNIT at 75 /ß
is a similar outfit for the constructor who
wishes to build a superhet with R.F. stage.
Our HOME CONSTRUCTOR'S HANDBOOK is now priced at 1/- only, or given
free with orders over 20 /
Send stamp for latest lists.
You

!

!

,
SUPACOILS

98, GreenwayAvenue, London, E.17

July,
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Programme
This Month Our Critic, MAURICE REEVE,

IENJOYED " London Bus Ride," and feel it
is an item that could be repeated, say, at
monthly intervals. Its appeal would seemingly
be for provincial listeners. Londoners, whose daily
duties take them down its winding course too often
for their liking, might be a bit more cynical towards
the beauties of Trafalgar Square, the excitements
of Piccadilly Circus and the nostalgia of Vauxhall
Bridge Road. But the rarer visitors from afar
should take kindly to memories of what were
doubtless happy visits to the capital city of our
whilom erstwhile Empire. The visits to the theatres
en route were a valuable feature, and a route which
didn't' pass the doors of one, if such a one exists,
couldn't claim inclusion.
Elgar Festival
All music lovers must Wish this season's Elgar
Festival a great success. He has been called the
Laureate of English music, a title, in my opinion,
richly earned, and worn to the manner horn. Sir
Adrian Boult has always been amongst the master's
devoted disciples and skilful interpreters, and his
reading of the first symphony -with, of course, the
B.B.C. Symphony Orchestra on March 23rd-was
as fine as ever. Whilst I much prefer works like
Falstaff, Froissart, Enigma, etc., masterpieces
every note of them, I nevertheless have the greatest
admiration for what are, after all, the two foremost
examples of their form in British music to -day.
I doubt whether either Vaughan Williams's or
Bas's can successfully challenge them. They may
not bowl one over at first hearing, like Sibelius,
but they grow and ever grow in your affection and
esteem.
Litolff ! I see, to my horror and astonishment,
that his extremely vulgar and reprehensible
" Scherzo " for piano and orchestra, is gradually
permeating into programmes and surroundings
which it can only contaminate but never adorn.
It.s proper sphere is Music Hall, where I heard Nan
Kenway frequently do it unearned honour. It is a
banal work which, by its ceaseless and unconscionable repetition of a tenth -rate " figure," robs
itself of what little merit it might otherwise have
possessed. Its superficial glitter can deceive no
one other than the totally unthinking. Saint Saens' " Africa " is a masterpiece by comparison.

Pointers

Reviews Some Recent Programmes

light blue distinguishable from dark, some explanatory talk will be needed.
" Candida "
Bach's B Minor Mass and Shaw's " Candida "
cunning concurrently on March 30th, I chose
the latter, being unable to hear its repetition later.
I particularly wanted to hear Dame Edith Evans
in this famous role, as did most others I imagine.
Whilst fascinated and intrigued by listening to her
twist the two men round her little finger, and throw
the sillierand more fatuous of the two out of the
window, as it were, I felt the credit for it was the
author's rather than the actress's. The most .famous
of all Mrs. Millomants and Lady Bracknells, Daine
Edith seemed, perhaps, the most famous of all
Dame Ediths rather than the most notable of
Candidas. This is not to say that the presentation
wasn't wholly delightful, with Andrew Cruikshank
and Emlyn Williams excellent as the husband and
Pert little Proserpine
calf-lover respectively.
.Garnett, too, sounded most attractive as played by
Patience Collier.
An exceedingly naive audience must have been
listening to the famous Italian tenor Gigli, at 4
public concert somewhere in the North of England.
As each famous song was started, its apparently
much loved strain was applauded, whilst the
ovation, started somewhero on the top note some
seven or eight bars from . its' proper -close, completely' drowned the endings. Thus most 'of his
performances were artistically ruined at both ends.
Gigli was probably gnashing his teeth. in meta -:
phorical anger. There is at least one thing to be
said in favour of studio broadcasts: such things
cannot happen inside their four walls.
.

" Wozzeck'
The concert performance, again by Sir Adrian
and his fiddlers three, of Berg's opera " Wozzeek "
has been so highly praised by all and sundry that
there is little left for me to say even if I had the
space. Though not forgetting that á not inconsiderable volume of music came before him-the
shadow of Wagner's warning finger seems to wag
over more than one or two of its pages-Berg looks
to the future. It seems as though the work will
exercise a powerful influence in the days to come.
Using the atonal system of harmony in largo
sections, the composer adopts the original method
Boat Race Commentary
scenes and emotions of the oldTrespassing for a few lines into another sphere, of painting the than
-hundred- year -old story, by
moreI heard the Boat Race commentary on television, fashioned,
use of different forms such as fugues, variations,
and was at once struck with what will surely become the
short scenes.
the need for separate and different commentaries inventions, etc., in its multitude of objective
and
for the two mediums. What we are now given is a' All of which makes the music very
minute description of things hitherto hidden from often taut and brittle.
There can be no doubt that such works must be
us, but now made plain from Alexandra Palace for
all to see. Do we want to,bo.told continuously that, listened,to not only again.ancl again, but with the
first, Oxford are gaining on Cambridge, and then greatest degree of toleration and sympathy, if hew
Cambridge on 'Oxford, when we are watching it for masterpieces are to be found. The eternal round
all we are worth ? Not to the same degree, surely, of present -day programmes; if p+eisisted in much
as hitherto. " In-out, in -out, in- out," is even longer, will bang, bar and bolt the door against
more redúndant. Uùtil television is coloured, and creative adventure and erit'husiahn; just as a 100
-
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per cent. or more tariff will succeed in keeping out many more will be forthcoming, to extend the
foreign produce except in trickles arid driblets. classical form, but so far they have resulted in
Time will successfully sort the wheat from the products lagging far behind the masterpieces
tares.
already extant. The attempt would seem to
Frank Tileley, as the radio critic a Sunday or impinge or trespass on too many other pitstures
two back, discussed sporting commentaries with such as oratorio, mass, even opera and concerto,
his colleagues. But I felt he should have men- to make it seem likely that it will ever succeed.
tioned what must surely be one of the chief reasons
Since my remarks on the too -frequent repetition
for tens of thousands turning them on, namely, of some of the tunes that intersperse " Iri Town
to get the result by the speediest way at present To- night," I have noticed some welcome changes.
known.
But the whole show still seems to me very pedes -,
trian, unoriginal and tired. I wonder how many
French Symphonies
people would notice the repetition of a programme
French musicians have never been symphonically of, say, six months ago, if it were put on ?
minded, and Saint- Saëns' attempt to join the
The Brains Trust. So long as brains
great symphoniste of other nations did not succeed calibre of Lord Samuel's, and others, are ofto the
be
by any stretch of the imagination. His third, called upon to adjudicate on the rival merits of
in which chorus, soprano, contralto, tenor, bass, washing -up and wiping, as they were the other
organ and piano all co- operate, is a singularly Alight, we are only left capable of repeating Shelley's
hollow, superficial, top heavy affair qua symphony.
My name is Ozymandias, king of kings ;
Many attempts have been made, and doubtless
Look on my works, ye mighty, and despair !

News from the Clubs
THE SOLIHULL AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY
Hon. Sec.: G. Haring, 121, Bradbury Road, Olton, Birmingham,
ECENTLY members joined in a discussion on " Oscilloscopes,"
and enjoyed a demonstration of a home -made "scope"
constructed by one of the members. New members were
enrolled, which now gives a strength of about 50.
With the summer mcinths approaching many members are
busy constructing L.F. receivers for the contests arranged.
It is with regret that the death's announced of a very popular
member, G3DTW.

R

STOURBRIDGE AND DISTRICT AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY
Hon. See. : W. A. Higgins, 35, John Street, Brierley Hill, Staffs
GEORGE BROWN (05BJ) and Mr. Rhodes recently
MN. gave
a talk on " F.M. Fundamentals and the Application
of F.H. to Amateur Iìádio." The talk was most interesting
and many members were avowed converts to F.M. on leaving.
The description of F.M. was most clearly explained and Mr.

Brown demonstrated some F.M. gear.
Meetings first. Tuesday in each month. Next meeting, Saturday.
June 18th at 7.30 p.m.

THE HOUNSLOW AND DISTRICT RADIO SOCIETY
Secretory : A. Pottle, B.Sc., 11, ALinger gardens, Isleworth,

Middlesex.
Hounslow and District Radio Society recently held
a meeting on April 20th. when many members brought
along various pieces of apparatus of their own construction for
exhibition and demonstration. Among the outstanding exhibits
were several oscillographs which were demonstrated and their
various uses explained. A radio frequency E.H.T. generator
caused great interest and the method.in which it functions was
also explained to the members. The secretary, Mr. A. Pottle,
B.Sc., and Mr. K. H. Trott each gave very interesting television
demonstrations with their own home -made sets and explained
the various functions of the several parts.

'THE

SOUTH

MANCHESTER

RADIO CLUB (I.S.W.L.)
Maurice I. Wilks, " Ormsby," 67, Longley Lane

son. Sec. :
Northemlen, Manchester.

'

PLANS are going ahead for the construction of the club
transmitter, as although the B2 Is a excellent Tx /Rx the

committee,feel that a 'phone rig would be more suitable as many
members are still unable to read morse at speeds fast enough to
allow them to derive full enjoyment from the 132, and also building
a Tx will give them practical exferienee in the snags to be found
in constructing transmittidg gear, etc.
As already mentioned plans for a small exhibition are being
made, but as it will mean setting up the rooms and dismantling
them the same evening it will entail a great deal of planning and
the making of arrangements for the transportation of apparatus,
etc.
For the warmer days a DO' competition is planned, and it is
hoped to give members a lecture on the principles involved and
then let them. construct the necessary gear ready for the day.

READING RADIO SOCIETY
Hon. Sec. : Mr. F. Hill (G2FLI), 097, Oxford Road, Reading.
KEATINd recently gave a talk and demonstration on
the use of negative feedback, to improve the quality of
reproduction in amplifiers. At a later meeting Mr. J. Pinchbeck

Mlt.

(050F) described the R.S.G.B. National Field Day competition

for those new to amateur radio, and gave details of the preparations so far made for this year's contest. After this, Dr. Lemon
demonstrated the panoramic adapter, and described the circuit
of the more important parts of this instrument.
The society Is now starting an instructional section to help
newcomers with their problems in basic theory and practice.
During the summer months thu instructional section will meet on
the second Saturday of each month, and the main society meeting
will be on the second Thursday of the month.
EXETER AND DISTRICT RADIO SOCIETY
Hon. See.: E. G. Wheatcroft, "Nine Oaks," Woodbury Salter ton, Nr. Exeter, Devon.
'THE above club has just moved into new premises at 9, Palace
1.
Gate, Exeter.
Meetings are held every Thursday evening at 7.30 p.m.
There is a membership, of nearly 30 and new members will be
welcomed at any club meeting.
PROPOSED

IT k

CLUB FOR SLOUGH

proposed to form a radio society' in the Slough district:,
and with that end in view a meeting is being held at the Slough
Public Library, William Street, Slough, on Thursday, June 30th,
1949, commencing at- 7.30 p.m.
Alt who are interested in
radio arc cordially invited to
attend-F. J. T. Tuckfleld,amateur
Acting Secretary, " Cynon House,"
13, Quaves Road, Slough, Bucks.
THE BRIGHTON & DISTRICT RADIO CLUB
'THE club has now moved to new headquarters at the Eagle
Inn, Gloucester Road, Brighton, where old and new members
are very welcome. Meetings every Tuesday evening at 7.30 p.m.

Recent discussions and talks have been on Hi -Fi amplifiers,
individual SW Us, Rx's and the theory of the Oscilloscope.
The
Club TX, G3EVE, after temporary QRT, will be on the air
again soon.

REFRESHER COURSE IN MATHEMATICS
8/6, by post 9/by F. J. CAMM
From : GEORGE NEWNES LTD.
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.0.2
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ir,

Court Road, London,
Tel. MUS. 4539 and MUS. 2453

ÌW.1.

Shop hours

Mon. to Fri. 9 -5.30. Sets.

:

9

WITS °

=1.

Radiogram
SPECIAL
Equipment SURPLUS OFFER

dk

VALVES
Tester.

:

All fully tested on Avo Valve
and 2d. for each
additional valve.

Postage ed.

31-

Det. 20 ...

6H6
U17
EK32

616
716
816
216
716
616

EF56

416

6SK7

5Z4 (Metal)
6K8 (Metal)

...

516

EF39

31313161-

SP61

MODEL A.70. 6 valve all -wave modern
superhet chassis with tuning indicator, tone
control and radiogram switch. The ideal
replacement chassis.
£14.14.Od. plus
£3 . 3. 3d. Purchase Tax.
MODEL 70 TU. As above but as 3 valve
tuning unit feeding model 77 amplifier.
£8.0.Od. plus 34110d. Purchase Tax.
MODEL 77.
4 valve push -pull amplifier
with 2 6V6 fed by phase invertor. Approx.
8 watts output.
£9 . S .Od.
All available in kit farm. Blueprints 410d.
Send for leaflet

to:-

THE TELERADIO CO.,
157, Fore St., Edmonton, N.I8

IT WORKS!
What does?

OUR

TELEVISOR
of Course

The most simple and practical method yet
devised of constructing a televisor using
6in. electrostatic ex- Government tubes.
Complete set of instructions and comprehensive theoretical and practical point to
point wiring diagram for only 5s. post
free.
-We can supply the complete outfit down
to the last screw for 19 guineas. Those
already possessing some of the necessary
parts will effect a proportionate saving in
cost.
Call and see one working at our London

premises ; you will be surprised at its
simplicity of design, construction, and
outstanding performance.
FURTHER DETAILS GLADLY SUPPLIED

ON RECEIPT Of S.A.E.
Our usual range of Receiver and Indicator
Units, high grade components, etc.. still
available from stock. Send 3d. in stamps
for latest illustrated List, " P.W."

:lest Bay at Britain's
CHARLES BRITAIN

(RADIO) LTD..
TEMele Bar 0545
11, Upper St. Martin's Lane, London, W.C.2
Shop hours 9 to 6 (Thursday 9 to I)
OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY.

P61

.f6

SP4I
EF50

EC52

51-

EF54
PM256

716
316
216
616
316
716
516
716
916
916

...
...

21OLF
TT11

DI

...

2X2

..

PT25H
VR105130

6SN7
6SL7

6AC7

61-

6SH7
EC54

61-

416

Get down to 12 Metres with this
latest of our model',
T.R.F. Kits are still available at

f7

-

\,

,.n`

This new
dual model in-

dicates 2 to 30

volts and 100 to 750 volts.
for leaflet (A.24) on " Testing "

R UNBAKEN'MANCHESTER -1

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT
RODING LABORATO{LIES wish it emphasized that not only are all their Home
Construction products NEW. but they do
a Mail order business ONLY and their
profits aro shared with you, the customer,
in order to help keep current prices down.
Thousands of P.W. readers are already taking advantage of this scheme. so why don't
you ? 21d stamp for details or 1/- will
" Home Constructors
still bring the
(he
Handbook," etc.

r70,

Lord Avenue, Ilford, Essex.

CRYSTAL SET
incorporating the latest

CRYSTAL VALVE
as

used

in

radar receffrers.

Adjustable Iron Cored Coil
RECEPTION GUARANTEED
Polished wood cabinet. 15/. post 9d.
Send S.A.E. for lists of copper
wires, screws, nuts, paxolin tubes,
ebonite, tufnol rod and panels etc.

POST RADIO SUPPLIES
33, Bourne Gardens, London, E.4

17s,

6d.

Amplifier
Watts,

from

Kits
Shortly

41

evadable

to

12

:

Personal Portable Battery Receiver;.
Write for details.

LEWIS RADIO CO.

(Dept. .Ì12), 322, High Road, Wood
Green, London, N.22. 'Phone: BOW 5997

DUALTESTOSCOPE

Send

281

THE L. TEST
SUPERMET

SUPPLIES [ID.

DAVIS

I8, Tottenham
w,syt0;ALEC

-

.

MIDLAND INSTRUMENT

CO.

New Unused Govt. Surplus Stock.
VALVES : 6SN7:GT. 6B8G, 6Q7GT 3Q5 /GT.
6V6, 5Z4, 5114G. 6K7iGT, 6K8, at 716 : EF50,
2X2. SP4, EF38, 6,35, QP21. at 5/.: VS70,
SP41 (6.3), VR59, at 3,8
SP411v.), 6$H7,
EB34, VR21, 8112, at 2:6 ; supplied in metal
containers, postage single valves, Ed.
Sylvania Crgstal Valve Rectifiers type
1N21. 3 /6, Post 3d, Burgess;ltiero Switches
4 different types. 5 /-, post 9d.
Motors,
fitted centrifugal blower. small type, 24v.
A.C. /D.C., 15.' -, post ad.
mains transformers to suit,
-, post 8d.
Mallory
Type
6v. vibrators. non -sync.. 716 post
6d. I.F.s, can type, 16 me /s 1/- : 1135 set
I.F.s. 1/6, both post 4d. Toggle Switches,
small mains 2-amp., .p.c.o., L -, 8/- doz.,
post 9d. Electric Pumps, centrifugal, selfpriming immersible type, delivery 10
g.p.m., lift 25ft.. ideal for water supply,
bilge pumps, eto., liquids only, 24v. A.C./
D.C., 251 -, post 1/4.
Nuts, Bolts and
Washers, H.A. sizes, 11b. assort., 2/0, post
Od. P.V.C., covered 1,044 (18 s.w.g.) in red
or black, 100yd. coils, bargain, 5/ -, Dost 1fr.
Telephone Sets consists of two combined
microphones and telephones, 25ft. connecting flex. provides perfect two -way communication, self-energised, no battery
required, set complete 71i, post 8d. Mains
Suppressors, 4- section metal cases, dust cored coils and condensers, 218, post BJ.
Mains Motors, 200í250v. A.C./D.C., takes
approx. t amp., fitted lin. shaft, ideal for
sewing-machines, etc., 20/-, post 1i -.
Motors, 13v. A.C.,D.C., takes 20 amps.,
reversing, continuous rating. íín. shaft.
15/-, Post 1!4. Moving Coll Headphones,
moving-coil microphones
7/6, post 9d.
in bakelito cases, fitted press switch, 3/88,
post
1800 ohms, for maximum sensitivity, 7/6, post 9d. C.R. Tubes, VCR -97.
6in.. completo with mumetal screen and
holder. 35/-, post and packing. 2/6: 3BP1.
31n., complete with holder, 20/- post U-.
Our new une'July lists available shortly.
Postal
Send S.A.E. to secure a copy.
orders over 301- post paid carriage orders
Our C.O.D. service Is
extra in all cases.
cancelled.
MOORPOOL CIRCLE, BIRMIYGUA11I17
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ALLEN AND GOULD

COVENTRY RADIO
-

COMPONENT SPECIALISTS SINCE

Volume Controls : W/W 100, 200, 2k, 5k, 8k, 10k, 15k, 20k
ohms ; carbon 25k, 50k, 75k, IOOk, 250k, 500k, I meg, 2 megohms. 119d. each. Specjal terms for quantities.
Midget Mains Transformers : Dimensions approximately 3in.
x 3 1in, x 22in.
Primary 230v. 50 cps.
Secondaries 240e.
60ma., 6.3v. I.SA. Size 3kin. x 2¢in. -x 2ÿm9. 101- each.
Selenium Rectifiers, half wave, 250v. 50 ma. 3111 each.
5 -inch -Speakers with OIP Tfmr., 4,50012/411
1216 each.
3i -inch Speakers, cast chassis, 312 Speech coil, 816 each.
6-Bank 11 -way Rotary Switches, 216 each.
Midget 4.5v. metal -cased Buzzers, ideal test -gear, 216 each.
Crystal Diodes, type IN21, 3/6 each.
Postage extra on orders under El.
Send S.A.E. for component list, now ready.

1925

£I PARCEL OF COMPONENTS
We have received numerous letters congratulating us on the
excellent value of last month's special offer, which we now
extend for a further 4 weeks. The Parcel contains 50 Condensers, 50 Resistors, 24 Valve- holders, Lampholders, Knobs,
Tag Strips and Panels, Screws, Sleeving, Wire and many useful
components. All new,.worth over E5. Offered for £I, post
paid.
JUST THE CHANCE TO STOCK YOUR WORKSHOP

!

COVENTRY RADIO

ALLEN AND GOULD

5, OBELISK PARADE, LEWISHAM, S.E.13
Telephone : LEE Green 4038.

DUNSTABLE ROAD, LUTON, BEDS.

Opposite Gaumont Cinema.

" YOU

-TIII:SE ARE IN STOCK.

LOUDSPEAKERS.-311n. P.M.. 10/6 Sin
P.M.. 9/9. (with dust cover). Ciro. P.M.,
Goodman, 1ßi8 ; with Transformer, 17/6:
R. & A. 81n. P.M. with transformer, 1816
All brand new.
SPEAKER TRANSFORMERS.-55 : 1
Pentode, 418 ; 4 Ratio, 6/6 & Midget type
for Portables, 413.
ELECTROLYTICS.-16 mfd. 350 volt
Aluminium (Small), 2 /6. 32 mfd. 350 volt
TAYLOR TEST EQUIPMENT, -The
Aluminium (Small). 81-. 16 mfd. plus 8 mfd.
entire range of test equipment by this
450 volt, 56. Host of others.
famous maker is now available on hire - VARIABLE CONDENSERS.-Single Secpurchase. Send S.A.E. for catalogue and
tion .0005 mfd., 8/8. Twin gang, .0005
terms.
with trimmers, 818. Twin Gang,mfdget,
.0005 mfd. with trimmers, 10/6. Reaction
STROBOSCOPES.- Single speed, 78
type Mica spaced .0003 mfd. or .0005 mfd.,
r.p.m., 50 cycles ; 6d. each (8)d. post free).
4' TRANSFORMERS. -465 k /cs Iron COILS. -Wearite "P" coils, all ranges, I.F.
cored,
52 each. G.B. 465 k /cs iron -cored,
31- each. Weymouth Hi Q T.R.F. dual -range
21in. high x lien. x lin., 6/3 each.
with reaction, circuit supplied, 9I6.
COILS. -Wearite `t p " Coils all types, 3.,each.
Full data in our price folder.
ELECTROLYTICS.-T.M.C. 450v., 16
Superhet coils, matched pair SW/MW /LW
plus 8 mfd., 416 each, 451- per doz. ; 16 mfd.,
:

Od.

Od.

Radio Receiver Circuits Handbook, by
E. M. Squire, 6s. Postage 4d.
Wireless Servicing Manual, by W. T.
Cocking, 10s. 6d. Postage 4d.
Vade Mecum, 1948, 2 volumes by
Postage 9d.
1'. II. Brans, 19s.
Television and F-M Receiver Servicing,
by M. S. hiver. 16s. Postage 9d.
Television Receiving Equipment, by
W. T. Cocking, 12s. 6d. Postage4d.
Radio Engineer's Pocket Book, by
P. J. Camai, 3s. 6d. Postage 3d.
Everyman's Wireless Book, by F. J.
Canon, 8s. 6d. Postage 6(1.
Radio Circuits, by W. E. Miller, 3s. Bd.
Postage 2.1.
Fundamentals of Radar, by Stephen A.
it ht, 10s. Postage 4d.
Handbook of Wireless Telegraphy, 2
conm.es, 103. Postage 9d.
We have the Briest selection of British
and American radio books. Complete
list on application.

316 each, 361-

per doz.

each, 401- per doz.

new stock.

8 plus 8 mfd.. 41-

All guaranteed brand

LINE CORD. -.3

amp. 3 -way, 1st grade.
60 ohms per ft., 21- per yard.
PICK-UPS by B.T.H., Cosmocord, Connoisseur, Marconi, Wilkins & Wright, etc.

AUTO
Plessey.

ments.

UNITS.- Collaro,

Garrard,

Please let us have your require-

All orders C.O.D. or C.W.O. Postpaid on
orders over El. Overseas orders FREE of

6

THE MODERN BOOK CO.

Purchase Tax.

Special attention given.

P.6), 19-23, Praed
London, W.2.

MODERN

ELECTRICS LTD,,

RADIO
TYPE

Street,

164, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2.
Tel. : TEMple Bar 7587.

G200 ANNOUNCES

Transmitter and Receiver
complete with 13 valves and power supply.
A bargain at only 88 Ss.
12

22.

volt 4-pin Vibrators.

.12 volt Vibrator Power Supply Units No. 4.
Ex. No. 22 set.
Ideal for car radio H.T.
G200s.
supply.
PRICE

19/6

PRICE

and

24/6

SPECIAL

on Morse Code Training

A. C. HOILE,
Union Street, Maidstone

Thera are Candler Morse

Code Courses for
Beginners and

Operators.

Send

for

" BOOK

OFFER
Callers only.
1T4 1.4 volt button base
miniature H.F. Pentodes at only 3111.
S5,

A FREE BOOK

51- each.

'Type No. I. 12 volt Power Supply
L,F. Vibrator Unit.
G20s.

"

TIVE PRICES
L OO IC-

The Radio Amateur's Handbook, by
A. 1t. R. L., 1949, 15s. 6d. Postage

Dept.

CAN RELY ON US

FOR
CLEAN COMPONENTS AT COMPETI-

Reference Data for Radio Engineers.
by W. L. McPherson, fis. Postage
6d.
Radio Valve Data, compiled by" Wireless World," 3s. Bd. Postage 3d.
Radio, Televisi on and Electrical Repairs.
Edit., R . C. Norris,10S.6d. Postage

this Free
OF FACTS"

It gives full details
concerning all Courses.

THE CANDLER SYSTEM CO. (5.L.0.)
121, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.
Candler System Co.. Denver, Colorado. U.S.A.
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bBxed with circuit for triode hexode F.C.,

POTENTIOMETERS. -Carbon, 4./-, with
Switch. 8!-. Twin 1 Meg., 7/6. Midget,
fin. diam., I meg., 1 me§., 3/6.
RESISTANCES.
watt, 3d1 i watt, 4d.
i watt, 8d.
CONDENSERS.-Tubular, up to .1 mfd., Od.

-I

.25 mfd., 11-. 25 mfd. 25 volt, 1/8.
VAL VEHOLDERS. -Amphe nol In t. Octal,
13d. Mazda, 6d. B7G ceramic, 1/6.
No ex-Gov. -Dispatch by return of post.
Write, telephone or call for :
Price and Data Loose Leaf Folder
FREE containing
Blueprints, 21d. stamp.

RADIO SERVICING CO.
444.

Wandsworth Road, London, S.W.8
Telephone

77, 77A.

:

MACaulay

4155

Bus, 26. 28 Tram, S.R Station -.
Wandsworth Road

WE OFFER
A large range of used and new
Test Equipment, Converters,
Recorders, Amplifiers, Motors,
Transformers, etc.
All guaranteed and at very
attractive prices.

We buy good modern_usgdd
equipment of aft typds for
spot Lash.
UNIVERSITY RADIO LTD.
22 LISLE STREET, ,LONDON,.W.C.2
Tel.: GER 4447 aíid GER 8582
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Open to Discussion
The Editor does not necessarily agree with the opinions expressed by his correspondents. AU letters must
be accompanied by the name and address of the sender (not necessarily for publication).

thereby leading myself up the garden path and
bringing about my own downfall.
and
just read your issue for June
I had not-as stated in his last paragraph- SIR,note have
of
Kenneth
Jones,,
the query of W.
forgotten about action of feedback in the circuit,
Birmingham.
but having separated the double triode, I, of course,
I am a mere tyro in radio matters, but have been eliminated the common cathode, thereby also
I
time.
some
for
constructing large model boats
eliminating a feedback 180 per cent. out of phase
have tried to obtain the necessary information for with the incoming signal and, of course, to the
success.
without
but
so controlling my Models,
second grid.
There is available a book on model aircraft control
Well, I think I am sporting enough to 'admit
be
an
to
the
builder
by radio, but same assumes
my defeat- somehow the very obvious is often
required
is
actually
radio
builder.
What
experienced
I fell for it. Hope there- are no hard
missed
is an article from which any capable model engineer feelings-for my -comments in- the previous 'letter.for
transmission
necessary
apparatus
can build the
(Ex) " PHASE -CHANGE " (Norfolk).
and reception en one of the two wavelengths
approved for this purpose. I myself am interested
Home- recording
in the higher of the two frequencies, but only
because I am given to understand that I should SIR,--I have been tempted to write to your
" Open to Discussion " page for some time
then only require a short mast aerial on the boat.
As the first vessel Which I intend to equip is a now on " direct disc recording," and the article
petrol- driven one, I am apprehensive of the effect on the subject by Mr. J. Law has finally stirred me
of the ignition system, and it may be that the into action.
I am in full agreement with him with regard to
lower frequency will thus be more suitable.
The final requirements, as far as I am concerned, high priced manufactured equipment ,which, more
or less, flattens the enthusiasm of would -be amateur
are as follows
(1) The transmitter should be simple, light in recordists, and would add than home- built; carefully
weight and cheap to eonstruct. It should -be rigidly designed gear can give_ results comparable to those
set in its tuning and should require no attention of the most expensive disc recorders.
It is strange that Mr. Law's circumstances
other than battery changing.
(2) The receiver should preferably be a " one- coincide with those of my own, as I took keen invalver " or at the most two. It should work from terest in the hobby some three or four years ago,
quite small batteries and run for about three starting with 5in. discs on clockwork turntables,
hours on one set of batteries. It should have and, by a good deal of trial and error, finishing up
limited tuning for adjustment but, once set, should with quite a good loin. to 12ín. cutting.
My tracking mechanism now consists of an old
be immune from vibrational change.
(3) A simple sequence control should be provided, Edison phonograph, suitably adapted, giving
giving six to ten possible " effects " on the model, independent tracking at any desired pitch. The
although I should prefer some means which did not turntable is 16in. in diameter, machined in brass,
involve mathematical calculations should a tele- and is à " throw -out " froma local private recording
firm, themselves having installed new equipment.
phone dial be used as the control switch.
Finally, should you find it possible to run an TV -steel centre spindle of this is mounted in a
article or series of articles on the above subject, I brass bush with ball thrust bearing.
My cutting head consists of a robustly conassure you there are many model builders in similar
circumstances to myself who would be immensely structed pick-up of high impedance, suitably
mounted and counter -balanced by a magnet and
grateful.
Your magazine is always of interest even to the an old micrometer Finally, the, turntable drive is
mere tyro and I would close by saying : Keep up supplied by a 1 /16th H.P.- synchronised electric
motor through the medium of tin. insulation tape
the good work. " -F. WRIGHT (Ilkley).
[Constructional details of a radio -controlled battle- (self- jointed), acting as driving belt, which, I may
ship will appear in our companion paper, " Practical add, has proved quite adequate. Small Meeeano
parts and pieces of steel rod have all contributed
Mechanics," for July. -En.]
to the final assembly. I obtain my blanks and
cutting styli from a local sound equipment factor.
Phase Splitting
May I wish all success to those contemplating
SIR, -Reference to your comments in the June activity
in this very interesting and useful hobby.

-I

Radio -controlled Models

and

.

-

!

-R. N. GooDwiN
First of all- having awakened from my unhappy
" dream," I admit that I " boobed " -as we say
Measuring Meter Resistance
in the R.A.F.-and that the answer was so obvious
issue
that, as the author states in this case, " My SIR,-R. G. Thomas's letter in thetheMayvarious
prompted me to investigate
experience was greater than my powers of analysis."
Perhaps in all fairness to myself, although it was methods óf measuring meter resistance. Here are
a mistake on my part, I redrew the circuit the results
(1) R. G. Thomas himself uses E. N. Bradley's
using two separate triodes for the phase splitting,
issue.

(Manchester).
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equation (article December, 1948) for the measurement of low resistance: This equation is incorrect
since it assumes that the current supplied by the
battery is the same in both experiments, i.e., i
does not equal Rm x I /X. The equation should be :
. i)
where V is the
.
X -Rm. I . (V -Rm
V
battery voltage.
From this we can get Rm. in the form of a
quadratic
Rm=.Li- Rm.V.I.-)-VX (i -I) =0.
(i -I) where E is the p.d. Across
Also Rm=

-I

¿

-I

L1

R (below.)

-July, 1949

four experiments and getting down to work with
paper and pencil. If anyone wants that equation
that I mentioned above they are welcome to it.
I should be glad to get rid of it !-Jown E.
AMPHLETT (Highgate, N.6).
R.

-

1355 and Television

-I have noted with interest the various
controversies that have arisen on the R. 1355,

SIR,

and I support Mr. Yarnold's comments regarding
the range obtainable from this receiver.
I should like to point out that at extreme ranges
it is very 'desirable as it is more sensitive than the

average commercial vision receiyer ; my opinion
is that it is very cumbersome for normal use
coupled, of course, with its high -power consumption.
Sound receivers do not, as a rule, present much
difficulty and the converted R. 1124 or " P.W. "
are useful where a T.R.F. unit does not suffice.
After much experimenting with various types of
time bases, I have found that push -pull deflection
is really essential for a well- formed picture ; I
If V is made very large compared to the F.S.D. have tried a three -valve synchronised separator
voltage of the meter (R becoming correspondingly and time base unit employing a minimum of valves
large) then V will be very nearly unity and and components, but although a reasonable picture
was obtained, the low output from the time bases
E
made 1,000 volts G.H.T. desirable in order to
Rm.- (i -I) approximately.
obtain a 5in. x 4in. picture on my ,VCR97.
I have also found that the EF50 is definitely
en
If R is known, then
superior to the VR65 and their use in time bases
/1
especially, is strongly recommended for maximum
Rm = R
T)
efficioncy.-PHILIP H. BEARMAN (New Barnet).
the
found
by
potentiorheter
be
X
could
The ratio
R
SIR, -As one who has met with a fair measure of
success with the use of ex- Government gear
method of comparing resistances so that neither
actual value need be known. In this case V must for television conversions, I should like to pass
be small so that R is not too large compared with X. one or two observations upon recent correspondence
It is- not necessary that i should . be a full -scale which I have read in your paper.
Firstly, to the question as to the suitability of
reading in any of the methods. I have worked out
theoretical equations in which none of the constants the R. 1355 receiver ? My reply is Yes. Eminently
They
involve
be
known.
four
so ; with the staggering of the I.F.s, properly
R, V and X need
experiments and four current readings and the carried out, I should say the bandwidth is nearer
would,
if
printed,
take
up
about
3 Mc /s than the 2 Mc /s as stated by G2ATV and
resultant equations
half this column ! The accuracy, however, depends G3AYA.
meter
readings.
four
Secondly, to those who are sceptical as to whether
solely upon
(2). N. Mackinnon has a good method (article the stuff works, or not-they can see mine. (By
milliammeter
and
a
separate
using
1948),
appointment, of course.)
June.
However, Instead of his equation
The gear used here consists of two R. 1355
voltmeter.
R, I would suggest:
receivers, complete, with Type 25 units, one for
Rmz = Ra
(i, -is)
vision, the other for sound
together with a
Rm$ V
Type 62 indicator.
.
¿2
i
The Type 62 unit, when entirely stripped down
One calculation instead of three
The milliammeter should not be less sensitive and rebuilt, lends itself to a practically ideal layout
than the meter under test, otherwise it will -be for the 'scope and time -base unit, but this would
take too long to describe in a letter.
impossible to read accurately.
I made just two alterations to the circuit as used
(3) R. W. A. Hill (letter December, 1948) needs
a low- reading voltmeter for his modification of by G2ATV and G3AYA, viz., I discarded the use
G. Bryants' method. If such a meter is needed then of 6SN7s in the amplifiers in favour of four separate
why go all through that rigmarole ? Measure 6J5 triodes, and altered the sync separator grid
directly by finding the p.d. across the meter on leak from one megohm to a quarter megohm.
In conclusion, I knew nothing about television
test when it is passing F.S.D. current. Then
and met with many snags, and am indebted to
Rm= Vm/Im.
(4) The method used depends on the apparatus several friends for helpful hints, etc., in getting the
available. If one already has a multi -range meter, thing going.
It can be done. All that is needed is a little more
other meters and standard resistances it is all too
easy. I should imagine that the reason for the whole care than usual and a lot of patience, and given
problem in the first place is the desire to build a these, I am sure anyone can duplicate my results
multi -range meter around the newly- bought in- with ex- Service gear.-REG. BAKER (G6QN)
strumen£. In that case I would suggest doing (London, S.W.19).

í

-

!

.

:
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Impressions on the Wax
Review of the Latest Gramophone Records
this month on H.M.V. DÁ1910. It is sung in
Italian.
Jennie Tourel proves her extraordinary versatility
and light Couch in an attractive bunch of Offenbach
songs on Columbia LB79 -80. The final side of
these two records is occupied by the lovely and
famous Barcarolle from Hoffmann, in which Miss
Tourel takes both the soprano and alto parts.
Although it is barely two years since Josef
Lòcke started recording for Columbia he has already
become one of the most popular tenors in the
country. Apart from the quality of his fine
tenor voice, he manages to impart that personal
touch to his songs that so captivates the imagination
and attention of listeners. This month he sings
Bless This House," a ballad with strong family
appeal, and ; Song Of Songs " on Colurnbia'DB2514.

OF interest among the latest releases is a new
recording of the Dvorak Symphony No.
4 in G, Op. 88, by Rafael Kubelik con-

ducting the Philharmonia Orchestra. There was
a time when exploration of Dvorak's symphonies
other than the overplayed E Minor (" New World ")
was not very enterprising. Now, however, the
Fourth is considered not only one of the finest
symphony of Dvorak's but one of the best in
orchestral literature. Kubelik certainly has the
temperament for. Czech music and he makes the
utmost of the sound construction of this G Major
Symphony on H.M.V. C3852 -6. This set of
records is a notable addition to the series of first rate works played and conducted by artists of
world reputation made available on records of the
plum label category.
Another 'orchestral recording of interest is
Rossini's William Tell Overture which has been
recorded by Victor De Sabata conducting the
Symphony Orchestra of the Augusteo, Rome, on
H.M.V.. DB6880 -1. Rossini has come to be
regarded so much as a predominantly witty composer that it is occasionally forgotten how poetic
he could be ; and the slow section of this overture,
with its ranz des vaches and pastoral air, is true
poetry. In the conclusion of the piece, with its
brisk gallop and sonorous climaxes, Rossini returns
to his more usual style, the hall -mark of which is a
dramatic use of crescendo.
Elgar's Pomp and Circumstance March No. 1
in D, and No. 4 in G, make a welcome appearance
this month played by Sir Malcom Sargent conducting
the Philharmonia Orchestra on Columbia DX1561.
The March in D contains the famous tune used
also in the coronation Ode for " Land of Hope and
Glory." The March in G was first performed
at a Promenade Concert in August, 1907.

`

Light Music
Sidney Torch's versatile talent is evident in the
latest recording by his .orchestra of Falla's famous
" Ritual Fire Dance " on Parlophone E11465.
On the reverse side is " Tambourin Chinois,"
an amusing piece by the great violinist Fritz
Its effect as an orchestra piece is no
' Kreisler.
less fascinating than its more usual appearance as a
solo for violin.
The Glass Mountain " is a British film which is
outstanding in several respects. George Melachrino
and his Orchestra have chosen the two best-liked
numbers from the picture for their latest recording
on H.M.V. B9765. The first is Nino Rota s
theme to the story, the other (by Toni Ortelli and
Luigi Pigarelli) is a moving song said to be based
on an old Italian folk melody.
The Dance Of The Tumblers," or clowns, from
Rimsky -Korsakov's opera " The Snow Maiden,"
makes its appearance this month as a highly
refreshing piece for two pianos played by the famous
duo -pianists Rawiez and Landauer on Columbia
Vocal '
Tannhauser is enjoyed by many and finds favour DB2521. On the reverse these two talented
among devotees of the older forms of opera because artists play their own arrangement of " Andaluza,"
its highly attractive melodies are still in the grand by Granados.
.

tradition of the romantic opera of the earlier
19th century. Elizabeth's Gebet (Elizabeth's
Prayer) from Act III has been chosen by Mme..
Flagstad for her latest recording on H.M.V. DB6795.
She is considered one of the foremost interpreters of
Wagner singing, and this is a record that I can
thoroughly recommend.
The title Betly will probably be new to lovers of

opera, even to Donizetti specialists. It was
produced in 1836, one of three written in the same
year by this incredibly rapid composer. The
speed with fvhich he composed perhaps explains
the lack of substance in some of Donizetti's music ;
but he could always be relied upon to turn out a
good tune. The aria In Questo Semplice Modesto
Asilo was included in the important recital given
by Margherita Carosio at the Royal Albert Hall
in November last, and it proved a mighty success.
She has therefore made a recording of the aria

.

Dance Music
Geraldo's legion of admirers have been intrigued
by his broadcast versions of " A Rosewood Spinet "
and " Sunflower " ; here they are on -record
Parlophone F2356. Rosewood Spinet is the Nat
Simon -Charles Tobias number about an old instrument, standing in a corner, which has sentimental
associations. Sunflower, written by Meek David,
is a hill -billy type of song telling of a girl who is the
prettiest " sunflower " in the State of Kansas.
Both these American tunes have been attractively
arranged by Wally Stott.
Other popular tunes have been recorded by
Oscar Rabin and his Band with " Carnival " and
" By The Sleepy Lagoon," on Parlophone F2353,
and Lou Preager and his Orchestra with Hang On
The Bell, Nellie " and " On The 5.45," on Columbia
FB3486.
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R.S.C.B.
TECHNICAL
PUBLICATIONS.
" R.S.G.B.
Bulletin "
Monthly Journal ; current issue 1/6,
five recent back issues 2/6. " Valve
Technique," 104 p.p., 3/9; " V.H.F.
Technique," 96 p.p., 3/9; Microwave
Technique," 68 p.p., 2/3; ' Transmitter Interference," 32 p.p., 1/6;
"Service Valve Equivalents," 32 p.p.,
1/3; "The Transmitting Licence,"
All prices include post32 p.p.. 1/ -.
age. Radio Society of Great Britain,
28, Little Russell St., London, W.C.1.
RADIO Constructor's Catalogue, 20page Catalogue, packed with hundreds
of items of interest to the constructor, service engineer and experimenter, plus details of our Technical
Query Service. Price 4d., post free.
-Cussins and Light, Ltd., The North's
Leading Radio Engineers. King's
Square, York.
TROPHY 6 Communication Receiver.
as new. £12 or offer. Trix Amplifier,
turntable speakers, home cabinet. £20
offer. Midget Sets. " Sylmar." £8
each, £13 the two. Kit Type. £8 and
Televisor ex -W.D.,
£5. £20, lot.
assembled less loudspeaker. £15. bar g.ain.. Cáine. Radio, Petworth, Sussex.
'MIDDLESBROUGH radio enthusiasts
large stocks of Radio Components,
Test
Gear, Constructors
Manuals. etc. Denco. Eddystone.
Raymart at Palmers, 114, Waterloo
Road. Middlesbrough.
EX -GOVT. VALVES from 3/6. Electrolytics, 8 plus 16 mfd, 450 VDC. 3/8;
16 plus 16 mfd., 450 VDC, 3/6; 8 plus
16 plus 16 mfd., 450 VDC, 3/6; 8 mfd..
500 VDC Dubilier, 2/8; 16 plus 16
tubular, 350 VDC. 3/6.
Speakers.
21in. Philips, 10/6 ; 6in. R. and A.,
less transformer 13/ -, with transformer 15 / -; Bin. Truvox, less transformer 16/6; Bin. R. and A., with
transformer, 181-; l0in. Goodmans.
less transformer, 19/6; 12ín., without
transformer, 39/8. Chassis, Superhet,
12 x 5 x 13, 3/6; T.R.F.,'RI x 41 x 11,
2 :9. Large stepped Amplifier Chassis.
.12 x 71 x 21, 3/6; new 6V6. 6/6.
Trade enquiries welcomed; send
stamp, please, for detailed bargain
list.' Duke and Co., 219, Ilford Lane,
Ilford 0295, Essex.
VALVE SPECIALS !
6K7M's.. 4/9;
6J5M's.,
6 / -;
6K8M's.,
6V6M's.,
5Z4M's.. VR150 /30's,. 7/
Jackplugs,
416 doz.
Airspaced Ceramic Trimmers, 5 -50 pfd., 5/ doz. Post paid.
Stamp list. J. T. Anglin. G4GZ, 233.
Welholme Road. Grim sby.
465 Kc i /c, 6/- pair: .0005
twin gangs, 5/6; 25 mfd. 25 v., 1/ -;
4 mfd. 500 v., 1/3; O,'P trans., 2/6;
? amp. droppers, from 1/9. List from
T. G. Howell & Co., 29, McWilliam
Road. Brighton, 7.
WALTON'S WIRELESS STORES, 203.
Staveley Road, Wolverhampton, for
one of the largest stocks of Radio
Television ex- Government Goods
, and
in the Midlands. Visit our shops at
48. Stafford Street and 65, Trysull
Road, Wolverhampton. You will be
amazed at the value we offer. If
unable to call, send s.a.e. for our
latest bargain list. Remember; all is
carriage free to any address in Great
Britain. This months special lift.
all steel Television Masts, in two sections. 12/6. or 22ft. Masts in four
sections, 22.16. Now is the time to
fit aerial masts.
5 -CORE CABLE, 9/012 tough rubber
sieathed, tinned_ copper screened.
Armes. 37, Birchwood
10d. yard.
Drive. Leigh-on-Sea.
SPEAKERS, L/Trans., Bin. 17/6, 5in.
12/6.; R.F. Unit 27, new, boxed. 30/-.
Variable Condensers, 0005, bakelite,
Wey2/6; 4 -gang .0003, .0004 5/ -.
mouth Coils, TRF L and MW, 9/6
pair; 3 -band Superhet. 11/6 pair.
Indil'idual Aer., H.F., Ose., all ranges.
2'9. 20 -page list 3d. Trade supplied.
H. S. Norris (GBFJr, 7, Kingshill
Crescent, St. Albans.

,

:

RATES : 3'- per line or part
thereof, average five words to line,
minimum 2 tines. Box.No. 6d. extra.
Advertisements must be prepaid
and addressed to Advertisement
Manager, " Practical Wireless,"
Tower House, Southampton St.;
Strand, London, W.C.2.
" TELEVISION," T -H Products presents model E.S.3 " Twin -Deck " Television for the home constructor; uses
V.C.R. 97 (not radar conversion).
Send large s.a.e. for illustrated
brochure. T -H Products, 92. Leath Waite Road, S.W.11, -,Battersea 4889.1
MIDGET Short-wave Radios, 37/(post free). Special design, works off
standard battery (1/7.) and half
torch battery (4d.). No accumulator
needed, no earth needed, works off
few feet of wire for aerial. Size.only
6fn. x bin. x 4in. Complete kit parts,
valve. drilled and punched chassis.
screws. simple instructions, etc. Sent
to your door.
C.W.O. or C.O.D.
(C.O.D.. abroad send 17/- deposit.)
-Marquis Products (Dept. 81. 160,
Bentinck
St.,
Ashton -under-Lyiie,

Lancashire.
" DORSET " CIRCUITS. These famous
circuit diagrams are absolutely the
finest set of drawings and instructions ever published for the home
constructor. Full constructional data
including above and below chassis
layout, group board assembly,. point
to point wiring instructions. theoretical circuit, assembly procedure
'and parts list. A.C. 5 -valve Superhet.
3 waveband, 2/6 ; A.C. /D.C. 5 -valve
Superhet, 3 waveband, 2/6 Battery
4 -valve Superhet, 3 waveband. 2/6 ;
All Dry Battery 4 -valve Superhet,
médium and long, 2I8 A.C. ,'D'.C. 6All
valve 6 -8 watt Amplifer. 2/6.
components available, including ready
punched chassis, Hi-gain coil packs,
group boards specially designed for
the above sets. I.F. trans, speakers,
etc. Prompt service. Send 2)d. stamp
for Theoretical Circuit (please state
which model) and parts list. Please
note new name and address: -Burland
Radio Accessories, 4, Carlton Terrace,
Portslade. Sussex,
Cones.
REPAIRS to loudspeakers.
coils fitted, Fields altered. rewound..
Output transformers, clock coils. No
mains trans. accepted. Prices quoted.
Satisfaction guaranteed.-L. S. Repair
Service. 49. Trinity Rd., Upper Toot Saturdays.
Closed
ing.
S.W.17.
'Phone: Balham 2359.
;

;

OLDCHURCH

LABORATORIES.

-

Bankrupt Stock: Huge purchase of
manufacturer's new goods, offered at
sacrifice prices. Output TransforMains
mers, 6F6. etc.. 2/- each.
Transformers, 280p-280 -6 v. and
Int. Octal, Holders,
4 v.. 10/. each.
2/- per dozen. Send for detailed
list
Aluminium Panels for the
" Ham," All the following, in 20
gauge
half -hard
aluminium-not
durai. Mirror-finish both sides. 9 x
12 2/ -, 18 x 12 3/6, 21 x 9 216. Also
supplied in black crackle finish at 1/6
extra per sq. ft. Headphones: New
ex -Govt. reed type phones at 4/9 per
pair. 3 prs. 12/, not many left.
E.H.T. Transformers for V.C.R.97.
etc., now supplied with two 4v. C.T.
secondaries and 2 Kv. winding at
'

Send 21d. for our television
list. L. P. Dismore, 52c, Oldchurch
Road. Chingford, E.4.
CERAMIC, Silver and Standard Mica
Condensers. 2 p.f. to 10.000 p.f.. 2/3
doz.: Metal Case Tubulars, 0.01'7501.000, 3/- doz.. 0.5 /350. 5!6 doz.:
Waxed Tubulars, 0.1/300. 0.01. "1.500,
0.15/450. 2/9 doz.. 0.1;'1.000. 31- doz.:
small Ceramic Stand -offs. 1/- doz.;
Sample Parcel, 6 of each of all above,
8/6; Metal Case Bias Condensers,
25 tiF:.50v.. 6/- doz. 4P., 4W.. 4B.
Wafer
Double
Silvered Contact
All first -class
Switches, 1/6 each.
clean goods. Please add sufficient
postage. J. E. L. Postal Supplies,
133, St. James Road, Blackburn.
37/6.
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CHASSIS (receiver), undrilled, 16
s.w.g., aluminium, 10-51 -2in.. 3/3;
11- 6-21in., 3111; 12-8- 21)in., 4/6; 16-821M., 5/6; 20- 8- 21in., 6/11. Electrolytics, cans, 16- 32mfd., 350v., 3/11 ea.,
36/- doz.; 8-l6mfd.. 450v.. 3/11 ea..
42/- doz.; 32mfd., 350v., 2/3 ea., 21/-

doz.; 8mfd., 450v., midget tag ended.
2/9 ea., 27/- doz. Selenium Rectifiers.
small size, 600v., 40m.a., 3/6 ea.:
500v., 80m.a., 4/11; 250v.. 90m.a.. 4/11;
250v., 65m.a., 3/9; 120- 0- 120v.. 100m.a.,
F.W., 3/3 ea., 30/- doz.; 120- 0- 120v..
40m.a., F.W., 2/11 ea., 24/- doz., 15v.,
la.. F.W. C.T., 51- ea.; 12v., 1a:, H.W.
C.T., 1/6 ea., 12/6 doz.; Westinghouse,
15/20v., la. (bridge). 5/3 ea., Y.M.
Speakers, Plessey, 5in., with trans..
12/6; Truvox, 8in., L/T 2- 3ohms, 13/6;
loin. Plessey. with trans., 24/6. Mains
Transformers, Philco, 220- 250v., input
350 -0-350v., 80m.a.. 6.3v.. 3a., 5v.. 20.,
half- shrouded drop through type.
15/11 ea. Gov. Surp. Items (unused(:
32mfd.. 450v. Blocks (Elect.). 1(9 ea.,
16/8 doz.; 5omfd., 25v.. Can Elecs..
1/- ea.. 9/ doz.; 12mfd., 50v., Tubulars 1/1 ea.. 10/9 doz. Valves, mostly
boxed, SP41, 2 /6ea.. 21/- doz.; 4074B,
2/6 ea.. 21/- doz.; Dl. 1/6 ea.. 12/doz.: OD2. 2/6 ea., 21/- doz.: EF36,
4/6 ea.. 37/6 doz.; SP2. VP2, KTW61,
5U4G, 5/3 ea.; 6J7G. 5Z4(M. 6V6(M),
VP4A. VP4B. 6/9 ea.: 6K8(M1. KT33C
126v.). 807, 7/6 ea. C.W.O. or C.O.D.
over £1, postage extra. All goods
guaranteed. Full list 2W. Special
list for Trade. Radio Supply Co., 15,
Queen Square, Leeds, 2.
97/6, CHARGING SWITCHBOARDS,
12v./32v...500 and 1,260 watts volts,
amps.
cut -out, fuses, resistances.
etc., 4 take-offs. superb unit, in case.
751, DYNAMOS, 24v., 1.000w., 40
amps. gin. x 7in.. ¡in spindle.
75/ -, ELECTRIC MOTORS. 230v./1/50,
1;5 h.p., inborp. 1.260e. converter.
55) -, ELECTRIC MOTORS. 12v. and
24v.. á h.p., 4in. x 8in., fin. spindle
drive, beautiful .job.
581 -,
MAINS
TRANSFORMER
S /BOARDS, 230v. A.C. to 12v.
5

separate

take -offs, complete dist.
panel; switches. fuses, amps., etc.
From £15, ROTARY CONVERTERS.
1 -12
kW., 110 and 220v D.C. to
230v./1/50 A.C.
From £5, MOTOR GENERATORS. 1 -6
kW.. 110v. and 220v. D.C. to 24/35v.
D.C.
£5 -£59, MAINS TRANSFORMERS.
18kVA.. all types.
CUT-OUTS. 12 and 24v.. 40 amp.,
18/-; VENTILATING BLOWERS, 12
and 24v.. 89/- ; 24v. °POWERFUL
SOLENOIDS. 35/ -.
All unused ex- Government surplus
equipment. Host of other equipment,
lists free.
BENMOTORS
POWER
SUPPLIES,
Summerley Street. Earisfield, London,
S.W.1R. WIM. 3833.
(100 yds. Sn.
Rly. Elec. Line 10 mins. Waterloo.)
'

1

:

ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS: Dubilier, 8 mfd., 500 vts.. ;in x 2in.,
3/. each, 34/- dozen. Goodman P.M.
,Speakers, 8in., with transformer in
case, 21/ -. Slow Motion Dials with
vernier
200-1 reduction, front of
panel mounting. 6in. diameter, 5/6
each. Muirhead Slow Motion Drives,
7'6 each. Telescopic Masts, extending to 12ft. in 7 sections, dural, very
strong, 16/9 each. -L. Wilkinson, 204,
Lower Addiscombe Road, Croydon.
ANEW FACE AND BRAIN 7 No. we
are not Plastic Surgeons. but we can
offer a really attractive 3 -wave
3- colour Glass Dial Assembly, and the
super- efficient " Q " Coilpack, which
has earned us so much praise from
our customers. An invaluable pair.
for the rejuvenation of an old set or
the construction of a new one. The
dial is unique, fitting anywhere, in
any position
Send for prices and
full details of these and other radio
and television components, also our
latest " Bargain List." (Trade enquiries invited.( -Osmor Radio Products, Ltd.. Borough Hill. Croydon,
Surrey. (Tel.: CRO. 1220.)
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PRACTICAL WIRELESS CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMEN fS
MAINS TRANSFORMERS, input 200RADIO TUNERS:
NEW " QUALITY
LASKY'S RADIO
250. output 350-0-350, H.T. 6.a and 5
suit any standard amplifier ConEX GOVERNMENT BARGAINS
volt, L.T. 150 mills. 201- each. AmL. & M.
July, 1949

%'

;

structional Manuals: No. 1
wave T.R.F. with illuminated dial.
glass and escutcheon RIG switch, 318.
No. 2 3- waveband 3 -valve Superhet
with Urge, elaborate horizontal dial
assembly, exceptional range combined
with quality, R/G switching. 3/6.
Absolutely Complete Kits With valves:
No. 1, 75/ -; No. 2, 135 /. Ready built
and aligned Tuners: No. 1, £41101 -;
New
" Quality "
No. '2, £7/10/ -.
No. 1, 4 -Watt
Audio Amplifiers
output, pickup, and tuner inputs,
:

volume; tone and feedback controls,
valves, 6Q7, 6V6, 5Z4, A.C. 100 -250v.
No. 2, 15 -watt, pickup, mike and
inputs,
nputs, volume mixing, tone
control, valves 6SN7, 6SN7, 2 x 6V6
in push -pull 5Z4. A.C. 200-250v.
Constructional Manuals, No. 1 2/6,
No. 2 4/8. Complete Kits with valves,
No. 1 1101, No. 2 9 fins. Ready built
Amplifiers: No. 1 119 /0, No. 2 10 fins.
Bargains in Gramophone Equipment:
Collaro AC47 motors with var. speed,
12ín. turntable, £5; Collaro RP49 collrbined motor /pickup /autostop Unit,
A.C., £51101; AC47 ditto, with 12ín.
Collaro
new RC49 A.C. Mixed
d
/ Autochanger
with super Crystal pickup, special
offer, £14. Exhaustive Constructional
Manuals how to build first -class
Radio Sets: " Vanguard 4," L. & M.
wave, in moulded bakelite cabinet,
218; " Overseas 5," L.,- M. & S. wave
superhet of exceptional power, range
and quality of tone, in figured walnut
cabinet, 5/- New guaranteed Valves:

EF39, EF36, EL32, EF50. ECH35. 61(8.
6K7, 6Q7, 6V6, 6J7. 65N7. 6F6, KT33C.
5Z4, 5U4,- MU14, FW4/500.- 25A6, 2526,
7/8 ash; HVR2, 61,6. 10 /6. Osmor -3wave Coil Packs, 33/-. Terms: c.w.o.
or any order c.o.d. P. M.. bargain list
21d.
N.R.S.. 102, Parkhill Road,
London, N.W.3. Gulliver 1453.
Varley and
PANELS.
CHASSIS,
R.T.S. Transformers. W.D. surplus.
.

Lists. -Hudson,
"Paignton.

3e,

Winner

EX A.M. RECEIVER UNIT TYPE 71.
AND RECEIVER TYPE 19. Contains 8
valves
4 EF50 ; 1 EL32 ; 2 EF39 ; I
EBC33. This is a superhet unit with an R F
stage and 3 I.F. stages. Overall dimensions
101ín. wide, 71ín. deep. 51ín. high. Ideal for
Conversion to an Ordinary Receiver. The
breaking up value is well over £3. LASKY'S
PRICE. 251 -. Carriage. 3/6 extra.
BRAND NEW AND UNUSED EX
GOVERNMENT CATHODE RAY TUBES.
TYPE VCR97. Bln. SHORT PERSIST ANCE. Each tube is fully guaranteed and is
Contained in
tested before despatch.
specially sprung wood transit case. Characteristics : Heater 4 volts '1 amp., H.T.,
2,500 volts maximum. LASKY'S PRICE,
35/-, Carriage 7/6 extra.
NEW PURCHASE. P.M. SPEAKERS.
Bin. Deep Cone. 3 ohm speech coil. PRICE.
13 /11 each. Post 1.'6 extra. 8ín. with transformer 3 ohm speech coil. PRICE, 17/8
each. Post 1,8 extra.
JUST TWO EXAMPLES. All other sizes
in stock at the keenest prices.
RADAR. RECEIVER TYPE 3094.4.
Brand New and Unused in Maker's Wood
Transit Case. Specifications : 14 brand new
valves 7 EF50 ; 2 VR136 ; 1 VR137 ; 1
1 HVR2 ; 1 11.3 ; 1 V1507. Dozens
EA50
of useful components, including 80 volt
A/C motor used for aerial switching, front
panel tuning control, etc. With little modification this will make an ideal 2 meter
receiver. Also suitable for television conversion. Totally enclosed in metal case ,
size
19ín. x 81ín. x 71ín. Weight when
packed 40Ibs. We will exchange the 2
V51865 for EF5Os (if so required). LASKY'S
PRICE. 75 /
Send 21d. stamp with your name and address
(in block letters please). for a copy of our
current monthly list of Ex Government
bargains, the Lasky's Radio Bulletin, by
:

:

-

;

;

:

,

return.
370,

W.9.

-

LASKY'S RADIO

Harrow Read, Paddington. London,
(Opposite Paddington /Hospital.)

Telephone : CUNningham 1979.
Mon. to Sat.. 9.30 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Hours
Thursday half day.
:

Street,

TRANSFORMERS
RECEIVERS; R1225 with 5 x EF50, MAINS
-2 x EF39 and VR54, 25/ ea.; R1137A
with 2 x EF36, 3 x EF39, EK32 and
16/6 POST PAID
Wavemeters, R.C.A.
EB34, -25/- ea.
NOT SURPLUS
type, TE- 149, 250 kc /s to '25 me /s; NEW GOODS
FULLY GUARANTEED
£8 15s. Od.; G60 with -10 mc/s crystal,
-less valves, 180 -230 mc/s, £6 ea.;' Primaries 'for 00230/250v. . Drop through
shroud. Interleaved.
Msrconi GL/T No. 3, A.C. mains, chassis type with top -windings.
Screened
wax impregnated
50 '90 me /s, -£B. Signal- genny; 100- 'and
155 me /s, £10, Indicator Units with primary.
250 -0-250v. 60 mA.; 6.3v. 3 A., 5v. 2 A., 164
VCR97 and 7 valves, .brand new in (a)
250-0-250v. 60 mAa 4v. 4 A.. 4v. 2 A., 1818
cartons, £4 ea. plus carr., others in (b)
Types have UNIVERSAL
stock. H.R.O. Receivers. less coils, Following
L.T. Windings. 0- 4-6.3v. 4 A. C.T.-0-4,5v. 2 A.
£17 10s. Od. Yaxley Switches, 9w 113, This means that either 4v. or 6.3v. valves
1/6 ea.; llw'BB, 4/6 ea. Cutouts up may be used with either 4v, or 5v. rectifier.
...
... 1Wto 60a, 8/6 ea. 100 assorted resistors, (c) 250-0 -250 v. 80 mA. ...
-

-

-

8/6 ; 50 tubulars, 7/6 ; 50 mica, 8/6.
12 V.(is. and pots, all different, 12/ -.
RF Units, type 24, at 9/9. 24 mod.
27 and type 25 at 12/5 ; 27 at 22/6
ea. Tannoy 20w. pressure type P.A.
units, less horn and unused, £2 ea.
Ditto Vitavox, £3. S.T. rectifiers,
275v. 12,a., H.W., 21/- ea.; 24v., 5a.,
at 21 / -; 12v., la., with transformer,
£1 ; 6v., la., with tr., 12/6. Valves,
EF50, EF36, EF39, EF54, 6H6, EA50,
VT61, SP41, SP61, P6I, 6J5. 6J7,all
at 5/ -; 955, 956, fiSN7, 6517. VP41,
9001, at 10/- ea.; Pen 46, 10 1-.
Assembly
with
21
resistors,
13 0.1 tubulars, 5 micas. 3 Westectors, 5 / -, 24 ceramic trimmers on
panel, 3/6. R1124 receivers with 6
13v, universal valves. Al ea., -c.p.
13 valve sets with mains valves, 39/6
ea. Meters, 21in. square type flush,
20v., 40v., 20 -0-20a., 50- 0 -50a., 5/ ea.
Damaged movements for spares, 7/6
doz. 0 -5ma, 7/6 ea. 3ín. flush types,
100. 200, 500ma, at 10/- ea.
5ma
meter recs., 7/8 ea. Western Electric
ARR /2 with 12 midget valves, 230260 me /s, £4 10s. Od. ea. For details
and 10 page list of .ex-Gov. Radio
and Electrical items send S,A.E.,
please. -H. English, Rayleigh Road,
Hutton, Brentwood, Essex.
.

(d) 300- 0-800v. 80 mA.
(e) 350-0-350v. 80 mA.
(f) 250-0 -250v. 100 mA.
(g) 300k300v. 100 mA.
(h) 350-0-350v. 100 mA.

...
,..
...
,..
..

,..
...
...
...

...
...
...

...

1A'-

1&22:22.-

Upright Types Fully Shrouded.

(I) 350 -0-350v. 150 mA., 0- 4 -6.3v. 6 A.
C.T. 0 -4 -5v. 3 A. .
..
.

39/-

425- 0 -425v. 180 mA., 6.3v. 4 A. C.T.
6.3v. 4 A. C.T. 5v. 3 A. .
.. 44/6
10,000 VALVES ÏN STOCK
Get the valve you want by return CUM,
at standard B.O.T. prices.
(i)

3

MINE DETECTOR AMPLIFIERS
valve R.C.-Midget Amplifiers with three

IT4 valves in ceramic holders, 22/6.
.3 AMP LINE CORD
60/70 ohms per ft. 2 -way, 1/8 yd. ;
1/9 yd.

3 -way,
EX GOVT. BARGAINS
In response to many requests from clients
all over the country we have decided to
stock carefully selected items of ex Govt.
equipment -NO JUNK-all in new condition
and the best value In the U.K. If interested
please include extra 21d. stamp for
ILLUSTRATED LIST.
NEW GOODS ONLY, C.W.O. or C.O.D.
ALL ORDERS POST FREE.

COULPHONE RADIO
"The Return of Post Mail Order Service."
58, -Derby Street, -Ormakirki Lanes.
Send lid. stamp for 48 -page cataiooue.
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meters, 20-0-20. 2in.,dial, new, boxed!
doz. R. A. Wright, Talewater,'
Talaton, Exeter, Devon.
ELECTRIC PETROL GAUGE, 1/- post
paid
Bomb Computors, Al. weod
case 7/6, cari. 7/6 ; Bomb Sight'
Heads in steel case, 101 -. can'. 5/ -.Brown, 102, Cleveland Street, Doncaster.
8 WAY High Voltage " Jones " type
Plugs and Sockets, with crackle
covers. 1/0 pair complete, 12 /- dozen
pairs, £3/101. per 100 pairs, carriage
paid. -Jack Porter. Ltd., College
Street. Worcester.
" AVO " OSCILLATOR, A.Q. " Avo "
Valve- tester.
A.C.;
Evershed "
Bridge -Meg.: brand new.
Offers
Moffatt. King Street, Wigton, Cmnb.
MIDGET SPEAKERS, 5/- and 7/6 ;
Test Prods, w,, leads and plugs, 2/6
pr. 6 volt, / -amp., Rectifiers, 1.9
Vibrators. 1 / -; Mica and Silver Mica
Cunda.. Bd. each ; Crystal Diodes. 2, 6.
List 2i-d.- Carter's, 67, Bell Lane,
Marston Green, Birmingham.
BRASS Cheese -head Screws and Nuts,
4 B.A. x fin., 6i9 gross; 4 B.A. x tin.
or Bin. steel; screwy only, 3/6 gross.
Specials to drawinns; reduction for
quantities.
Sambrook, 40, Regent

30 /-

;

Rd., Dudley, Worcs.

SALE. -Mod. R.208 Noise Limiter.
s. meter, spares,
10 -60 nit., £12;
R.107. 1.2 -17.5 Inc- £14; both 100%.
-

Pair as dbl. super., £25. Many components.
.

Box No. 185.
AC: HL /DD,
AC /VPI.
TH233, HL133DD, 7/6 .EF9. APP4E,
8/- ; W21, KTW62, MH4, 6X5(1, 5/ -.
List others. Box No. 186.
A4í /2PEN,

TUITION

'

MERCHANT NAVY AND AIR RADIO.
Here is an opportunity t0- train as
Radio Officer for merchant ships
and the air. The big liners are open
to Tou, but you must first qualify for
the P.M.G. Certificate. Eaiablrahed
30 years. We can put yöo through
in the minimum time. Day, evening
and postal instruction.
Prospectus
from Director. The Wireless School,
21,
Manor Gardens,
Holloway,
London, N.7. ARC. 3694.
WIRELESS (sea and air) TELEVISION.
Broadcasting, Radar, etc.,
offer
tremendous
opportunities.
Students, both sexes, age 14 upwards,
trained for appointments in all
branches of Radio. Low fees, boarders accepted. 2d. stamp for pros.
Wireless College. Colwyn Bay.
WIRELESS, Television, Postal Courses
for Amateur Radio Transmitting
Licence also Television for Radio
Trades diploma.
.Apply
British
School of Telegraphy,. Ltd., 179, Clapham Road, Loudon, S.W.9. (Forty
years' experience in training students
in Wireless and allied subjects.)
THE INSTITUTE of Practical Radio
Engineers have available Home-Study
Courses covering elementary, theoretical, mathematical. practical and
laboratory tuition in radio. and television engineering; the text is suitable coaching matter for I.P.R.E.,
Service entry and progressive exams.;
tuitionary fees at pre -war rates are
'moderate_ The Syllabus of Instructional Text may be obtained, post
free, from the Secretary. Fairfield
Road. Croudh End. N.8.
RADIO OR RADAR. -Full -time training for career in Air or Marine
.Services as. Radio Officer _(M.C.A. or
P.M.G. Licences), .Radio Mechanic.
or Radio Engineer. Residential and
non- residèntial courses at Radio and
Radar School. Britain's Air Universitty. Enquiries to the °Commandant,
Air Service Training, Hamble, Southampton.
-

-

-

HENRY'S

231A PHOTO- ELECTRIC ('ELL AND MULTIPLIER.
Brand new and guaranteed. American R.C.A. only 30'- each.
BATTERY ELIMINATORS. Brand new, manufacturer's
surplus. Input 200-250 v., output 60, 90 or 120 v., 30 m a, and
2 v. 1 amp. In crackle finish box, only 45/ -.
D.C. AVO MINOR. Brand new and boxed, but slightly soiled,
only 551- each. Limited quantity, not ex-Govt.
PAXOLIN SHEET. High grade, polished finish. Sizes 19in. x
121in. x i /10in., 219 sheet. 121ín. x 121in. x 1 /10in., 2/- sheet only.
If ordering by post, minimum lots of 6 sheets, please.
U.S. ARMY MIDGET LIGHTWEIGHT HEADPHONES.
200 ohms. Suitable for deaf -aids, etc. Brand new and boxed,
7/6 pair only.
EX -GOVT. VALVES, The following brand new and guaranteed Valves are in stock.
W111. VU133, U18, 5T4, 5R4GY, RL18, 611, 6AG5, all 10 - each.

SURPLUS BARGAINS!
-6

-valve battery-operated receiver covering 6-9 me /s.: easily converts for other frequencies and will

TR9 RECEIVERS.
operate
5

a

loudspeaker.

Only

15!

,

-VALVE AMPLIFIERS.-A complete

amplifiers, which easily converts.
To clear; 251 -.

chassis with 2 audio
Push -pull EL32s for output.

-A

high -frequency receiver with 4 EF50s,
I VUI I I. 3 neon stabilisers, and a klystron.
Hundreds of parts including electrolytics, and brand new
in sealed cartons. 351 -.

RECEIVER I84.

7 SP61s, 2 EA50s,

DISPLAY UNIT 198. Ideal for building an oscilloscope
With VCR 138A (short persistence) Sin. Tube, 4 SP61s,
VR54, and
RF2Ss.

July, 1949

PRACTICAL WIRELESS

L:S3

3

-No

Television.

EA50s.

in sealed cartons,

524, 5Y3. MU14, EF50,

1

In

for

sealed cartons

1816.

-A

D Mk. V.
complete portable field
telephone, with bell, buzzer and key, and standard PO type
in attractive metal case. Only 251- each.
handset

...

HAND GENERATORS.-A

small hand generator, with
geared handle, delivering 28 V. L.T. and 300 V. H.T. Ideal for
outdoor or emergency use. Sacrificed at 1216.

BARGAIN PARCEL, with (I)

(6.3v.) I.F.F. trans mitterireceiver, containing 9v. dynamotor (free data for
mains motor conversion).
(2) Two metal rectifiers. (3) Six
plugs and sockets. (4) Pair USAAF headphones. (5) Dozen
(6) Two moving -coil meters (slightly
assorted wanderplugs.
chipped cases). All for 301 -.

.

;

RADIO EXCHANGE CO.

.

please include enough

9

OAgEDFÓRLUL.

FOR THE

RADIO SERVICE
MAN, DEALER
OWNER
AHD
The man who enrols for an I.C.S. Radio Course learns radio

his
thoroughly, completely, practically. When he
diploma, he will KNOW radio. We are not content merely
to teach the principles of radio, we want to show our
students how to apply that training in practical, every -day,
radio service work. We train them to be successful!
Write to the I.C.S. Advisory Dept., stating your require.
,vents. It places you under no obligation

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

Dcpt. 94, International Buildings,
Kingsway, London W.C.2
Please send me your free booklet describing I.C.S. instruction
in the subject marked X.

Elementary Electronics
complete Radio Engineering
Elementary Radar
Radio Service Engineers
Advanced Short -wave
Radio Service and Sales
Radio,
Radio
Elementary
indicate it below
if you wish to pass a Radio examination,
British Institute of Radio Engineers
P.M.G. CertifCaI a for Wireless Operators
Telecommunications
GutRls
City and
R.A.F. Wireless Operator and Mechanic
Examination students are coached until successful
Name

Address

(USE BLOCK LETTERS)

Age

,ICS

SPECIAL OFFER. P.M. SPEAKERS. By leading manufacturers. 51n., less Transformer, 10,- : 5ín.. with Trans., 12/6
Clin., less Trans., 12/6 61in., with,Trans., 15/-; Bin., less Trans.,
l0in., with Trans., 25' -. etc..
151- : 8ín.. with Trans.. 21'etc., and the new Truvox 6 in. Wafer Speaker at251-, less Trans.
METER DISTRIBUTION BOARDS. Comprising 0 -300 v.
M.I. Meter, 31ín. A.C.1D.C. Input Plug and Socket. 3 Output
Sockets, 2 porcelain fuses. Total size 12in. x bin. Brand new
and individually boxed, 22;6 complete.
R.3084 RECEIVER. Incorporating 7 EF50. 2 EF54. 1 EC52,
1 VU39A. 1 HVR2, 1 EA50, plus 30 me/s. I.F. Strip. Guaranteed
absolutely brand new in maker's original packing. case, 751 -.
(Plus 10'- carriage and packing.) This receiver is ideal for
conversion to vision receiver.
Send stamp for current Component List. Probably the most
comprehensive in the trade.
1

13 -valve

Goods used unless otherwis'n stated
for carriage.

6K7GT, 6J7GT,

,

351 -.

need to remind you that these cover London

TELEPHONES,

EF54, EF55, RL37.

6K8GT, ML4, 12SR7, 125.17, 12SK7. 6SLIGT, 6SC7GT. 6C6.
6116G or GT, 7C7, 7117. 7Y4, 757, 7B6. 7C5, 1299A, 9D2. BDT.
15D2, EF36, EF39, EBC33, EK32, EL32, 6X5GT. 2X2. all at 7 6
each. 9003, IN5GT, 6J5GT. 6C5, all at 66 each. Also ILN5GT.
DI
4D1, 5' -, EA50, SP61, EB34 at 3/8 each.
8 /8, 807. 71
Diode at 2'6 only.
And the midget range of 1.4 v. battery valves. IT4 and 155
these
of
each.
Most
at 51- each. IR5 at 7/6. IS4 and 354 at 9/valves are boxed. Please note for current popular circuits.
we also have in stock ID8GT. at 15/3 and HIVAC XH at 1016.
Both these latter are new and boxed. In addition we have over
10,000 new boxed BVA valves in stock at current Board of
Trade prices. Let us have your enquiries.

!

5, HARROW ROAD, W.2
PADdington

1008;9

SPARES
& VALVES
to suit
Will put
MASK white plastic-

pro6ín. tube.
designed
fessional finish to your home -built televisor, 7/6 post free.
MAGNIFIER -super quality 3918, others very good from 27 6
SPECIAL OFFER OF ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS. 450
500 v. working : 8 mfd., 1111 : 16 mid., 2/8 : 8 mfd. r.16 mfd., 3'4
350 v. working : 8 mid., 1/6 ; 16 mfd.
16 mid. x 16 mid., 3/9.
2-Jill ; 32 mfd.. 1/11. 200 v. working : 25 mfd. plus 16 mfd.
25 mfd.. 3111: 32 mfd., 1/9; Cathode blas types, 50 -12 v., 10d.
25 v. -50 v., 115 ; 25 v. -25 v., Ji- ; 10 v. -25 v., 10d.
P.M. SPEAKERS, best makes, Rola, R. & A., Plessey, etc. :
3ín.. 10/6 : 5ín., 10 /6 Sin. with O.P.T., 11 /2 ; 61ín. with O.P.T.,
17/6 ; Bin. with O.P.T., 15/3: 10in. with O,P.T., 27/9.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS- standard primaries, 6.3 v. 3 amps.,
5 v. 2 amps.. 250 -0-250. 60 -70 m.a., 13/9, plus 1/3 postage.
MIDGET TUNING CONDENSERS. 2 -gang .00035 fitted with
trimmers. and complete with perspex dust cover. These condensers, made by " PLESSEY,' are of the type used for tuning
personnel receivers. Price is 6/6, plus 8d. postage.
4-GANG TUNING CONDENSERS. .0005 each section-fitted
trimmers -ceramic insulation. These are complete in a very
useful chassis. and are fitted with a drive. Government surplus
equipment, but new and perfect. Price 219. plus 1/3 postage.
Standard size -ceramic
2 -GANG
.0005 CONDENSER.
insulation. Price 4/9, plus 13 post.
CHOKES, Iron Cores L.F. 250 ma. 10 henry, 9/6 : 200 m.a., 6'm,a.,
50
3/9.
70 ma., 4/6 :
E.H.T. CONDENSERS. .1 mfd. 5,000 v., 3/9 ; .02 mfd. 8,000 v.,
3/9 : .02 mfd. 5,000 v., 1/6.
OZ4

MS5

I94
IS5

PRICES
BARGAIN
VALVES
6L7
12547
6B4
9/8
9/6
133
1016

95-

8137

658

10 /2
61-

6N7
6Q7

10.6/6
6/8/6
13/3
8/7/6
6/8
7/6

12SR7
1486

9 O
B 6
9 6

65117
25L6GT 7 6
9/6
25Y5
6SK7
106/6
6SL7
25Z6GT 7 6
6/6
6SN7
80
10 8/6
683
6V6
8 3/6
7,6
6X5
89
86,16
514 13/6
12/6
7C7
807
, 6
6.17
523
7/8
13/8
841624
12A6
6K70
817/6
524
7/6
866A
12K7
6K7GT
'
8/6
159/6
6A3 10/6
1299A
9 4
12K8
8/6
6K7 MET
6AC7 817/6
9001
12SH7 7/8 4
6K2 MET
7'6
6AG5 89002
12SK7
8'8:6L6G
10 6A07 6Orders under £3 add extra to cover postage

IT4

2A7
5T4
5U4

8:10'2

6C6
6D6

6F5
6G6G
6H6

W. D. SALES

7, Electron
House

Windmill Hill Ruislip Manor Middlesex
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Televiews
Television in America

ACCORDING to a representative of an American firm of
television manufacturers the order
of programme popularity in the
U.S.A. is variety, sporting events
and drama. Plays are streamlined
in the U.S.A., only one hour being
allowed for them, compared with
our one and a half to two hours.
The result of this is that the
American plays take only one
week to produce as against .our
three weeks.
There can be no doubt of the
belief of American manufacturers
in the future of television, for they
aim to sell a television receiver tó
every householder. It has reached
a higher proportion of sales than
radio has ever done, and it
promises to become one of
America's- greatest industries.
There is a federal tax on radio
in America but on television the
tax only applies to the radio
portion. The rest is free of tax
to encourage development. The
British Government might take a
leaf out of the American book
The programmes are paid for
by sponsors who will pay up to
25,000 dollars or, 'say, £5,000' for
a one -hour programme. American
manufacturers are certain that
there will be television in every
home within 10 years. At present
there are 75,000,000 radio sets in
use in a country with only
There are
38,000,000 homes.
nearly If million television sets
now in use and manufacturers aro
producing 2,000,000 sets.a year.
It is not thought in America
that .television will replace radio,
as there are many places in that
country where television cannot
be used. For example, in the
kitchens of America radio receivers are installed for the maids.
They can do their work listening
to the radio, but not watching a
television programme.
Some
listeners like late night music or
news in the bedroom, or whilst
playing cards. Thus there is a
-

!

.

the company said that the needs
of television viewers had been
considered and' á satisfactory
But radio set suppressor had, in fact, been put
field for both.
production as well as set size is on the market.
now being considerably cut.
The most popular size of tube Television Applications,
in America is the 10in., although
interesting television apthere are 7in., 10in. and l2 in. TWO
dealt
tubes. It is hoped soon to have with plications have been
in the newspapers recently.
100 television stations providing
of them is in'connection with
unlimited programme material to One
An operation for appenaid in making television popular. surgery.
was televised in magnified
In this country our one " take -it- dicitis
or- leave-it " programme does not detail at Guy's Hospital, and
of the operation were later
tend to foster interest nor to ,parts
popularise television. At most, seen on the screens of viewers. '
in an adjoining room
for some time to come, television Students
will be enjoyed by two compara- were able to watch the operation
without being present. From the
tively local areas.
point of view of surgery, of course,
An analysis in America shows an ordinary .cinematograph On
that the presence of children in of the operation would be more
the family has an important effect effective.
on the interests of television. The
In the second application teleinterest is about 50 per cent.
is being used to reduce the
greater ; the husband. is found to vision
be the motivating factor in 80 risks in dismantlin3 explosive
The work: is done by
per cent. of interested families and missiles.
remote control, the operator
the wife about 57 per cent.
receiving his instructions by
About 77 per cent. of the images 'from a television camera.
American public .earn less than This is in America.
£25 a week, thus placing the
future of television in the hands
of the middle 'income Or mass Phonevision
market. This survey shows that IN America an announcement
has been made of an invention
only 11 per cent. of the people in
television areas have not seen Tór providing television via the
'television, and in view of the telephone. The invention hag
present sales there is some reason been inspired so that those who
to believe that the' estimates of object to the wisecracking salesfuture possibilities have not been men Who interject jokes and
advertisement matter into the
overstated.
may
television ' programmes
look in to a play without such
Reception in the Fringe Area
a party of motor interruption.
WHEN
The device was invented by
trade representatives visited
Birmingham recently and toured Commander E. F. McDonald,
a well -known factory making and his plan is to form a sort of
electrical equipment, a problem of subscribers' club by means of
interest to television viewers was which members will get a
raised by Mr. J. H. Hine, the privately circulated programme
traffic superintendent of North- with their television sets linked up
ampton. 'Northampton, he- said, to their telephone lines. When
was on the fringe of the London the subscriber wishes to look in
television transmitter rango and he thröws over a switch, and
it wee found that suppressors automatically the telephone hill
were sometimes apt to interfere will be debited with the fee -one.
dollar. The programme will be
with the signal itself. P.-J. C.
A technical representative of a feature film.
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Aerials for Television -2

This

Month Indoor Types of Aerials

N a limited range of
transmitter it is possible to obtain quite good
results on an aerial .fitted in the
loft or in the room in whjj'cch the
receiver is fitted, but it z«ust be
understood that the efficiency of
án aerial of this type is very low.
To give some idea of the results
which may be expected some
figures are given below. These
have been obtained by Messrs.
Belling and Lee, makers of both
the outdoor and indoor types of
'aerials, and were compiled from
information obtained from users
of their aerials. They are for
WITHIWITHIN

ordinary two -storied houses,
which means that greater ranges
would be expected on taller
buildings, or where the aerials
were ereeted on a mast or otherwise raised above normal chimney
or roof level.
It will be seen from the table
that the indoor aerial is only
useful in limited conditions, and
it is of little use increasing the
gain of'a receiver to make up for
the loss arising from keeping
the aerial inside the house.
Background " noise " on the
picture will increase if the gain is
pushed too far, and furthermore, the signal -noise ratio will
undoubtedly be decreased on
sound. However, for those who
require the indoor arrangement
the following information is given.
Attic or Loft Aerials
In many houses the space
below the roof will accommodate
the standard dipole, which may
be supported on the purlins or
tie -beams. If the roof is of the
low type then a smaller aerial
will have to be used, and it will
be found ,that an inverted " V "
is the best solution. As its name
implies, this is a standard dipole
bent at the centre so that the two
halves are at right angles. This
enables the aerial to be mounted
right at the top of the normal
roof and at the same time introduces a directional effect. This
type of aerial (which, incidentally,
costs two and a half guineas)
'has a sharp minima at right angles
to its axis, so that it should be
mounted, as with a normal " H "
type aerial, whilst a picture is
being received, so that the best

are Discussed by W. J. DELANEY (G2FMY)

position may be ' fixed.
On
acòount of this directional effect
it may be found worth while in
some cases to use it in preference
to a simple dipole outside the
house, for which purpose a special
mounting suitable for a chimney
stack may be obtained. For
those Who wish to experiment,
there is obviously the same scope
here as with normal outside
aerials, " cage " assemblies of
separate wires being used for each
half of the aerial, with matching
leads from the centre to the
receiver. The separate halves
could be attached on stand -off
insulators to the rafters, or a simple
assembly could be built up on
lengths of timber and these could
be supported as desired.
Some viewers have reported
that good results have been
obtained by merely supporting a
length of wire horizontally across
the loft, but in view of the fact
that the television signal is vertically polarised, and that certain
commercial receivers are very
critical on the input side, this
is not recommended.

many sound receivers are used
with this type of aerial, the fading
effects are not so noticeable to the
ear as they are to the eye.
Secondly, it must be remembered
that the aerial is more or less a

Room Aerials

tuned circuit and thus is susceptible to changes in its capacity to
earth. Now in the average room
there are generally two or three

The remaining type of aerial
is that which is fitted in the
room with the. receiver and this,
although fairly efficient in itself,
suffers from a number of drawbacks, ' some of these serious.
Dealing with these troubles first,
it should be explained that the
picture is produced as a result
of the signal energy picked up by
the aerial. Thus, screening the
aerial from the signal will result
in a weaker picture, and, consequently, variations in the degree
of screening will result in variations in the brightness of the
picture. This applies to all types
of signal, of course, and although
Aerial
-

Standard

"H"

4

ou

ney

"V"

" Doorod ". in attic
On second floor

which

walls

or

..
..

are

common

to

adjacent rooms, and in some
cases these rooms will not be
part of the viewer's premises.
Consequently, the viewer will not
know what is mounted on or
fitted near the other side of those
walls. If a simple dipole or length
of wire were supported on a wall,

therefore, it might have running
parallel with one part of it a
length of metal electric -light
conduit, or even an ordinary
metal bath. The effect of the
latter on the lower portion of

Maximum
Certain
Range in
Miles

Occasional
Ranee in
Miles

Extreme

35
18

60 -70
50

over 100
no data

35

no data

30
16

no data

-

chimney
Dipole chimney
Inverted" V " on chim-

Inverted

indoor aerials from the
Belling -Lee range.
-

Some

14
,.

10
6

Johannesburg, South Africa.
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a simple dipole would be

con-

siderably different when the bath
was filled with water.
It thus becomes obvious that
when fitting an aerial in a room
some attempt must be made to
place it so' that its capacity to
earth will not be varied, and also
that there is some sort of balance
between the two sections. Few
rooms will be high enough to
take a standard dipole in its
normal form, but it is permissible

to fold it or to adopt an arrangement whereby the upper part is
vertical and the lower part is
fixed at an angle. In one form of
commercial aerial the upper part
is metallic tubing and is intended
to be mounted by the side of a
door, whilst the lower portion
is flexible and is intended to be
fitted along the skirting board.
Alternatively, a standard dipole
(from a dimensional point of view)
may be folded on itself at each

UncerneciL
Television Pick -ups and

OMETHING greater than a
storm in a tea-cup 'blew
up a month or so ago when
it was announced that the B.B.C.
had secured a contract with a
leading film distribútion company
for the televising of a' number
of their films. This contract was
not for an odd cowboy film, but
.for a series of British films which
had been highly successful, starring Gracie Fields, George Forml y,
Will Hay and other top -line
stars. These films were fairly
old, but were still being shown at
cinemas as re- issues, particularly
for Sunday night programmes.
There was much fluttering in
the dovecots of Wardour Street,
and the Kinematograph Renters
Society passed a vote of censure
on the ` wicked " member who
dared to enter into such an
agreement.
Wailing in Wardour Street
The ashtrays of the Kinematograph Renters Society filled and
overflowed with cigar ash as
their angry Council members
spent hours debating their
grievance. An American pointed
out that the type of films involved in the deal would not
enhance the prestige of the film
industry as a whole, although
the films would be seen by only
it relatively small proportion
of the people. Other members
gave their views. Television was
a definite opposition to the cinema,
they moaned, and it was not
right that these films should be
available to the television public
for nothing.

19

Re

he

lections.

By

"

end so that there is a spacing of
about 3in. to 4in. between each
part of the , fold. `Other ideas
may suggest themselves $o readers,
but as pointed Out above, in
view of the variation in results
which are obtained when the self capacity of the aerial is varied,
disappointment may ensue.
Remember, that a person walking past the aerial ou the other side
of the wall may result in the
picture disappearing altogether.

Dipole
THE

SCANNER

too. And what bas beets the the original dialogue negative
reaction of the " relatively small was used excepting for those
section of the people " who saw sections which had music and
them'i The first of the Gracie effects added later in a re-recordFields' films
Sally
seemed ing process. Re- recording was
rather old- fashioned, but was still avoided, excepting where it was
first -class ' entertainment.
The absolutely essential. Consequently,
other films were good, too, though the release copies of early sound
the B.B.C.'s tele -cine equipment films, such as we have lately
scarcely gave the best possible been seeing on . television, were
picture or sound reproduction. made from sound negatives which
I particularly noticed the noise had almost as many " bkxopeel "
of the joins in the sound track, joins in them as there were changes
which made a very low- frequency of shot on. the picture.
Nowadays, the noise of a
bump sound with every change of
shot. The joins were not heard join in the sound track is rarely
when these pictures were originally heard. 'Firstly, the splices in
shown at the cinemas, as the pro- the original dialogue sound negajection equipment could scarcely tive are no longer " b,looped " by
reproduce the 50 -cycle " bloop " punching the track; instead,
with which every join was punched the film printing machine is
on the negative at that time. fitted with a special little fogging
The " bloop," I must explain, light which flashes on and blacks
was a long diamond -shaped cut- out the join on the print. Se_cgndly,
out (sometimes also in the form of all joined -up dialogue sound
a triangle) which eliminated the tracks are re-recorded in entirety,
cracking noise of an " unblooped " whether music and effects are
splice, and the result on the added- or not, so that the final
printed copies was a black repro- sound negative of a reel is all in
duction on the sound track of the one piece, with no splices in it.
cut -out shape of the " bloop." ' The moral of this story is that
With the improvement in the if it is good enough to obtain
quality of sound film reproducers new prints of these old pictures,
early types of " bloops " became so that they can be seen at their
audible, and recourse had to be best via television, then. it would
made to lengthening the shape be worth while to have prints
of the " bleep " to lower the fre- made with the joins " electrically
quency of the resultant sound. blooped." B.B.C. please note
This had two, effects : the sound . Easter Parade
a
negative film was weakened at
has been the result of
the joins and tore very easily, theWhat
televising of films ? In the
and the " bloop " was so long that case of the Fred Astaire film,
interruption in the continuity "-Second Chorus," it has reof sound was noticeable.
minded many a viewer of the
versatility of that grand artist
The Electric " Bloop"
just in tzme.for the release of his
"Bloop," " Bloop" Noises
On early films these rbloops" current picture Easter Parade.'.'
We have now seen the. filins
in question, and a few others. made all the more noise because It certainly does not seem to

^1

-"

"-

-

-
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have had any adverse affect on
the long queues for this .latest
Technicolor musical, in which
Astaire stars with Jody Garland.
I am quite certain that a good
many viewers went to see "Easter
Parade " at their local cinema
because they had enjoyed
Second Chorus " on television.
This is a point which the disgruntled cigar smokers of the
Kinematograph Renters Society
should bear in mind. I think it
won't be long before they'll be
pressing to.make use of television
for special trailers of " forthcoming cinema attractions " and the
like. That would be capitalising
on television, which would be to
the benefit of everybody.
`

Films on Television -The Future ?
It is obvious that the television
service needs the help of the film
industry. In America all kinds
of films are being televised at the

.

New

B.B.C.

dozens of stations now in .operation, and the demand for any kind
of film exceeds the supply. Old
films and not -quite -so -old films
are being sent out, some of them
of very poor quality, to say the
least. The competition for superannuated films which are of good
quality has given -them a new lease
of life and provided an unexpected
new source of income to the producers. A good deal of money
is being lost by the big broadcasting companies, who are unable
to persuade the " sponsors " to
pay reasonably high sums for the
limited number of viewers. The
" limited number," by the way,
is increasing day by day, and the
position will shortly be changed.
I think British viewers would
be interested in seeing some
of the silent pictures, provided
they were not treated primarily
as pre-historic curiosities. Certainly, the peep we had recently

Equipment

are at present being
received over a distance of 7
miles.
There seems to be no
reason why equally good results
should not be possible at ranges
of 20 miles, or by covering the
distance in two or more hops
even further.
At these extremely short wavestation.
One set has been manufactured lengths the aerial can be made to
by Cinema _Television, Ltd., and concentrate the radio waves into
the other by Electric & Musical a very narrow beam. The trans-

New Equipment for Television Film feronce

Transmissions
LAST month, two sets of entirely new equipment for
televising feature films, the B.B.C.
Television Newsreel, and the daily
demonstration film, were used for
the first time at the London

July, 1949

at the excerpts of early Charles

Chaplin films was most enjoyable.
But this programme was immediately put into the museum category by the interpolation of a
pompous explanatory lecture. The
musical background was also
not at all representative of the
ingenious musical improvisations
which were heard at even the
most second -rate suburban cinemas. The Chaplin films require
no academic explanation of
motives, montage or any other
arty- crafty dissection. They were
comic films made by an ex -music
hall comedian, whose hard experience with Fred Karno's company
gave him an intuitive knowledge
of what the public wanted.
Therefore, let us have more
Chaplin films, but let us hope
they'll be served up without a
damp blanket lecture or an
inappropriate musical accompani-

ment.

ventor is Dr. H. Hopkins, B.Sc.,
Ph.D., F.Inst.P., who is optical
consultant to the B.B.C. Engineering Division, and also to the
makers, Messrs. W. Watson &
Sons, of Barnet.
Zoom lenses have been made
before and used both here and in
the United States in film production and also in American
television. The new British lens,
however, works on an entirely
different principle, and is by
contrast much lighter and more
optically efficient. It will undoubtedly be a most valuable
acquisition to the B.B.C.'s mobile
television equipment.
-

mitting and receiving apparatus
is light and easy to carry, and
thus marks an important advance
Micro -wave Radio Link
B.B.C. engineers in collabora- from the apparatus used for this
tion with British manufacturers purpose before the war, which Sutton Coldfield Aerial
are actively engaged on the filled two large motor-lorries.
A novelty is being introduced
exploitation of lightweight teleinto the aerial to be used at the
vision outside broadcast equip- A Zoom Lens
A Zoom lens for television is Midland television transmitter.
ment. The aim is to extend the
scope of these operations and to a further step in the development It will consist of a stacked and
increase the speed with which the of the television outside broad- folded vertical dipole, arranged
equipment can be set up so that cast equipment. At the Cup Final round the vertical mast, and the
events of exceptional topical one of the cameras was fitted single aerial will radiate both
In with a device known as a Zoom vision on 61.75 Mc /s and sound
interest can be televised.
particular, an improved radio - Lens. This lens enables the on 58.25 Mc /s. It should be
link has been developed to camera to choose any part of remembered that this transmitter
transmit television pictures from the scene and then' gradually will employ single sideband
the cameras to Alexandra Palace magnify it until a close -up view principles on vision, utilising the
for broadcasting in the normal is obtained. The effect is just as
if the camera were moving lower portion of the band. This
service.
This equipment, which works towards. this part of the scene, system will also be adopted for
on the extremely short wave- making it grow larger and larger the remaining transmitters in
this country, but we understand
length of 4i centimetres, is now until' it fills the whole screen.
This particular lens is a wholly that it is not proposed to change
being tested, and exceptionally
The in- the A.P. system.
clear pictures free from all inter- British development.
Industries, Ltd.
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PRACTICAL WIRELESS
CRYSTAL SETS

la

Blueprints,

each.

..
..

1937 Crystal Receiver
The " Junior " Crystal Set

STRAIGHT SETS. Battery
One-Valve : Blueprints, 2e. each.

..
All -Wave Uuipen (Pentode)
Beginners' Onevalvee
The "Pyramid" Une- volver (HP
Pen)

Blueprints, 2s.
The Signet Two (D & I er)
Three -valve : Blueprints, 2e. each.
Selectors Battery Three (D, 2 LI,
(Trans)) ..
Summit 'Three (HF Pen, D, Pen)
Hall-Mark Cade{ (D, LF,Pen (RC))
F. J. Camm's Silver Souvenir (HF
Pen, D (Pen), Pen) (All -Wave
Two-valve

e

--

PW49
PW51

P5984*

PW87
i'W89°
PW82'

PWI7'

" Acme " All- Wave 4 (51W Pen, D
(Pen), LP, Cl. B)
The " Admiral " Hour (HF Pea
.HP Pea, D, l'en (BCD..

PW93
PW90

PW-46

D, Push-Pull)

-

PW29

-

F. J. Comme 2 -valve Superhet..
Mains Sets : Blueprints 2s. each.
A.C. £5 Superhet (Three -valve)..
D.C. £5 Superhet (Three -valve) ..

-

Is.

Blueprint, 9e.
B.B.C. Special One- valver
Two-valve : Blueprints, 2s. each.
Full- volume Two (SG den, l'on).
A modern Two -valver
Three-valve : Blueprints, 2s. each.
..
£5 5s. S.O. 3 (SO, D, Trans)
Lucerne Ranger (SG, D, Trans) ..
:

5s. Three De Luce Version
(SG, D, Tram) ..
Transportable Three (SO, D, Pea)

£5

PW60

----

Economy Pentode Three (SO, D,
.
Pen)
" W.M." 1934 Standard Three
..
(SO, D. Pen)
.
Troue)
S3 3a. Three (Sa,
1935 £0 6a. Battery Three (8S,

..

3-

...

All -wave Winning Three (S(1, D,

Pen)

Fenrvaive : Blneprieia, 3a. eaoh.
650. Four (SO D, RO, Trans)
Self -contained Four (SG, D, LP,
CI. B)

Lucerne Straight Four (SG, D,
Lh', Trans)
£5 5e. Battery Four (11F, D, 2LF)
The H.ä. Four (SO 80, D, Pen)
The Auto Straight hour (HF Pen,
HP Pen, DDT, Pen)
Five-valve : Blueprints, as. sub.
Super -quality live (2 HF, D, RC,

'trans)

Class B Quadradyne (2 SU, D, Li,
Class B) ..
New Clam B Five (2 80;D, LP,

Maine Operated
PW46e Two-valve : Blueprints, Ss, each.
Censoelectrio Two (D, Pen), A.C.
TWO Economy A.C. Two (D, Tree,), A.C.

..

: Blueprints, 2e. each.
..
e5 Superhet (Three -valve)

PWSge

PW48A

AW427

-

--

Three-valve : Blueprint'. 8e. each.
Mantovanl A,C Three (HF, l'en,
D Pen)
£15 15e. 1.936 S.C. Radiogram
(HF, D, Pen) .
TWO
PW2 Four-valve e Blueprints. as. eaoh
All-Metal Four (2 SG, D, Pen)..
PW4P Hants Jubilee Radiogram (RP,
..
..
PW'42e
Pen, D, LP, P)..

W.C.2.

SUPERBETS

: Blueprints, 3s. each.
'Varsity Pour
..
The Request All -Waver ..

--

2eane)

Tien l'attabla

(SG, D, 3 Trans)

Ultra -short Battery Two (SG, tree
Pea)

..

..

l : Blueprint,

Shep(iAed Short -wave supra

Peen-vals

WM:f81

MISCELLANEOUS

B.W. 1 -valve Converter (Price le.)
Rnthualaat'e Power Amplifier (10
Watts) (3/-)
Listener a 5 -watt 3.0. Amplifier
(3i

)

Radio Colt (Sv.) for W39'2 (2; -)
WH404 Harris Electrogram battery am-

plifier (2f-)
De Luxe Concert A.O. Electragran (2/-)
New Style Short -wave Adapter

WM341

B.L.D.L.C. BlîeiV*ave Convertr
(2'.)
Wilson Tone Master (2;-)
The W.Y. A.C. Short -wave Cup

verter (2í)

WM230
1

WM401e
WM329

W'M492
AF'440
AW'43g

WH300
AW 436

-

AW463

-

-

-

WM291'
AW329

WH3874
W'1N392w

WH3990
7:39989
WH403w
1VIf388_

W11405
W'M406

WM408s
MO NS

AW402'

WM374

:íW'447

t)El97

WIt397

Blueprints, 3e.
Standard Four-valve A.O. Short.
..
waver (SG, D, RC, Trans)

W'M384

WHâ20

AW393'

,,,

:

AW37o

-

Se.

Mains Operated
Two-valve : Bluer:into, 2s. each.
Two -valve Mails Short -waver (D,
..
..
..
1"eni, A.t).

W'M350

W"M3.0

WM383

Seperh

WM331

\\'114c7

,

WMa51
WM354

WM400

--

WAt IOIL'

--

WM837

WM393

-

SHORT -WAVE SETS. Battery Operated 2. each.
AW429e
S.W. Coe, Riot r for America ..
AW442
..
..
Roma Short -water
Two-valve : Blueprints, 2s. each,

-Onevalve : Blueprints,

(SO, D, LP, P)

WM340

--

PORTABLES
Feur -valve : Blueprint,, Se. each.
Holiday Portable (SU, D, LP,
Class B) ..
Faintly Portable (HF, D, RC,

Home -wade Coll Two (D, Pen) ..
Tbree-tabe : Blueprints, Ss. eaeb.
Experimenter's 5-metre Set (D,
AW392
Trane, Super-regen)
W114004 The Carrier Short -waver (SO,
AW412e
AW 42'2' Four -valve : Blueprints, 3s. eaeb.
A.\V Short-wave World- beater
AW43p
(HF Pen, D, RC, Trans)
\V M271
Standard Pour -valver Short-waver

WM:371
W51:389

-

Halas Sets : Blueprints, 2s. each.
..
Heptode Super Thrco A.C.

AW387

PW34D

Push -Pull)

Battery Sets

PW35C
PW35B
P W 36A

PW54
PW50
PW7o
PW20

'Universal Mall -Mark (HF Pen, D,

p

PÁ19
PW:5

Fury Four (SG, 841, 0. Pen)
Fury Four Super (80, SO,
Pen) ..
A.C. Hall-Mark (HP Pen, D.

SUMMITS

PW77

AW444
..
1934 Crystal Sat
..
A W 450
..
..
150 -mile Crystal Set
STRAIGHT SETA. Battery Operated.

PTY Three (Pen, D, Pen)
Certainty Three (S0, D. Pen)

PW'23

A,
A.

..

PW65

AMATEUR WIRELESS AND WIRELESS
MAGAZINE
CRYSTAL SETS

One -valve

The issues containing
size.
descriptions of these sets are now out
of print, but an asterisk beside the
blueprint number denotes that con strecttonal details are available, free
with the blueprint.
The index letters which precede the
Blueprint Number indica to the periodical in which the descript ion appears:
Thus P.W. refers to PRACTICAL
WIRELESS, A.W. to Amateur )Virelrae,
W.M. to Wireless Mapazlne.
Send (preferably) a postal order to
cover
the cost of the Blueprint
over 65. unacceptable) to
(stam
PRACTICAL WIRELESS Blueprint
Dept., George Newnes, Ltd., Tower
House, Southampton Street. Strand,

Battery Sete

MISCELLANEOUS

D, Pen)

1

Push-Pull)

PORTABLES

In. each.
PW82e Blueprints,
Four -station Crystal Set ..
Lucerne Tuning Coil for AW427
PW78

PW34B
PW-34C

'1

PW7J

-

: Blueprints. 2s. each.
F. J. Cernais ELF 'Three-valve
Portable (HF Pen, D, Pen)
Parvo Flyweight Midget Portable
(SG, D; Pen)
Four -valve : Blueprint, 2s.
" Imp " Portable 4 (D, LP, LF,

PW72

Nucleon Ciao, B Pour (S0, D
- (SO., LP, OL B)
Fury Your Super (SG, SG, D, Pen)
Battery Hall-Mark 4 (11F, Pen,

(D, Pow)
Blueprints. 2e. eaob.
Double -Dtode -Triode Three (HP
..
Pen, DDT, Pen)
,.
(BG,
D, Pen)
D.C. Ace
..
A.C. Three (SG, D, Pen) ..
A.C. Leader (HF Pen. D, Pow) ..
ILO. Premier (HF Pea, D, Pen) ..
Pen)..
Pen,
D
(Pee),
(HF
Ubique
F. Y. Caerme A.O. All- Wave Silver
Souvenir Three (HF Peu, D, Pen)
-Wave" A.C. Three (D, 2
'
Hi
38 ovotona (HF Pen, HF
A.Oh 1036
en, Weetector, Pen) ..
Melon Record All -Wave 3 (RIP
Pen, D, Pea)
Four -valve : Blueprints. Se. etch.

PINTO

-

2s.
PW55 Blueprint,
MO' S.W. Converter-Adapter (I valve)

'

ThreevaAe

..

PW59

Three -valve

11053.

9

Mains Operated
: Blueprints, 2s. each.
8electone A.C. Radiogram Two

--

PW48

All -Wave Three (D,

Two -calve

-

PWlO
PW':17

(RO A Trans))
Rapide" Straight 3 (D,
LP (R0 a Trans)) ..
F. J. Camm'a Oracle All -Wave
Three (HF, Det, Pen...
1938 " Triband " All-Wave Three
(HF Pen, D, Pen)
P. J. Camm'e ' Sprite Three
(HF, Pen, D, Tat)
The " Hurricane " All -Wave Three
(SOD, Pen. Pen)
Push-Button"
F. J. Camm's
Three (HP Pen, D (Pen). Teti..
Four -valve : Blueprints, 9e. emit
Beta Universal Four (SG, D, LP
2

The

' 14ualitone' Universal Four
hot

L

(Trans))
1036 Sonotone Three -Four (1103
Pen, HF Pen, Westector, Pen)
Battery ALL -Wave Three (D, 2 LB
(RC))
The Monitor (HF pen, D. Fen) ..

' Colt "
LP

F. J. Cancer's A.C. Super het 4
F. J. Camm'a Untrereal £4 Supet+-

SHORT -WAVE SETS. Battery Operated
PW71e One -valve : Blueprint, 2s.
PW94 Simple S.W. One- velver ..
PWBew
Two-valve : Blueprints, 2s. each.
PW38Ae
Midget Short -wave Two (D, Pen)
Operated
Two
Short
-wave
"
Fleet
"
The
..
-- FW91e
(D (HF Pen), Pen)
PW3IA Three-valve : Blueprints, 2s. each.
PW'85 Experimenter's Short-wave Three
PW30A'
(SG, D, Pow)
PW93 The Prefect 3 (D, 2
(RO and
PW63
Trous»
PW76 The Band -spread S.W. Three
PW08e
..
(HP.Pen, D (Pen), l'en)

Cameo Midget Three (D, 2 LP

The

'

Biaeprirrl.

f

SPECIAL NOTICE
THESE blueprints are drawn full

III1iTS COUPON

i

This coupon is available until July
19494 and must accompany ai
J 4th,
Practical Hints.
I PRACTICAL WIRELESS. JULY, 1949
I

\VM386

Street: Strand, London, W.C.2. and
NEWNES, LIMITED. 'Power House. Southampton
Published on the 7th of each month by GEORGE LTD..
Agents for Australia and New Zealand:
Exmoor Street. London, W.10. SoleSubscription
& SONS,
printed in England by W. SPEA1GHTSouth
rate Including postage. for
Africa: CENTRAL NEWS AGENCY. LTD.
GORDON & GOTCH (A /sla), LTD.
the Canadian Magazine Post.
at the. General Post Office fornamely.
one year Inland and Abroad 10s. Gd. (Canada Ils.). Registered
that it shall not. without
conditions.
following
to
the
subject
is
sold
This
periodical
CONDITIONS OF SALE AND SUPPLY:
the full
or otherwise disposed of by way of Trade except at
first given, be lent, re-sold, hired out otherwise
the written consent of the publishers
disposed of In a mutilated condition or in any
re -sold. hired out or
retail price of ed.: and that it shall not be 'lent,
or
literary pictorial hatter, whatsoever.
unauthorised cover by way of Trade; or affuied to or as part of any publication or advertising,
:
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PRACTICAL WIRELESS

THIS NEW
SIGNAL GENERATOR
COVERS

1 0 0 Kc

T/s
O

Mc,.

MODEL 6Sc. The latest addition to the Taylor
7 ranges.
Covering lOOKc s to 80Mc s on funda- range, specially designed to cover all television
mentals and 80Me/s to 160 Mc s on second harmonic. frequencies.
Compact and reliable with an
Scales directly calibrated in Kc /s and Mc /s.
than 2% on all ranges.
better
accuracy of
R.F. output modulated at 400 c s or unmodulated.
External modulation can be used.
Coarse and fine R.F. ateenuation available.
400 c's Audio Output, variable up to 1 volt.
A.C. mains operated. Voltage adjustment covers
110V. and 200 -250V. 40 100e's.

L I

S

T

£17

.

P R I C E
15 . 0

WINDSOR
swee TAYLOR/

write for details
H.P. terms add
information on other
Please

of our

Taylor Products.

MULTIRANGE A.C. D.C. TEST METERS SIGNAL
VALVE TESTERS
A.C. BRIDGES
GENERATORS
CIRCUIT
ANALYSERS
CATHODE RAY OSCILLOGRAPHS
HIGH AND LOW
RANGE OHMMETERS
OUTPUT METERS
INSULATION TESTERS
MOVING COIL INSTRUMENTS
OTHER PRODUCTS INCLUDE;

vestifot
T

TAYLOR ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS LTD
419-424

M

O N T RO

S E

AVENUE, SLOUGH, BUCKS

,

E

S

T

E

Q U

I

P

M

E

NT

Telephone SLOUGH 21381 (4 lines)
Grams & Cables " TAYLINS" SLOUGH

ENGLAND

PREMIER RADIO CO.

MORRIS & CO.
MOVING COIL EARPIECES
Comprise a 11ía, moving coil loudspeaker. Fitted with noiseexcluding rubber caps. These make excellent mikes, headphones or loudspeakers. They lire excellent for deaf -aids.
2'- each.
GOVERNMENT 'SURPLUS MAINS TRANSFORMERS.
All are for use on 230 volt 50 cycle Mains.
Type
33 38 v: 2 a. Tapped at 32. 34, 36 v.
15
42 500-0-500 V. 170 mA. 4 v, 4 a.
25.44 10v. 5 a., 10 v.5 a.. 10 v, 5 a.
51 350+350 v. 60 mA.. 6.3 v. 1 a., 6.3 v. 3 -5 a.
12/6
53 250-0-2.50 v. 60. mA., 5 v. 2 a., 6.3 v. 2-3 a.
15154 275 -0 -275 v. 60 mA.. 5 v. 2 a., 6.3 v. 2-3 a.
15'55 250 -0 -250 v. 100 mA.. 5 v. 2 a., 6.3 v. 3 -5 a
17/6
56 330 -0 -330 v. 70 mA., 5 v. 2 a., 6.3 v. 2 -3 a.
17/6
57 300 -0 -300 v. 70 mA., 4 v. 2 a.. 4 v. 3 -5 a.
1746
TELEVISION MAGNIFYING LENS. Suit any 5ia.. 6in., or
size
considerably,
Tin, tube. Increase picture
29/8.
METER KIT.
A FERRANTI 500 MIC'ROAMP M'C METER. with separate
High Stability, High Accuracy. Resistors to measure. 15. 60.
150 and 600 volts D.C. Scale length 1In.. diameter 211n.
10 - the complete kit.
WESTINGHOUSE BATTERY CHAItGERS. input 200-250
volts 50 cycles, output 12 volts 16 amps.. with meter and variable
resistance. 10 gn..
SPEAKERS FOR R.1155. Special offer of loudspeakers for
R.1155 Receivers. A 10in. Rola p.m. ni e speaker, mounted
lu a steel case to match the R.1155, 45
ALL WAVE TUNING FA('K for Detector and LF Receiver,
12 -20011 metres. without gaps. 25. -.
FERR ANTI Push -pull Driver Transformers with two separate
secondaries. 10 -.
.

Our 1949 List is evadable.
2!. d. stamp for copy.

send

Please

(RADIO) LTD-

PREMIER MIDGET RECEIVERS

valve plus Rectifier TRF. Medium and Long Wavebands.
volt mains. A.C. or A.C./D.C. Now reduced to £615s.
wired and tested, inc. Tax.
4 valve plus Rectifler¡Superhet. Medium and Short Wavebands.
200-250 volt A.C. or A.C. /D.C. Now reduced to £8 19s. 6,1.
wired and tested, inc. Tax.
NEW ALL WAVE A.C. SUPERHET CHASSIS
7 valve plus rectifiers. 200-250 volt A.C. mains. 13.6 to 52
51 to 200 :l 200-550 and 900 -2100 metres. 10 watts P -pull output
for 3 and 15 ohm L.S. Negative Feedback. Wired and Tested.
£15 17s. 94., inc. Tax. Universal Model available at £15.
NEW PREMIER TABLEGRAM
A modern Tablegram, incorporating many new features"
Covers Medium and Long Wavebands. 200 -250 v. A.C. Mains.
A high -fidelity pick-up and the latest Collaro electric gramo.
motor. £19 19s:, inc. Purchase Tax.
ASK FOR FULL DETATCS OF ALL TILE ABOVE.
NEW PREMIER EXTENSION SPEAKER in attractive
Plastic Cabinet. bin. Moving Coil (P.M.). Price 30/,
H.T. ELIMINATOR AND TRICKLE CHARGER KIT.
Complete set of parts to construct a 120 volt 20 mA. Eliminator
with 2 volt Accumulator charger. Price 35,-.
WE HAVE A LARGE SELECTION OF NEW BOXED
VALVES BV WORLD FAMOUS MAKERS.
3

200-250

6SL7, GSA7, 6AC7, ,6SJ7, 6SK7, 6V6. 6115, 6,15. 6F8. 6C5, 6SN7.
6Q7. GSH7, 6K7; 6X5, 6J7. 6K8, 5Z4, 5174. 12Q7GT, 12K7. 12K3.
ISS. 6SC7. VR55. VR56, VR137. CV66, 807. VU39. IRS. VR57

íT4. all

at 8'8.

6B4G, 6116. HL23. CV73. 954. CV6. VR91. all at 5' -.
717A. U74. 2X2, ILD5, VR136. all at 7.6.
5Z3. 584, 25Y5G. 25Z6, 1LN7. 3DO, all at 8 6.

Also many other types.

POST ORDERS TO 167, LOWER CLAPTON RD., E.5. 'Phone: Amherst 4723.
CALLERS TO 152/3, FLEET ST., E.C.4. Central 2833.
NEW BRANCH : 207, EDGWARE RD., W.C.2. Ambassador 4033.
This Branch is open until 6 p.m. on Saturdays.

www.americanradiohistory.com

